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ABSTRACT 
 Between 1966 and 1986 the Mengo neighborhood of Kampala, the capital 
of Uganda, was militarized. This dissertation examines how and why the urban 
dwellers of this neighborhood chose to stay in the city during this period of high 
insecurity. Successive governments turned several spaces and buildings in the 
city into army administration headquarters and barracks for soldiers. The army 
literally moved next door to city residents, leading to constant threats to people’s 
lives and their property. In order to examine Kampalans’ strategies for surviving 
in an insecure and dangerous urban environment, this dissertation relies on the 
oral histories of the men and women who lived through militarization. In so doing, 
I also examine how the African city of Kampala became resilient amid crisis. I 
argue that Kampalans relied on a set of practices and stances of defiance and 
subtle resistance, locally collectively known as Okujeema, to maintain their urban 
lives; they had inherited these strategies and modified them to suit their new 
challenges. From the beginning of military rule, many Kampala residents 
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understood that the military meant to push them out of the city as a punishment 
for their political opposition and allegiance to the Buganda Kingdom. Okujeema is 
how Kampalans defined resilience and endurance.  Residents displayed this trait 
when they resisted eviction orders, hid their property, and protected each other’s 
lives. They also insisted on earning a livelihood and enjoying leisure time in the 
midst of economic collapse. Kampala had long been a city of powerful women, a 
gender dynamic now challenged by the arriving soldiers.  Not surprisingly, 
Okujeema therefore often took highly gendered forms as when traditional gender 
roles were inverted and women became protectors of men. All Kampalans, men 
and women, were urbanites, and they meant to retain that identity. The very 
notion of living in the city was an act of Okujeema during Kampala’s two decades 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS  
 
Luganda English 
Bulange, also lukiiko The Buganda kingdom parliamentary 
building 
Dagala Medicine 
Gomesi/busuti Traditional Ganda women dress 
Jaja Grandmother/father; healer; spirit; 
medium 
Kabaka King 
Kabaka anjagalla Kabaka loves me; road connecting 
Lubiri to Bulange 
Katikiro Prime Minister 
Kisilani Bad omen 
Kitiibwa/okutia Respectability/respect/fear 
Lubale Divinity/medium  
Lubiri Palace 
Lugoye Dress/cloth 
Magendo Black market 
Mukombozi/bakombozi Liberator 
Mukyala/bakyala Woman/women 
Mulangira Prince/also measles  
Musawo Doctor 
Musambwa/misambwa Spirit; sometimes appearing in form 
of a snake  
Mutaka/Bataka First-comer 





INTRODUCTION: OKUJEEMA AS SOCIAL RESILIENCE IN KAMPALA 
 
Suzana Namubiru has lived in Kampala since the late 1950s, when she 
came to the city as a teenager. She was born in Bugerere in the eastern part of 
the Buganda Kingdom in 1942. As a young girl she liked school, but only 
attended up to Grade 5. At that time, her family pulled her from school because 
of a family emergency. Between that time and her arrival in Kampala, she 
remembers her life as one characterized by rural nomadism and unending 
chores. She lived between her own family’s home, one managed by elderly 
paternal aunts, and another headed by her aging grandmother.  Soon, however, 
she would lead a more independent urban life as an urban Kampalan woman.  
She would even choose to stay in the city as it militarized and become 
increasingly unsafe.  Suzana's story of becoming and staying a Kampalan 
speaks to a broader social history of the city during the second half of the 
twentieth century. 
When Suzana was about 16 or 17 she accompanied another aunt to 
Kampala on what was meant to be a short family visit. Back home, there was a 
young man (who was slightly older than her) who had asked Suzana's family for 
her hand in marriage, and the planning was starting to heat up. However, when 
she arrived at her aunt’s home, the week’s visit turned into months and very 
soon, it became apparent that she was not going back to her home. Suzana 
brought a disciplined work ethic to her aunt’s household, and the aunt was not 




that she was never going back to her rural home. Secretly, she was determined 
to stay in the city regardless of what her Kampala aunt wanted.  
Within a year of Suzana’s arrival at her aunt’s place in the city, Suzana 
found a job in a textile shop in the business district. Her aunt, however, lived 
several miles away from the city center, deep in Kampala’s suburbs. As such, 
Suzana’s commute to work was long and cumbersome, often involving hitching a 
lift from the only two motorists who drove to work from her neighborhood or from 
a passing bicyclist. Suzana would get up at 4 a.m. to first complete her 
mandatory chores for the household. These chores included running to the well 
to fetch water, preparing breakfast, and sweeping the yard. During the early 
years of independence, in 1962, Suzana left her aunt’s home and joined two 
friends who were renting an apartment in the Mengo neighborhood. Life became 
easier at this point. She and her friends shared the household work in their 
apartment and were not responsible to any relative, except when occasionally 
one of their relatives spent a day or two at their apartment. Her commute to work 
was now quite short, about three miles, and she easily walked it. When she 
returned from work in the evening at around 8 p.m. she also walked home, 
saving her money instead of spending it on bus fares.  
Suzana and her two friends lived in the Rubaga part of the Mengo 
neighborhood, just behind the Catholic Cathedral. Her commute to work was 
easier than her way home. (Kampala’s topography is marked by hills, and that 




line through the Kabakanjagalla Road and its roundabout and continued on 
Rubaga Road until its junction with Namirembe Road. From there, she walked 
down the slope of the hill that connects Namirembe (the neighborhood that hosts 
the Anglican Cathedral) and the city center. Her walk back after work was often 
more difficult than the morning commute, because it involved walking up the hill. 
For this reason, she and her two roommates and friends would often go to one of 
the clubs in the business district to blow off steam before returning to their 
apartment.  It was a hard but fun new life living as a urban woman.    
As Suzana worked and earned a living in Kampala, she remained 
committed to her rural home. After she had worked for a few months she 
returned home and brought with her clothes for her brothers, sisters, and 
parents, which proved to them that she was working and would be helping them.  
She also let them know that she was no longer committed to the marriage to the 
rural suitor and that she was not returning home.  Still she paid a visit to her rural 
home, with needed help, every few months.  
 The Mengo neighborhood changed in 1966 when soldiers, at the direction 
of the then Prime Minister Apollo Milton Obote, attacked the Buganda Kingdom’s 
palace, just down the road from Suzana’s home. After what is known as The 
Battle for Mengo, that began on the night of May 23rd 1966, mayhem ensued and 
left the neighborhood transformed. The central government failed at its goal of 
apprehending the kabaka (king). Instead, kabaka Mutesa fled the lubiri (palace) 




government turned the palace into a military barracks. The government also 
moved several military units from upcountry locations right into the urban 
neighborhood. The newly arrived soldiers began policing Mengo, replacing the 
kingdom institutions that had governed this urban neighborhood and others 
throughout the colonial period. For Suzana, the next twenty years were a time 
during which living conditions in the city slowly deteriorated and over time 
insecurity became an everyday ordeal.  
In 1968, Suzana acquired a plot of land in the same area where she and 
her friends had been renting. About a year earlier she met a man from her rural 
home in Bugerere and the two began to seriously date.  When she purchased the 
plot in Mengo she was pregnant with their first child. She invited her boyfriend 
over and they moved into the new plot together. However, he worked for a 
government agency in Mukono, about 20 miles away, and came home only on 
weekends. Despite the difficulties of a long-distance relationship, they officially 
married in the Catholic Church in their rural home during the Christmas holidays 
of that same year.  
It was important for both Suzana and her husband to raise their children 
with an awareness of where the family came from. After she gave birth to their 
first born in 1969, she remembers spending so much time in Bugerere recovering 
and letting her husband’s family take care of the baby. The same thing happened 
in 1972, and 1974 when she had two more babies. Both she and her husband 




However, this desire to keep a connection with a rural home slowly 
became a challenge for Suzana. In 1975 Suzana's husband lost his government 
job and returned to Kampala. During this period, an ex-government employee 
tended to invite suspicion from government officials and the soldiers who 
patrolled in Mengo: was he working with the opposition? Suzana’s husband 
feared that such suspicions and rumors would endanger his family. So, he 
decided to move to the village for a while, and left the urban home fully in her 
hands.  Their divergent experiences in militarized Kampala were not unique but 
reflected a larger pattern around gendered experiences of city life.   
Beginning in 1975 her regular visits and her ties to her home village 
dwindled as she maintained their Kamaplan home, and insecurity in Kampala 
and on the roads increased. Suzana’s next pregnancy led to the birth of twins in 
1977. Given the insecurity in the city at the time, her family could not really 
perform the customary rites for twins. This inability to perform a required ritual 
marks a major turning point in Suzana's memory of how she and her neighbors 
experienced urban insecurity and responded to it. 
When soldiers began dispossessing urban residents of their property in 
the late 1970s, Suzana ensured that some of her household items were hidden 
away. She put away household items that had been visible in the living room, 
such as her radio, and took a selection of her family’s belongings and stored 
them with a friend who worked at the Anglican Church compound. She also 




Like many Kampalans who lived in the city during the era of militarization, 
Suzana spent a lot of nights in public spaces, such as at the school or on the 
church compounds. As soon as the public feared that soldiers were about to 
begin raiding homes for possible rebel collaborators or that an invading force was 
approaching Kampala, the residents of Mengo would run to nearby community 
buildings for safety. Suzana is a cautious person and she always ran to the 
Catholic Church compound at Rubaga at the slightest hint of insecurity in the 
neighborhood. She explained her thinking: “There were people who waited and 
ran to the church only when they were sure that the soldiers were really coming. 
When I heard that something was about to happen I prepared my children and 
took them to the Catholic Church. I did not want to take chances.”1 Suzana’s 
experience was not unique. At height of the insecurity resulting from urban 
militarization, many Kampalans ate their last meal of the day in the early 
afternoon and went to one of the church compounds in the neighborhood to 
spend the night. They feared that soldiers would raid their homes with potentially 
unthinkable results. 
  
                                                        
1 This section is based on interviews with Suzana Namubiru in Rubaga, Kampala, 





In spite of the insecurity that characterized Kampala until 1986, Suzana 
stayed. Like many other Kampalans she never fled the city. Suzana’s life story 
encapsulates the themes that this dissertation explores. I ask the questions: Why 
and how did people choose to stay in a militarized and insecure city? The 
dissertation is thus about urban commitment, popular resistance, and resilience.  
For two decades under military rule, Kampalans relied upon socially-
sanctioned values and practices of subtle resistance and defiance locally known 
as Okujeema. People invoke this concept to describe a wide range of actions 
including rebelling, defying, refusing, holding on to or insisting. Okujeema is how 
people talked about resilience, and the concept accommodated ideas that were 
conservative as well as those that were radical.2 Okujeema is also how 
Kampalans managed to live with soldiers and avoided abandoning their urban 
residences. This history, therefore, is a humanistic endeavor to go beyond simple 
characterizations of violence and crisis in African cities but rather to understand 
urban resilience. Okujeema as a concept is woven into popular histories of the 
city. In today’s retelling and reconstruction of Buganda’s colonial history, local 
historians even use the term Okujeema to describe particular moments in the 
                                                        
2 For a dictionary definition of Okujeema, see R. A. Snoxall, Luganda - English 
Dictionary  (Oxford Clarendon Press,, 1967), 100. However, in everyday use this term 




contentious relationship with the colonial government, such as when the kabaka 
and his people withheld their loyalty from the colonial government.3 
In addition to Okujeema, the dissertation explores other important themes 
that emerged from my fieldwork interviews and which contextualize urban life in 
Kampala. One of them is how people thought about and expressed themselves 
as urbanites. For example, Suzana described how she could easily move 
between rural and urban registers by managing her appearance. In other words, 
to be a Kampalan was also about “looking like a city person [okulabika 
ng’omunakibuga - also omunakampala].”4 The second theme is the maintenance 
and practices of urban culture, such as the emergence of new spaces to 
socialize and network. These include the churches and bars. Throughout the 
dissertation, I also discuss the city as a space of insecurity and militarization. The 
goal of the dissertation, therefore, is to explain why and how people chose to 




                                                        
3 For example, one of the actions that the colonial government undertook was to exile 
kabaka Mutesa to London in 1953 for two years. In retelling this episode in Buganda’s 
history, local historians emphasize that “ne kivaako n’abantu okujeemera gavumenti 
y’Abazungu okumala emyaka ebiri [as a result (of government deportation of the king) 
people defied [withdrew loyalty] from the colonial government for two years]”. See post 
by Mulongo, https://ababaka.com/home/forums/topic/etteeka-ku-kabaka-libizadde/, 
February 13, 2011, accessed April 20, 2016.  





State of the Field: Militarization and the Postcolonial City in Africa 
Bajeemi Urbanites contributes to how we understand and conceptualize 
the impact of urban violence and militarization on Africa’s postcolonial cities. In 
the broadest sense, this dissertation addresses a paradoxical pattern apparent 
during the late twentieth century in Africa. One feature of the continent during this 
period was rapid urban growth, despite the fact that many of the cities in question 
were experiencing militarization and turmoil. Thus, the question that animates 
this dissertation has analogs either in contexts of militarization and violence, or, 
more generally, in situations where urban residents lived in cities that lacked 
infrastructural and policy support. For example, Emily Callaci recently examined 
how Africans made a life in the Tanzanian capital, Dar es Salaam, at a time when 
post-colonial politicians and nationalists actively pushed people out of the cities 
to support the predominantly rural policies of Ujamaa villagization.5 A similar 
question must be asked about cities such as Kampala, Kinshasa, Monrovia, 
Freetown and Mogadishu that all experienced militarization and violence. Why 
did urban residents make a life in these cities despite the danger they faced?  
Historians have long observed that urbanization in modern Africa went 
hand in hand with violent episodes.6 However, little has been written about post-
                                                        
5 Emily Callaci, "Ujamaa Urbanism: History, Urban Culture and the Politics of 
Authenticity in Socialist Dar es Salaam, 1967-80" (Northwesten University, 2012). 
6 Ian Phimister and Charles Van Onselen, "The Political Economy of Tribal Animosity: A 
Case Study of the 1929 Bulawayo Location 'Faction Fight'," Journal of Southern African 
Studies 6, no. 1 (1979); David M. Anderson, "Vigilantes, Violence and the Politics of 




colonial African urban history, particularly cities suffering under militarization and 
state-inspired violence. In The African City: A History, Bill Freund surveys the 
field, but glosses over post-colonial urban violence, except to observe that its 
prevalence often symbolized the failure of globalization.7 While Freund is right to 
signal the role of global economic factors in post-colonial African city life, he fails 
to document how individuals in these cities responded to violence. 
Scholars who have written about urban violence in post-colonial Africa 
have tended to ignore the survival strategies of urban residents. In African Cities: 
Alternative Visions of Theory and Practice (2011), Garth Myers theorizes what he 
calls “the wounded city” in Africa. Myers laments the “pervasive, almost ritualistic, 
association of Africa with forms of everyday as well as extreme”…. and the role 
that urban violence plays in creating that perception. For example, he observes 
that Mogadishu in the 1990s is on the record as “the world capital of things gone 
to hell” as an urban space, while little is known about how people survive.8 Myers 
recommends that scholars turn to the works and representations of local 
intellectuals and creative thinkers to combat this bleak representation of 
militarized cities. For Mogadishu, Myers uses the works of Somali novelist 
Nuruddin Farah to demonstrate how Somalis created a new vision of Mogadishu. 
In his novels, Farah paints the city amidst violence as a refuge and a place of 
                                                                                                                                                                     
Terror Intensify”: Political Violence, Governance and Society in Urban Ethiopia, 1976–
78," International Journal of African Historical Studies 48, no. 1 (2015). 
7 Bill Freund, The African City: A History  (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 
184-85. 
8 Garth Andrew Myers, African Cities: Alternative Visions of Urban Theory and Practice 




hope, a far cry from the dire, chaotic images that exist in the West about 
Mogadishu. While Myers draws attention to the critical issues of violence in 
African cities and its often problematic representation, he does not address 
people’s concrete strategies for coping with such violence. Rather he suggests 
their survival strategies existed mainly in their imaginations. 
A small number of other scholars have recently sought to emphasize the 
dynamism of Africa's cities, and the urban-ness of the Africans who live in them.9 
However, these scholars ignore militarized urbanism. I draw these two strands of 
analysis – urban identity formation and upheaval in African cities – into 
conversation. Social resilience and popular urban identity in Kampala meant the 
capacity to withstand and recover from militarization, martial law, warfare, and 
violence. Bajeemi Urbanites offers a social history perspective to explain 
Kampala’s resiliency.  
Although there are numerous accounts of militarism in Uganda, no scholar 
has explored the subject from the perspective of the urban dwellers who lived 
side-by-side with soldiers. Broadly speaking, there are three approaches to 
militarism in Uganda. The first comes from firsthand observers, including 
Ugandan exiles, writing in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. As a group their broad 
goal was to garner support for the forces that were fighting against different 
                                                        
9 Brian Larkin, Signal and Noise: Media, Infrastructure, and Urban Culture in Nigeria  
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2008); Ato Quayson, Oxford Street, Accra: City Life 
and the Itineraries of Transnationalism  (Durham, NC.: Duke University Press, 2014); 
AbdouMaliq Simone, "People as Infrastructure: Intersecting  Fragements in 
Johannesburg," Public Culture 16, no. 3 (2004); Filip de Boeck, Kinshasa : Tales of the 




military regimes. These authors emphasized the ways in which the successive 
military regimes were irrational and brutal.10 One such author was Henry 
Kyemba, a former cabinet member, who fled Uganda in 1973 and subsequently 
published a memoir about his experiences. He also called the soldiers the 
‘instruments of Amin’ who cowed and terrorized the population. “Without timely 
outside help,” Kyemba wrote, explicitly revealing his motive, “Amin’s tyranny 
could last another few years, a prospect I find too terrible to contemplate.”11 For 
observers such as Kyemba, detailing the ways in which people found ways to live 
with the military would have undermined the political case for intervention.  
The second approach derives from the work of scholars active in the 
1990s, just a few years after the end of this repressive period. These scholars 
were concerned with the future of Uganda’s political institutions and were trying 
to educate the Ugandan public about the perceived ills of militarism. These 
scholars similarly conceptualized military rule from the top down, and 
emphasized its negative effects for society. For example, the Ugandan historian, 
Phares Mutibwa argued that militarism completely mutilated Ugandan society: “it 
eroded respect for the old and led to a degeneration of morals.”12 Amii Omara-
                                                        
10 M. S. M. Semakula Kiwanuka, Amin and the Tragedy of Uganda (Munchen: Weltforum 
Verlag, 1979); Henry Kyemba, A State of Blood: The inside Story of Idi Amin (New York: 
Grosset & Dunlap, 1977); Edward Muteesa, The Desecration of My Kingdom (London: 
Constable, 1967). 
11 Kyemba, A State of Blood, 249. 
12 Phares Mutibwa, Uganda since Independence: A Story of Unfulfilled Hopes  




Otunu takes this line of analysis one step further. He argues that “militarism will 
always remain a cancer to the body politic of democracy.,” and “the population at 
large [had] little choice but to acquiesce...” to military rule.13 In sum, their analysis 
leaves little room for popular agency.  
More recent works on the Idi Amin regime, in particular, offer a revisionist 
approach. These scholars challenge some of the previous generalizations and 
distortions of Amin as a figure, as well as his impact on Ugandan history. The 
Western media, in particular, have been guilty of perpetuating an image of Idi 
Amin that reduces him simply to a brutal figure. For example, the film The Last 
King of Scotland (2006), based on Giles Foden’s account of his time in Uganda 
in the 1970s, reinforced the view that Idi Amin was a “lethal nut job,..... [a] Dr. 
Frankenstein and monster.”14 By contrast, the newest scholars of Uganda have 
demonstrated that Idi Amin was a more complex figure. For example, in historian 
Alicia Decker’s analysis of women’s lives in Amin’s Uganda, she demonstrates 
the contradictory position of women under the regime. While Idi Amin’s policies 
might have had a negative impact on women, the regime at the same time 
                                                                                                                                                                     
Social Origins of Violence in Uganda, 1964-1985  (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University, 
1994). 
13 Amii Omara-Otunnu, "The Currency of Militarism in Uganda," in The Military and 
Militarism in Africa, ed. Eboe Hutchful and Abdoulaye Bathily (Dakar: CODESRIA, 
1998), 402-3. 
14 Kevin Macdonald, "The Last King of Scotland," (Fox Searchlight, 2006). See also the 
movie review by Manohla Dargis, "The Last King of Scotland: An Innocent Abroad, 




opened new economic and social opportunities for female supporters.15 Derek 
Peterson and Edgar Taylor have also challenged the persistent representations 
of the 1970s as a time of institutional chaos and unhinged soldiers. They 
documented, for example, how Amin’s government and its officers relied on 
existing infrastructures of newspapers and radio to implement arbitrary decrees. 
Far from practicing within a context of institutional chaos, these officers’ work 
was replete with statistics, surveys and measurements.16 However, these authors 
still employ a top-down approach, with a goal of simply understanding the 
operation of Uganda’s military regimes. While these scholars have helped 
provide a more complete and complex story of militarization in the 1970s, they 
have not dealt with popular responses to urban violence such as Okujeema. My 
project addresses this gap.  Moreover, my study extends the historiography of 
militarization in Uganda beyond the Amin years. For two decades Kampalans 
devised strategies that allowed them to live with the soldiers in their city.  
 
A NOTE ON THE DISSERTATION’S METHODOLOGY 
This dissertation is based on data collected in Mengo, a Kampala 
neighborhood that was heavily militarized (see map 1.1 on page 240) between 
1966 and the 1990s. However, after 1986 the behavior of soldiers markedly 
changed from previous years as the National Resistance Army (NRA) came to 
                                                        
15 Alicia C. Decker, In Idi Amin’s Shadow: Women, Gender, and Militarism in Uganda 
(Athens: Ohio University Press, 2014). 
16 Derek R. Peterson and Edgar C. Taylor, "Rethinking the State in Idi Amin's Uganda: 




power, and for this reason the dissertation covers only the period between 1966 
and 1986. I conducted fieldwork in this neighborhood for a total of 15 months, 
first between December 2013 and December 2014, and subsequently during a 
follow-up research trip during the summer of 2016. The dissertation heavily relies 
on oral histories collected from Kampalans who have claimed the city as their 
home from as early as the 1930s. In total, I interviewed 135 long-residing 
Kampalans who lived in Mengo between the years 1966 and 1986. For about 30 
of these informants I conducted several follow-up interviews over a period of 
weeks and sometimes months. A few of my informants were born in the 1960s 
and grew up to experience the militarization of the 1980s. However, the majority 
of my informants were born well before the 1950s and experienced militarization 
as adults beginning in the late 1960s.  
When I first arrived in Kampala, I relied on the method of snowball 
sampling to find the men and women who had lived in the neighborhood for a 
long period. In fact, local culture lends itself well to this approach. I would often 
ask any neighborhood person I ran into a question such as “I’m looking for this 
neighborhood’s bataka” or “where are the bataka of this neighborhood?” Bataka 
in Luganda, the lingua-franca of Kampala, roughly means the residents who have 
lived here the longest, or the people of the soil.17 I would then invariably be 
directed to an elderly person in the neighborhood. I would also ask my 
interviewees at the end of an interview to refer me to other Bataka in the 
                                                        




neighborhood. After spending about two and half months in the neighborhood, I 
began approaching people I encountered without relying on others’ reference. I 
also began knocking on doors and seeking out interviewees.18  
My interview questions were geared toward understanding how people 
coped with militarization. A great deal of literature on Kampala under military rule 
has been devoted to describing the abuses of the regimes that governed Uganda 
between 1966 and 1986.19 The people I interviewed knew about the network of 
torture sites dotted across Kampala, many of them located in the Mengo 
neighborhood. In fact, for several years since 1987, a government commission 
recorded testimonies from victims, perpetrators, and witnesses about the abuses 
committed by the military governments during these years.20 Interviewees often 
wanted to recount the abuses they personally endured at the hands of the 
soldiers. In follow-up questions, I would ask informants’ how they responded to 
these abuses, the misbehavior of the soldiers, and how they protected 
themselves. For example, I would ask: “what did you do when soldiers knocked 
on the door at 2 a.m.?”; “What did you do to prepare for the night?”; “What did 
men do versus women?”; “What did you do when the military did X?”; “Who 
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performed X and X duties in the household?”  In so doing, I created an oral 
archive of responses to military rule in the city. 
As I gained a deeper understanding of how people coped with the military 
presence, I identified more informants with whom I needed to conduct follow-up 
and in-depth interviews. I also diversified my pool of informants by generation, 
livelihood, and social standing. In addition, I developed new questions for the 
younger generations of men and women who experienced militarization in 
Kampala. For example, I also asked women who were married different 
questions than those I asked women who remained single.  By the end of my 
interviews, I had collected the life histories and experiences of a wide cross-
section of Mengo residents all of whom had experienced life under military rule. 
Given the significance of religion in the neighborhood I made sure that the 
diversity of religious beliefs in the neighborhood were represented in my sample. 
The Anglican Church and Catholic Cathedral are both located in this 
neighborhood, and each occupies a distinct hill. I made sure to interview people 
on the slopes of both hills and surrounding neighborhoods. Of the 135 
informants, 65 identified as Anglicans and 58 as Catholics. Nine informants were 
Muslim, and 3 preferred not to offer any religious identification.21 Many 
informants also discussed traditional ritual practices with me during the course of 
our interviews.  
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During my initial interviews I further discovered that I needed to conduct 
in-depth interviews with Mengo residents whose livelihoods were specifically 
impacted by the changing economy under military rule, or whose professions 
brought them into direct contact with the soldiers.  For example, I interviewed 23 
former tailors; 17 former venders of alcohol; 21 produce traders and 
shopkeepers. I also interviewed 13 nurses and medical practitioners in the 
neighborhood as well as 8 traditional public healers.  Finally, I interviewed four 
former soldiers who have lived in Mengo for a considerable period of time. 
The nature of the interviews varied and depended on the informant’s 
preferences for how to talk to me. For example, some informants wanted a 
companion while they shared their experiences. Mothers wanted to have their 
daughters and sons present to share how they protected them. Other informants 
also walked me to significant sites, say, of an encounter with soldiers to enact 
their responses. Additionally, when appropriate, interviewees showed me 
household objects that they hid from soldiers, and often used these objects as 
mnemonics to remember particular events. 
The themes that this dissertation explores emerged from these interviews. 
Key among these themes is Okujeema, an indigenous concept to which people 
frequently referred when describing a variety of practices. For example, women 
described how they held on to particular household items by outlining several 
ways that they have held on to something [okukijeemerako]. Others used the 




insecurity [okujeemera mukibuga]. In fact, when I asked Suzana and other 
Kampalans why they did not abandon urban homes, they would simple say 
“because we are Bajeemi”. 
I analyze my interviews alongside archival materials that I collected from 
several public and private archives: the Uganda National Archives; the Makerere 
University Africana Collection; the Kampala Capital City Authority Archives; and 
the archives of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. In addition to these 
institutional archives, many interviewees shared their personal papers with me. 
From these personal collections I discovered the vernacular magazine Musizi 
published by the local Catholic Church, which no other scholar of Uganda has 
examined. I read these archival materials, particularly Musizi and other 
newspapers and magazines from the vernacular press, to confirm my 
interviewees’ recollections and to better understand changing social life and 




WHEN AND HOW DID KAMPALA BECOME SUCH AN INSECURE PLACE TO LIVE? 
The Mengo urban center has a long history that extends deep into the 
precolonial era. It has always attracted people seeking to improve their 
livelihoods, but these opportunities have also gone hand in hand with uncertainty, 
risk, even danger. This history informed how city residents understood and 




neighborhoods.  Prior to the rise of military rule a history of competing religions in 
the city created a great deal of anxiety for early twentieth century urbanites, as 
did the emergence of women as Bataka. On the eve of military rule the expulsion 
of the Kabaka in 1966 generated new insecurities, and it was followed by the 
economic backlash of and expulsion of Asians, the presence of northern soldiers, 




The nineteenth century history of the Buganda Kingdom is intertwined with 
the introduction of foreign religions to a broader region that would eventually 
become Uganda. In the 1840s¸ Muslim merchants and preachers from the East 
African coast first arrived at Buganda’s royal court, and soon became frequent 
guests to the kingdom. Subsequently during the second half of the nineteenth 
century, Kabaka Mutesa I (1856-1884) invited European missionaries to the 
kingdom.  These invitations were often mediated by the first explorers to arrive in 
Buganda John H. Speke, James A. Grant, Henry M. Stanley.22 By the time of 
Mutesa’s death in 1884, the enormous royal palace (Buganda’s capital) was 
home to Muslim, Catholic and Anglican preachers and their converts. Historians 
of Buganda often describe the importance in the nineteenth century of ‘religious 
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groupings’ that included these three outside religions and the traditionalists, who 
often viewed the former with great suspicion.23  
The new religions fostered conflict at the royal court over converts and 
even doctrinal interpretation. By the close of the decade of the 1880s, the Muslim 
faction had been defeated in a religious war that pitted it against the two 
Christian groupings. Thus, even before Mutesa’s death the increasing 
prominence of foreign religions at the royal court had fueled conflict, insecurity 
and massacre at the royal court.24 The causes of these conflicts also included the 
fact that these religions found a ready-made audience for their proselytizing. For 
example, traditionally, clan leaders and chiefs from across Buganda sent 
enterprising teenage boys to the royal court where they worked as pages.25 
Visitors to the Ganda royal court during the mid- to late nineteenth-century noted 
that these boys served in several capacities: potters, carriers, messengers, door 
men, and in other menial labor. This system prepared pages to respect hierarchy 
and serve in the kingdom. Pages were rewarded by becoming chiefs of various 
ranks in the kingdom. During the second half of the nineteenth century these 
pages became the key targets of Christian missionaries as well as of Muslim 
preachers. As converts to Islam and Christianity, the pages were called the 
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“readers” (basomi) or learners.26 This tradition of sending young boys and men to 
the capital provided an initial template for local approaches to precolonial urban 
migration. The presence of a large population of young men at Buganda’s 
capital, especially as temporary residents, provided a receptive audience to 
foreign preachers.  
Despite the kingdom's invitation to leaders of foreign religions, their 
presence quickly brought instability to the royal court during the late nineteenth 
century. For example, Kabaka Mutesa ordered the execution of around 100 
pages for observing Muslim practices, such as refusing to eat the meat of an 
animal not properly slaughtered. Such refusals challenged Gandan authority.27 In 
addition to challenging local values and norms, Ganda politicians feared that the 
new foreign religious agents would lead to foreign conquest of the kingdom, and 
that these missionaries would engage in subversive activities. The suspicion of 
these religious figures partly explains why Kabaka Mutesa I confined foreign 
missionaries and Muslim merchants and preachers to the royal court compound 
as his guests. They were not allowed to proselytize beyond the royal court 
grounds without official permission and an official escort. Ironically, it was the 
confinement of missionaries to the royal court, where they intensely proselytized, 
that eventually caused the greatest upheaval in the kingdom.  
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When Kabaka Mutesa I died in 1884, his successor had to balance the 
aforementioned interests at the royal court. Mutesa had refused to convert or 
show favoritism to any one of the religious groups, in spite of several foreign 
preachers’ attempts to convert him.28 His successor, Kabaka Mwanga, 
succeeded his father at the age of eighteen. It was a time when a host of 
conflicts buffeted the royal court. While his father had successfully played off 
various religious and political groups in the palace against each other, the son 
often sided with one group against another. For example, during the late 1880s 
and early 1890s, he began to favor the Catholics over the Protestants at the royal 
court. Kabaka Mwanga’s relationship with the Catholic faction led him to donate 
land on one of the hills with the highest altitude in Kampala to the missionaries. 
The current location of the Catholic Church on Rubaga Hill dates to the 1880s 
when Kabaka Mwanga moved his own palace from that hill to the nearby 
Bulange Hill.29  
At the same time, Kabaka Mwanga treated members of the Protestant 
Church Missionary Society (CMS), and by extension the British, with suspicion. 
With a growing sense that members of CMS represented a threat to his power, 
Mwanga ordered for an execution of the British Bishop Hannington whose 
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caravan was approaching the kingdom through Kenya. Mwanga surmised that 
the missionary was on an imperial mission.30 Subsequently Mwanga waged a 
war against representatives of these foreign religions (sometimes allying with one 
or another faction), and it made sense that local converts would also be obvious 
targets.31  
The religious upheaval in late nineteenth century Buganda presaged 
colonial rule and the creation of the Uganda protectorate. However, the Christian 
Missionaries represented the later imperial powers: both Britain (Protestants) or 
France (Catholics).32 In the weks and months following weeks the British bishop’s 
assassination, several Baganda Christians (Protestants and Catholics) were 
executed.33 The massacres of the so-called Uganda Martyrs between 1885 and 
1887 set off the religious wars that beset the kingdom between the followers of 
the three foreign religions (Muslims, Catholics and Protestants) at the royal 
court.34 In late 1892 an agent of the Imperial British East African Company, 
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Captain Frederick Lugard, entered the war on the side of the Protestants. 
Following this intervention, Uganda became a British protectorate in 1894. 
The young men who had been pages at the royal court when the Christian 
missionaries first arrived in the kingdom gained power in the new political order, 
especially Protestant converts. After the defeat of the Catholic faction, Kabaka 
Mwanga, was exiled and his infant son, Daudi Chwa, was put on the throne. 
Lugard also installed three regents (Ganda men who had been pages at 
Mutesa’s royal court) from the two Christian factions to aid the young king and 
ease tensions between the factions that had been at war.35 By the end of the 
nineteenth-century, these former pages were now important chiefs in various 
parts of the kingdom. The Muslim faction held very little influence in this new 
political order.  
The newly empowered and predominantly Protestant chiefs negotiated the 
Uganda Agreement of 1900 with Britain. This agreement introduced many social 
and political changes that had significant implications for Uganda and Buganda 
Kingdom but also, and more especially, the city of Kampala. For example, the 
agreement introduced a new land tenure system in Buganda that favored the 
Protestant chiefs. A segment of Buganda’s land was designated freehold and 
private (also called Mailo Land, because it was measured in miles) and given to a 
select 3,000 chiefs. The Mailo land was a new innovation in Buganda’s history, 
since, like other African societies, Baganda did not possess a land tenure system 
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where individuals could own private land. According to the kingdom’s ideology, 
the king owned all of the land and clans ensured that their members had access 
to it for use. By giving land titles of miles and miles of land to individuals, the 
1900 Uganda Agreement restructured the very basis of power in the kingdom.36  
Another aftermath of the religious conflicts with implications for the city 
was that the 1900 Agreement established a semi-autonomous status for the 
Buganda Kingdom within the Uganda protectorate. While the offices of the 
colonial government were based at Entebbe, about 30 miles away, the Buganda 
Kingdom was based on the Mengo hill. On the opposite hill was the town 
technically called Kampala throughout the colonial rule, but was where non-
Africans lived. The colonial government established the Kampala municipality to 
govern the European section of Kampala, and the kingdom governed Africans in 
the city through the office of Omukulu w’ekibuga (the head of the capital). 
Throughout the twentieth century, the politics of Buganda Kingdom, with 
its seat at Mengo, continued to be marked by its connection to the Anglican 
Church. In fact, the name Mengo became interchangeable with the Anglican 
cathedral Namirembe and the royal palace. For example, one could say “I go to 
mass at Mengo” the same way one would say “I’m going to the palace at 
Mengo.”  These linguistic elisions reflect the alliance between the royal family 
and the country’s Anglican Church. The reversal of fortunes for adherents of 
other religions at the turn of the twentieth century led to what J.F. Faupel has 
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termed the “cold war” between Catholics and Anglicans” in the Mengo 
neighborhood.37  
 
The Emergence of Women as Bataka 
During the twentieth, women emerged as key settlers of Kampala. Local 
conceptualization defined a person who counted herself (or himself) as a 
permanent settler or first-comer as a mutaka [sing.]. The literal meaning of 
Bataka [pl.] is ‘people of soil,’ and the title designates a status of respectable 
first-comers. In rural settings, no women Bataka existed, since women did not 
technically own or control land. However, over time Kampala became an urban 
space where women claimed this status for themselves.  
Throughout the first half of the twentieth, women from all walks of life, 
princesses, market women, teachers, nurses, housewives, prostitutes, widows 
and single women established themselves in Kampala, sometimes residing in 
and taking over men’s homes and land. This was the first time that women could 
claim spaces as fully theirs unattached to clan or male hierarchy. In Kampala, the 
emergence of a class of women who were Bataka led to a social backlash, which 
began during the first decades of the century and grew more ardent as time 
progressed. Even as women established themselves in the city during the first 
half of the century, Buganda kingdom administrators and the colonial state 
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undermined their claims to the city, attacking all city women on the grounds they 
were prostitutes. The post-colonial state continued these efforts, at times 
attempting to expel all single women from the city. 
 
 
Expulsion of the Kabaka 
The relationship between the Buganda Kingdom and the central 
government was fraught with tension throughout the colonial period and 
remained the case into the first years of independence. The Uganda Agreement 
of 1900 created a protectorate that extended beyond the Buganda Kingdom, but 
within which Buganda and the Baganda people would play central roles.38 As 
such the kingdom was to be semi-autonomous with a constitutional monarchy 
that governed through its parliament (Lukiiko). For the city, the kingdom 
remained the authority that governed the parts of the city where Africans lived. 
Conflicts between the kingdom and the colonial government centered around the 
kingdom’s opposition to specific colonial policies. For example, Kabaka Mutesa II 
in in the 1950s vehemently opposed the colonial government’s proposal to form 
an East African federation of all British colonies. He objected to the proposal 
arguing that the federation would diminish their capacity to manage their own 
affairs. The colonial government responded to the kingdom’s opposition by 
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exiling Kabaka Mutesa II for two years between 1953 and 1955. It was ultimately 
due to Ganda activism that the colonial government relented and returned the 
Kabaka to his throne.39 
As Uganda moved toward independence in the late 1950s and early 
1960s, Buganda Kingdom politicians grew concerned about whether the 
kingdom's autonomy, which it had enjoyed during the colonial period, could be 
maintained under the new postcolonial government. In fact, the nationalists from 
other societies in Uganda often blamed the Buganda Kingdom for delaying 
independence, and worst for colluding with the colonial interests. Initially Kabaka 
Mutesa II negotiated a framework under which the Buganda Kingdom would still 
maintain a favorable status in the new post-colonial framework.  In 1967 he wrote 
that in the run up to independence, "[w]e wished to hold what we had, to continue 
to govern ourselves, as we were demonstrably capable of doing."40  
In fact on paper the Buganda Kingdom's influence increased at the time of 
independence. The kingdom's political party, Kabaka Yekka (KY) or “the Kabaka 
Alone,” formed an alliance with the Uganda People's Congress (UPC) party 
headed by Dr. Apollo Milton Obote. In 1962 they joined to form the new national 
government, which Obote headed as prime minister. Shortly, after independence 
Kabaka Mutesa II was elected president of the country. While Mutesa II held the 
title of president representing the entire country, he was still the king of the 
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Buganda Kingdom. This duo role soon became a significant source of conflict 
between the king and the prime minister. Obote drew significant support from 
other regions of the country and slowly enticed KY members of the National 
Assembly to cross over to the UPC. With the party faltering, Kabaka Mutesa II 
and kingdom activists felt that the prime minister was intent on destroying the 
Buganda Kingdom.41 
The tensions between the Buganda Kingdom and the central government 
escalated in the early years of independence. The conflict ultimately resulted in 
the attack on Mengo and the flight of the Kabaka from Uganda in May 1966. 
These actions were followed by the abolition of all monarchs in Uganda. One of 
the areas of conflict predating this escalation between the Buganda Kingdom and 
the first post-colonial government was a referendum that was held in the so-
called “Lost Counties”. Buganda had acquired this territory in the late nineteenth 
century as a reward for its collaboration with the British, and as a punishment to 
Bunyoro for its resistance to colonial conquest. Throughout the colonial period, 
Bunyoro activists agitated for a return of this land, which they termed the “Lost 
Counties”. Milton Obote, as the first head of the post-colonial government, 
promised a referendum in the “Lost Counties” for the residents to determine 
which kingdom they wanted to be a part of, Bunyoro or Buganda. In 1964 the 
residents of these counties voted to leave Buganda, and the Ganda traditionalists 
                                                        




vehemently protested. Mutesa refused to sign the act allowing the “Lost 
Counties” to return to Bunyoro.42  
These clashes between Buganda Kingdom and the central government 
created unrest in the capital. Gandan or not, Kampalans had deep ties to the 
kingdom.  Urban residents intensely followed the conflict between Kabaka 
Mutesa II and the prime minister. Shortly after the referendum Obote annulled 
the constitution, altogether removing Edward Mutesa II from the presidency. The 
urban public gathered around the palace, in what Kabaka Mutesa II wrote about 
as “an instinctive wish to protect” him.43 
By the beginning of 1966 the hope that either the kingdom would maintain 
its semi-autonomous status or that its position would expand in the post-colonial 
era had all but evaporated. Early in the year the Lukiiko, the Buganda kingdom’s 
parliament, responded to the humiliating defeats the kingdom had suffered by 
requesting the prime minister to remove his government from Buganda’s soil by 
May 30th of that year.44 This demand was more an act of desperation than an 
expression of power. Pre-empting the May 30th deadline, the army surrounded 
the palace on May 24, allegedly with the intention of arresting the king. In the 
confusion that the attack on the palace created, Mutesa II fled the palace. Shortly 
after this skirmish with the Buganda Kingdom, the army also began occupying 
the kingdom's urban spaces. 
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After the Kabaka fled into exile, political activity in Buganda attracted 
suspicion and scrutiny from national politicians. For example, UPC was popular 
in the northern regions of the coutnry and in some southern districts (among the 
Bakiga in particular). The Democratic Party (DP), on the other hand, was popular 
in Buganda. Its members were often targeted for abuse by members of the 
military, setting a precedent for suspicion of all political activity in Mengo. 
Northern Soldiers 
The militarization of the Mengo neighborhood, following the expulsion of 
the Kabaka and his institutions, amounted to nothing less than governing the 
urban population by martial law. Indeed, this is what I mean by militarism, that is, 
the ideology that celebrates and places the army (and martial activities) above 
any other political process.45 According to elder residents of Mengo, once the 
soldiers entered the neighbourhood, ‘guns replaced the sticks’ referring to the 
‘billy club’ that Buganda Kingdom law enforcement personnel previously used to 
maintain law and order. Their words visually capture how militarism transformed 
the neighbourhood and made interactions with agents of the law potentially more 
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deadly. Ironically, the military that was rhetorically meant to bring security to the 
city was in reality a source of extreme insecurity for urban residents.   
Militarism inevitably promoted militarization in the city, a process by which 
different governments sought to turn the Mengo neighbourhood into a de facto 
military base.46 Each successive government from 1966 to 1986 sought to 
achieve this goal differently, and during these years, significant changes in 
government approaches to the militarization of the city affected urban residents’ 
daily lives.47 For many political leaders and the soldiers a militarized Mengo 
served as a symbol for national strength and the sovereignty of the new post-
colonial nation. Moreover, since important government functions were moved 
from Entebbe to Kampala after independence, militarizing Kampala became a 
means of protecting the state in ways previously unseen.48 For any armed 
rebellion to succeed in overthrowing the government, the garrisons in Mengo had 
to be defeated first.  
However, from the perspective of Mengo residents, the soldiers were 
cultural outsiders to Buganda. The military, which was now the only authority in 
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this part of Kampala, was mostly made up of men from the northern part of the 
country. Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, colonial governments 
in Africa recruited men for the army from what they termed the “martial races.”49 
In Uganda, Luo northerners, supposedly more apt for military service, were 
heavily recruited to the exclusion of the Bantu-speaking southerners. By 1969, 
northerners constituted 61% of the army.50 Indeed after independence most high-
ranking officers were northerners. Moreover, given that between 1966 and 1986 
the governments that ruled Uganda were headed by leaders from the northern 
part of the country, the soldiers in city were disproportionately from the north as 
well.  For Kampalans the military presence was not a sign of national strength, 
rather it felt more like an invasion.   
Moreover, the main challenge to Obote’s power originated from the 
Kampala area.  For this reason he preferred to trust soldiers from his northern 
home-region to manage the political problem that was the Buganda Kingdom and 
its urban base. Thus, even after the expulsion of the Ganda king the Obote 
government continued to fear that the king’s popularity could cause insurrection. 
The soldiers in the city could not speak Luganda, the lingua-franca of the city, 
and instead enforced Swahili on the city’s population, which only reinforced local 
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sentiment that their neighbourhood (and kingdom) had been taken over. In sum, 
the mutual mistrust and the cultural gulf that existed between urban residents 
and the soldiers who were quartered in the neighbourhood only escalated 
already existing tensions and a sense of insecurity. 
 
EXPULSION OF ASIANS 
Economic insecurity in Kampala was also heightened following the 
expulsion of Asians of Ugandan descent. The colonial state had brought the 
Asian community to the Ugandan protectorate at the turn of the century, as 
construction workers on the Uganda Railway, and then after the completion of 
the railway they became merchants in the emerging economy.51 As the Asians 
emerged as an economically powerful group in Kampala and in other towns, they 
easily became a scapegoat for the economic inequality that was so characteristic 
of Kampala. In the 1940s and 1950s, the emerging Ganda elites and other 
nationalists publicly complained that the “Indians” were draining Uganda’s 
economy and impeding opportunities for other Ugandans.52  
Similar complaints about Uganda’s urban Asian community continued into 
the post-colonial period. Both Milton Obote and Idi Amin promised to address the 
problem. However, it was Idi Amin who in 1972 issued a series of decrees 
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expelling all Ugandans of Asian descent from the Ugandan soil.53 Shortly after 
the expulsion of the Asians, the government passed a decree establishing the 
Abandoned Property Custodian Board, which was tasked with the distribution of 
the departed Asians’ remaining property. Members of the military received the 
lion's share of the departed Asian shops in the city. They were the ones in charge 
of the city, and responsible for distributing the property after all. In addition, many 
people from Amin's northern home region, became shop owners. In some other 
cases people who could prove that they possessed business experience were 
able to petition for a shop. As such individuals who had worked in Indian shops, 
performing any task, also applied to own some of the stores. Finally, groups such 
as athletes and sports trainers, Amin’s favorite groups, received shops as a 
consequence of their favored status. 
The expulsion of Ugandan Asians was immediately accompanied by 
widespread state-sanctioned looting in the city. In fact, some urban residents 
enriched themselves with Asian Ugandans’ household items. Many urban 
residents remember this time as a major turning point in the decline of urban 
morals. These residents, for example, compared the looting of the vacated Indian 
homes and shops to the 1966 crisis. During the chaos that went hand in hand 
with the conflict between the Kabaka and the central government in May 1966, 
many residents fled their homes for a few days. When they returned their homes 
and property were still intact. Thus, they pointed to the 1972 expulsion of Asian 
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Ugandans as a major shift in the city’s moral landscape. From 1972 onwards, 
public crises and disorder often were accompanied by widespread looting. 
Urban economic inequality was at the root of the expulsion of Asians and 
how Ugandans came to evaluate this policy and the reign of Idi Amin. In the 
months before the government announced that the Asian Ugandans would be 
expelled and their property repossessed without compensation, newspapers 
published stories and letters from the public that voiced a need to address the 
country’s economic inequalities. For example, in one of these letters a writer 
noted that: “the aim of the Second Republic is to see that every tribe is to enjoy 
the fruit of independence.”54 Government officials also addressed public 
gatherings near the shops of African traders to highlight these inequalities. For 
example, Mr. A. Kamya, the president of the Uganda National Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry, visited Kisenyi, the Mengo neighborhood known for 
being a transit point and home to small-scale African traders. At the meeting, Mr. 
Kamya announced that the government was mounting a national campaign, 
“which is aimed at bringing Africans into trade presently monopolized by non-
Africans.”55 Five months later the government announced the expulsion of the 
Ugandan Asians. 
Yet the Second Republic in its rush to put the economy in the hands of 
Africans ignored the fact that Asians had been indispensable to the running of all 
aspects of the economy. They managed the factories that produced the large 
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and small consumer goods. They were also the link to the outside financial 
markets. Without them, the factories quickly collapsed. The new traders did not 
know how to purchase goods to restock the shops. Nor would it have been easy 
even if they had the commercial networks or business expertise. After the 
Ugandan government expelled the people of Asian descent, the world responded 
to what they rightly perceived as an egregious human rights abuse by imposing 
sanctions and embargoes on the country. Thus, consumer goods that Ugandans 
had previously taken for granted were no longer arriving in the country. As one 
former trader pointed out to me, "the world had tightened the screws around 
us."56 Within a very short time span the economy began to unravel. The policy of 
economic redistribution to Africans, which many had thought of as bold if 
uncertain, became a source of confusion, acrimony, and repression. 
More broadly, the expulsion of the Ugandan Asian community fit into a 
long debate about how to address the economic inequalities in the country and 
its causes. After the departure of the Ugandan Asians, urban residents 
responded to this government act with a range of emotions. On the one hand, the 
president of the second republic had fast-tracked the 'Africanization' policy that 
had started under the colonial government, and to which many felt the first post-
independence republic had only paid lip-service. On the other hand, it was also a 
dramatic interpretation of the 'Africanization' policy. It was one thing to raise the 
                                                        




roles that Africans played in all sectors of the economy and government, and 
another to give them the keys to the shops and factories of departing Asians.57  
 
ECONOMIC CRISES 
Kampala’s security was affected by the economic crises that the larger 
nation faced throughout the first three decades of the post-colonial period. For 
much of the twentieth century colonial Uganda had had a robust economy, with 
major exports of coffee and burgeoning industry. It even possessed the 
distinction of producing a budget surplus during World War II, from which Britain 
liberally borrowed. Thus, the post-colonial government inherited one of the 
strongest economies on the continent. Yet, Uganda’s post-colonial economy 
progressively deteriorated. For decades the government responses to these 
economic crises more often than not exacerbated insecurity.  
Some of the some of the causes of these economic crises were global and 
beyond the control of Uganda’s policymakers. For example, the global oil crisis 
happened at a time when Uganda was experiencing other economic hardships. 
Furthermore, the structural adjustment programs (SAPs), which the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) enacted in the late 1970s and early 1980s, made a dire 
situation even worse. However, it was the policies that the regime of Idi Amin 
Dada (1971-1979) that significantly ran Uganda’s economy into the ground.58 
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When Idi Amin expelled the Ugandans of Asian descent in 1972 and 1973, 
the country lost a significant portion of its skilled labor force. The government 
enacted the policy too abruptly and did not plan for the replacement of 
specialized workers and entrepreneurs. As a result, factories began closing 
shortly after the departure of the Ugandan Asians due to lack of property 
management and industrial expertise. By 1973, Uganda was experiencing a 
severe commodities shortage, including the scarcity of everyday goods, such as 
sugar, salt, and soap. 
In Idi Amin’s Uganda a new class of mostly wealthy men emerged that 
embodied the economic crisis that the country faced. This was a group of people 
who had acquired wealth as a result of their connections to the regime. They 
were colloquially called “Mafuta Mingis”. The nickname meant lots of oil or fuel, 
more precisely here it meant lots of cooking oil. These men were represented in 
cartoons as excessively well fed with characteristically round bellies to signal 
their wealth. Sometimes Kampalans also described Mafuta Mingis as simply the 
“men who ate in chaos [okulira mukavuyo]”. The Mafuta Mingi label expressed 
the negative feelings that urban residents had toward unscrupulous people who 
were dripping with oil while everyone else went without.  
The government responded to the scarcity of everyday consumer goods 
by intervening ever more heavily in the minutiae of trading. The government 
established rationing centers and strict rules for exchanges. Urban residents 
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stood in queues for everyday essential goods, such as salt, sugar, soap or petrol, 
often returning home with few or no goods. A year after Idi Amin expelled the 
Asians, residents could only turn to the black market (locally known as Magendo) 
for everyday commodities.59 During the same years, the government further 
embraced the “Economic War” label to describe the economic situation in the 
country, and used it as a tool for further repression. Initially, the “Economic War” 
was an exercise in the dispossession and redistribution of the Asian property.60 
However, the “Economic War” term became a descriptor that applied to wide-
ranging activities, from national development to daily economic struggles. By 
using the term “Economic War” loosely every crime in the city could be counted 
as an infraction of the “Economic War” rules, therefore a major offense such as 
treason. For example, when Mary Nakito sent her teenage son to borrow salt 
from a neighbor in 1974 he was arrested by the military on his way back. When 
the soldiers searched him, they found the salt on him and he was arrested under 
the “Economic War” powers. He was imprisoned for two years. As Mary 
recounted her son’s case, she noted that he was lucky, because many who were 
arrested in similar circumstances disappeared for good.61   
Urban life in Kampala is replete with various forms of insecurity: economic 
and physical. Yet throughout the twentieth-century, Kampalans lived and 
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established homes in the city, despite these many forms of uncertainty and 
danger. How and why Kampalans responded to militarization as a particular kind 
of insecurity, using concrete, discursive and even symbolic resources available to 




ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 
The dissertation is organized thematically (while paying attention to 
chronology) to show how Kampalans deployed and contested Okujeema. 
Chapter one explores how Kampalans relied on both inherited and Christian 
beliefs for protection. The chapter also explores religion as a key source of the 
intellectual knots that constitute Okujeema as a concept that urges behavior 
contrary to expectations. I argue that the men who were executed in the late 
nineteenth century – and beatified and canonized and the twentieth century – 
provided a wellspring of intellectual and emotional resources to Kampalans that 
allowed them to claim urban citizenship. A late twentieth century analogue may 
be found among the people who hid in religious spaces scattered in the 
neighborhood, allowing them to remain in the city (kujeemera mukibuga).  
Chapters two and three examine the gendered nature of the urban 
experience in Kampala. Chapter two shows how the women who migrated to 




differently from men. In effect, this chapter differentiates between urban 
commitment by gender and generation, highlighting the fact that women in 
particular saw the city as a place to establish permanent roots. This was not the 
case for the men, who feared being labeled deviants or social outcasts. They 
therefore preferred and felt an obligation to establish roots in their villages of 
origin. Chapter three carries this gender discussion forward to the era of 
militarization. It argues that Kampalans also experienced urban militarization in 
distinctly gendered ways. This experience led Kampalans to adopt new social 
practices and values. For example, one consequence for men of the intensifying 
militarism was a dramatic increase in their vulnerability. Soldiers routinely 
targeted urban men as possible rebels. Men also reported that soldiers abused 
their honor, suggesting a changing moral landscape. Women, in turn, responded 
to this threat to men by reconfiguring their social roles: they became the 
protectors of men and urban families. Both of these chapters demonstrate how 
urbanization went hand in hand with specific gender inversions, highlighting 
individual practices of Okujeema. 
Chapter four provides an example of communal practices of Okujeema 
through an examination of transformations in the social activities surrounding 
alcohol consumption and more broadly the economic and moral landscape of the 
city. Kampalans established new spaces for alcohol consumption when bars 
became dangerous for ordinary residents. Given that Idi Amin was Muslim, his 




operated by women who left jobs in public bars, fleeing sexual violence from 
soldiers. Men, on the other hand, left these bars for home-based bars, fearing 
physical violence. These bars operated on the basis of mutual complicity and 
collaboration between the bars' female operators, their customers, and 
neighbors. 
Chapter five explores public debates about dress and fashion under 
military rule to underscore how the concept of Okujeema was contested and 
developed by Kampalans. Debates about dress during militarization demonstrate 
how, as people practiced their own Okujeema against the military and the 
national government, they also questioned the degree of resistance that was 
appropriate. These debates were intertwined with shifting urban social values, 
and the leadership crises at the national and local levels. For example, anti-
miniskirt campaigns in post-colonial Kampala were filtered through a cultural lens 
that made people argue that women could, or even should, curse the failed 
national leaders by dressing inappropriately. I argue that in spite of the 
repressiveness of military regime, dress allowed Kampalans to choose what to 
look like, modern or traditional, urban or rural. 
In spite of the enduring military presence in the city, Kampalans continued 
to define what it meant to be urban. Okujeema was at the heart of that urban 
identity and would become an everyday part of being a Kampalan in the latter 




historical roots and a cultural reserve that was well suited to respond to the 










SPIRITUALITY AND URBAN RESILIENCE IN MILITARIZED KAMPALA 
 
Benadetta Nalugwa goes by Jaja62 Bena in Mengo and nearby 
neighborhoods. Jaja Bena does not technically live in Mengo, but in a poorer 
neighborhood called Rubaga Road, named after a major artery connecting 
Mengo and the central business district (CBD). She revealed her full given name 
to me after months of conversation, but I otherwise had come to know her as 
Jaja or Musawo (doctor). She goes by Jaja not because she is a grandmother 
(she has never had children), but because she is a respected healer who has 
been recognized as having the power to heal since her childhood. Part of the 
widespread respect she receives for her healing comes from the work she did 
during the era of militarization. Jaja Bena moved to Kampala toward the end of 
1976 and quickly became well-known for her ability to protect homes from nightly 
intrusions by the soldiers. At the time she walked about two to three miles every 
afternoon from the Rubaga Road neighborhood to Mengo to apply charms to 
homes that were located near militarized spaces. Spiritual protection and 
resistance had long been part of the city's history and it was transformed by the 
work of Jaja and others under military rule.  
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Jaja Bena did not reveal to her clients how she protected the homes of 
Kampalans, but only said that more powerful beings (ba-jaja or the spirits) 
instructed her on what to do based on the nature of the threat that a household 
faced. Her neighbors see her today walking the neighborhood with a duffle bag 
made from everyday pieces of cloth, and they usually point to the bag and say, 
“that’s her dagala [medicine],” which she uses it to treat a variety of illnesses. 
When Mengo was militarized she arrived at her clients' homes with the same kind 
of bag, and it was filled with smaller bags of medicine that she would mix as 
needed. One visible ingredient of her dagala was ordinary household ash, but 
only she knew how to use it.  
Annet Mukibi a long time Mengo resident described how Jaja Bena 
protected her home in the midst of the insecurity of the 1980s. Armed robbers 
and self-identified soldiers often targeted households such as Annet’s in the 
night. Curfews often began as early as four o’clock. As such, Jaja Bena often 
arrived at around two o’clock in the afternoon to apply her protective charms to a 
household. Annet does not know how many homes Jaja Bena visited before 
hers, but it was clear there were many homes where her services were needed. 
Annet showed me a site just next to her house, It was obstructed from view in the 
street. Jaja Bena instructed Annet to always sweep the area. Whenever Jaja 
Bena arrived she would pull out a bark cloth and lay it on this ground. She would 
then stand in such a way that enabled her to learn what kind of protection the 




Annet described the anxiety she felt trusting Jaja Bena’s dagala because 
she is a devout Catholic. At Annet's house Jaja Bena often mixed an 
unidentifiable substance with the ash and then spread the mixture around the 
home. When she left there was a line of evenly spread ash in a circle around 
Annet's home. Jaja Bena would then head to the next homestead. Often as soon 
as Jaja Bena left, Annet would add a cross of ash in the middle of her doorway. 
She wanted Jaja Bena's aid, but added her own form of spiritual protection. 
This chapter asks the question: what kinds of rituals did Kampalans turn to 
for protection during the era of militarization? Furthermore, how did the urban 
landscape of the neighborhood facilitate rituals and sources of protection from a 
variety of traditions? First, I lay out the changing threat that the military presence 
represented. Then I discuss the ritual practices that Kampalans inherited from 
the historical past, such as those practiced by Jaja Bena. Finally, I explore the 
Christian sources and rituals of protection inspiring the actions of Annet and 
others. 
 
SOLDIERS: CHRONOLOGY AND NATURE OF THEIR PRESENCE 
The nature of the military presence in Kampala changed during the span 
of twenty years. In particular, the shifts in soldiers’ behavior reflected changing 
conditions both locally and at the national level. Initially, the militarization of the 
Mengo neighborhood resulted from the breakdown in the political alliance 




expulsion of Kabaka Mutesa was interpreted as a renewal of previous conflicts 
between the kingdom and the central government. As a result, Kampalans felt 
that the king would return, just like the he had returned during the 1950s stand-
off. Milton Obote, the first prime minister of independent Uganda, was aware of 
Ganda activism and sought to fend it off as part of his efforts to consolidate 
power.  
Thus, the government’s concern about Ganda’s political activism and its 
oversized influence in Kampala informed the initial period of militarization. The 
attack on the Lubiri (palace) had been a monumental failure, given that the army 
failed to arrest the Kabaka. Shortly after battle for Mengo, members of the 
Special Forces Branch, an intelligence unit of the army, searched the 
neighborhood for the Kabaka and for royalists. As the government turned the 
kingdom’s spaces into military barracks, the rank-and-file soldiers joined in in the 
search and policing of the neighborhood.63  
The circumstances surrounding the onset of militarization – the attack on 
the sacred institutions and the Kabaka’s flight – meant that there was deep 
mistrust between the soldiers and the urban residents. For the soldiers, it was 
these very residents who had managed to successfully hide and whisk the king 
out of Kampala and out of the country, mocking the soldiers with their weapons 
and training. Kampalans used the Luganda term 'akatubagiro' or stalemate to 
describe the relationship between soldiers and urban dwellers. Urban contempt 
                                                        




for Obote’s army was especially strong with older people. In addition, Kampalans 
viewed the members of the army as embodying misfortune calling them 'bisilani' 
(bad news or bad omen). In fact, David Sekamya who was young at the time of 
military rule remembered that when his father met a soldier in the morning on his 
way to work or on a major trip, he would return home canceling the trip because 
the encounter portended a bad omen.64 
As it unfolded urban militarization became extensive in scope and scale. 
Shortly after the Kabaka fled the city, the army took over the kingdom’s palace 
complex (Lubiri) and turned it into a barracks (see map 1.2 on page 241). After 
the takeover Lubiri hosted the mechanized units of the army, and officially 
became Malire Barracks.65 Technically, Malire Barracks, which people continued 
to call Lubiri Barracks, hosted all infantry units specializing in Armored Personnel 
Carriers (APCs). However, such a designation was a misnomer. According to 
Lieutenant Charles Kato, who was a trainer attached to the Mechanized Units, 
and was stationed in Mengo for a little more than 11 years, the designation only 
meant that it was the official headquarters of the ACP battalions. However, the 
reality was that as soon former royal buildings opened up any commander with 
clout brought his units to occupy those spaces. The Lubiri, in particular, sits on a 
little over 200 acres of land atop the Bulange Hill, and in the past accommodated 
a functioning airstrip. The Lubiri grounds are enclosed inside a 5-7 meter brick 
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wall. (In 1955 after the return of Kabaka Mutesa from exile the brick wall replaced 
older reed fencing.) In short, it offered a great deal of space for the in-coming 
army settlers. 
On entering the palace grounds there is a striking separation between 
buildings (in terms of distance from each other) and a disparity in size between 
the imposing main building and a number of smaller buildings. Prior to 1966 the 
main building (twekobe) was the residence of the Kabaka and the nnabagereka 
(the queen), each occupying the opposite ends of the building. Chiefs of different 
ranks and workers charged with the day-to-day operations of the Lubiri, such as 
cooks and custodians, lived in lesser buildings differentiated by size, but all 
covered with corrugated iron sheets. Some of these houses previously hosted 
mediums that the Kabaka consulted in his day-to-day administration of the 
kingdom. Further beyond these visible buildings is an empty space of about two 
football fields, which during this era was transformed into an airstrip. The open 
space was also used for major national events, especially those involving the 
military, such as demonstrating Uganda’s military power to a visiting friend such 
as Libyan president, Muammar Gaddafi.66  All of these buildings and open space 
was repurposed as national space.  
During two tours of the Lubiri grounds with Lt. Charles Kato, he sought to 
give me a sense of how crowded the space was after 1966. He pointed to the 
vast empty spaces in front of the main building (the twekobe), and described 
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what had been the makeshift dwellings of lower ranking soldiers. They included 
makeshift tents as well as the already existing quarters made from corrugated 
iron sheets. According to him, “You could not find an empty space on these 
grounds.” All of the royal buildings that the military took over also served as 
sleeping quarters. 
In addition to sleeping quarters, the army needed administration space.  
For example, the army also occupied Bulange the kingdom administration 
building. It became the national headquarters for the army and was renamed the 
Republic House. On the yard of the new Republic House, the army set up 
makeshift quarters where other soldiers and their families lived, while senior 
military officials worked in the offices inside the actual building.  A one-mile road 
called Kabaka Anjagalla (Kabaka loves me) connected Bulange to the Lubiri.  In 
taking over both spaces the army symbolically took over the kingdom. 
Similarly, the army turned the kingdom’s Ministry of Public Works into the 
commissary (which Kampalans called ‘the army shop’). The space of this ministry 
is located about a mile southwest of Bulange and on the slopes of the Catholic 
Cathedral on Rubaga Hill. Thousands of soldiers also lived on the grounds of 
what was then a defunct ministry, which occupied an enormous space partly 
because of its symbolic significance during the colonial era. The Kabaka had 




vis-à-vis the colonial government.67 It was an enormous military space that in 
addition to hosting the ‘army shop’ was home to several intelligence units.68 
Charles estimates there were easily 20,000 soldiers (and most likely more) who 
resided in Mengo.69 
Significantly, the army changed the names of important spaces and sites 
in the neighborhood as part and parcel of the militarization process. What had 
been Lubiri, a focal point for urban residents and a source for spiritual leadership, 
became Malire Barracks. The former kingdom administration building, Bulange, 
where Buganda’s parliament (lukiiko) sat, and where all Ganda clans found 
political representation, became the Republic House. Previously, Ganda 
politicians had managed to keep the colonial government at bay and had 
preserved the kingdom’s political institutions. The military sought to erase this 
political import. In effect, Mengo became the official workplace of the soldiers as 
well as a place where thousands of them were quartered, essentially living side-
by-side with its residents.  
The military presence changed the day-to-night rhythm of the 
neighborhood. As the national headquarters of the military (Republic House), the 
most senior military officers worked in Mengo.  However, they did not live in the 
neighborhood.  Rather they commuted from the nicer neighborhoods of the city 
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such as Kololo and Nakasero. As soon as senior officers left Mengo in the 
evening, lower ranking soldiers rampaged in the neighborhoods surrounding 
Mengo. By the end of the 1960s decade, the nightly armed robbers had become 
a chronic problem in the city.  It was a regular practice that locals called 
kondoism. 
When Idi Amin seized power in 1971, one of the reasons he gave was to 
end kondoism and bring order to the city. Idi Amin had commanded the initial 
attack on the Lubiri and was a regular at the Mess Hall in Mengo (the former 
home of the Buganda prime minister near the Lubiri). In January 1971, Idi Amin, 
together with a group of soldiers from his home region of West Nile (northwestern 
part of Uganda) removed Milton Obote from power while Obote was on a visit to 
Singapore to attend a Commonwealth conference.70  
While Idi Amin promised to bring order to the country and to the city, the 
respite for Mengo residents lasted only a short time. To be sure, Kampalans 
celebrated the fact that the army (indeed the soldiers) had deposed the much-
hated Obote and were controlling the government. In fact, Idi Amin took several 
steps that pleased Mengo residents. He released all political prisoners that the 
Obote regime had detained as kingdom loyalists. Most importantly, he allowed 
the return of the body of the Kabaka, who had died in exile in 1968. The Obote 
government had denied the body appropriate burial, which drew great outcry 
especially in Mengo. These initial actions were well received in Mengo.  
                                                        




However, the reprieve from the tyranny of the soldiers was short-lived. It 
was during the Amin regime, more than the Obote era, that soldiers sought the 
urban assignment and relocation to Kampala as a means of personal 
enrichment. The redistribution of the Asian property to Ugandans, with the 
members of the army getting a majority of the riches, and the license with which 
lower ranking soldiers looted property promoted the idea that urban assignments 
came with tremendous economic benefits. After the Asian property had all been 
redistributed, new soldiers to the city felt entitled to also acquire a piece of the 
urban wealth. For example, on one evening in 1975, soldiers stopped Esther 
Mpanga as she was driving her car. They asked her to give them the ignition 
keys. When she asked them why, they responded that Amin had given the car to 
her and that now he was taking it back. The implication was that she had 
acquired the car from an expelled Asian, which was not true.71 She like many 
others were compelled to give over their property to the soldiers or risk facing 
their guns. 
Another factor that defined the shape of insecurity in Kampala was the 
changing nature of the groups that governments saw as their primary opposition. 
Between 1966 and 1971, soldiers specifically targeted ethnic Baganda, because 
the government saw Ganda politics and activism in Kampala as a threat to the 
central government. While the churches were powerful in the city, the central 
government did not initially see them as threats in the same way it saw Buganda 
                                                        





Kingdom. Moreover, the churches, though they were located next to Buganda 
Kingdom, were diverse in terms of their congregations, and therefore national 
politicians felt they could influence them.72 This situation changed in the 1970s 
and the 1980s as governments attempted to silence church leaders who 
increasingly condemned human rights abuses committed by the government. 
The height of the tension between religious institutions and military 
governments was in February 1977 when the Anglican archbishop was arrested 
and then later found shot. It is widely believed that the Amin government 
murdered him, and that Idi Amin himself was involved.73 A few days earlier, 
soldiers had ransacked the archbishop’s home, accusing him of conspiring to 
overthrow Idi Amin’s government. When the soldiers did not find the alleged 
group of rebels the archbishop was supposed to be harboring in his home, or a 
cache of weapons, they left embarrassed. Following the search, the House of 
Bishops wrote an open letter condemning the military action together with other 
human rights abuses. Idi Amin responded to this by summoning the archbishop, 
along with two high-ranking members of his cabinet who Amin also accused of 
conspiring to overthrow the government. All three were found shot dead, but the 
official explanation was that they died in a road accident on the way to jail.74 
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Yet, the residents of Mengo at times saw the army stationed near them as 
a double-edged sword. The army had access to the scarce consumer goods 
through the “army shop” located in the neighborhood. Urban residents, especially 
in the early years of the Amin regime, saw the army as one of the very privileged 
classes in the country. As such many in the army during the Second Republic 
married Baganda women. They also sold the scarce consumer goods to the 
public, and at times shared freely with people. At the same time, they enforced 
the “Economic War” policies in these neighborhoods, which meant that they went 
after people they suspected of obtaining these very goods from the black market. 
Needless to say, Kampalans often encountered members of the military who 
were professional and did not harass or intimidate them.  
In 1979 a new group of soldiers occupied Kampala. A Tanzanian-
supported armed force overthrew Idi Amin who had governed, through his 
soldiers, with intimidation and brutality. This group, called the Uganda National 
Liberation Front (UNLF), was composed of loyalists to Obote and other defectors 
who had fled Uganda in 1971 seeking refuge in Tanzania. In Amin’s last years in 
power he was widely known as the ‘Butcher’ (Kijambia) and the residents of 
Mengo had nicknamed a notoriously dangerous section of the neighborhood 
‘Kijambia’. This illustrates how urban residents equated what was going on at the 
national level with the decline of their city. Kampala residents were exhausted 
from the violence perpetrated by Idi Amin and his military As a result Kampalans 




However, the hopes for security and order in the neighborhood quickly 
faded, again. The UNLF inherited an economy that was as wounded as its 
society. In addition, the late 1970s and early 1980s were the years when the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank set new rules that 
financially constrained African governments, in what are commonly called 
Structural Adjustment Programs.75 Specifically, the externally imposed 
constraints meant that the new government could pay few wages, if at all, to the 
soldiers. At the same time, the new government had obligations to reward the 
two different groups of soldiers that had brought the UNLF to power. The 
government’s failure to adequately compensate these two groups had immediate 
ramifications for the relationship between the military and urban residents. The 
first group included the Tanzanian soldiers who had fought as mercenaries; as a 
group they were owed payment for their services. The second group was 
composed of rank and file Ugandan soldiers, recruited clandestinely across the 
country, but especially in the north. They were young men who had high 
expectations for their military careers.   
When the government could not pay the military, they turned to the public. 
Indeed the first sign that the new military would not be any better than Amin’s 
soldiers came when the Tanzanians were preparing to return home. In shops 
they simply asked owners to give them goods or merchandise.  Since these men 
had guns, and given the experience Mengo residents had with the previous 
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army, shop owners handed over whatever the Tanzanian soldiers asked for. 
Thus, Mengo residents came to know that the Tanzanian soldiers, or the 
bakombozi, liked watches, radios and nice clothes. Yet in many ways to the 
urban residents the Tanzanian soldiers acted like beggars.  
Another turning point for military-civilian relations was in 1980 when the 
UNLF held a contested election, which Obote’s political party, the UPC, won. A 
group of UNLF members refused to accept the results of the vote and shortly 
began another armed rebellion. Yoweri Kaguta Museveni led the rebellion with 
an army called the National Resistance Army (NRA). Since Museveni is from the 
southern part of the country, the NRA heavily relied on the Southern Bantu-
speaking societies to recruit the fighting men, often exploiting the long-held 
grievance that northerners had always dominated the military. Thus, between 
1981 and 1986 the new national government faced two crises. One was a 
rebellion that heavily relied upon the public for support and a replenishment of 
young fighters from the civilian population. The second crisis was an inherited 
economy in tatters.  
In the midst of persistent economic crisis and new pressures to defeat the 
rebellion, the army in Mengo continued to terrorize the urban public. Of course, 
there were also old wounds between Obote and southern communities, 
particularly the Baganda. This grudge led many young men to join the armed 
opposition to Obote’s government. It also explained the paranoia that the 




looking for signs of rebels. As before they also indiscriminately dispossessed 
urban residents of their belongings. To make matters worse the army in the 
1980s was much less professional both in practice and in the public image they 
cultivated. Its leaders did not promote a superficial public display of 
professionalism, as had the military commanders in Amin’s time. As such the 
soldiers in the neighborhood simply did as they wished.  
Evenings and nights in Mengo increasingly became more dangerous as 
soldiers raided homes, looted shops, and tortured suspect men and women. One 
visible symbol of the city's decay was the lone truck that soldiers from the Lubiri 
barracks used to transport their loot. The truck had a failing body and engine. Its 
loud noise was always the first signal of an imminent rampage. Urban residents 
sardonically nicknamed this truck Mpawo Atarikaba or “show me one person who 
is impervious to pain (and I’ll make him or her cry)”.  It was a terrible reflection of 
the nation's economic crisis, but as suggested in the name, mostly of the 
viciousness of the soldiers' demands for respect and recompense. 
During the whole twenty-year period, the spaces that Kampalans had 
associated with ritual avoidance, historical Bugandan pride, and political 
independence, became associated with insecurity and even trauma. For 
example, along Kabaka Anjagalla, Butikiro, and other roads soldiers set up 
'roadblocks' (army station for temporary road checks). They did so at 
intersections traditionally imbued with spiritual significance, disrespecting what 




were sites of torture and imprisonment.  The Idi Amin regime also carried out 
public executions at the ‘queen’s clock’ roundabout, a site that recalled Uganda’s 
colonial history, but also a modernizing city.   
 
BACKGROUND TO SYNCRETIC RESPONSES IN MENGO 
The alliance between the Buganda Kingdom and Christianity over the past 
century has been a source of lively debate among scholars of Uganda.76 For the 
city of Kampala, however, this relationship has produced a highly syncretic 
religious sphere and worldview for its residents. Indeed, the residents of 
twentieth century Mengo have walked a landscape physically marked with 
religious and political symbolism. The historical relationship between the 
Anglican and Catholic churches, and Kingdom institutions was expressed 
materially and enacted in everyday life. For example, the roads connecting the 
centers of power and the centers of different religious groups signaled the 
importance of one particular religious and political group over another. The 
Kabaka Anjagalla (Kabaka loves me) road connected the palace and the 
administration building (Bulange). Right behind Bulange was the seat of the 
Anglican Church of Uganda with its enormous cathedral. This road created a 
direct link between Mengo the seat of political authority and Mengo the seat of 
the Anglican Church (also St. Paul’s Cathedral). The Kabaka primarily used 
Kabakanjagalla Road when he went to Bulange (kingdom administration building) 
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and to church for mass and other functions. Equally, Butikiro, the road 
perpendicular to Kabakanjagalla, belonged to the katikiro (the kindgom's prime 
minister), and connected the Anglican section of Mengo and the Bulange 
building. There was ritual prohibition preventing the katikiro from using the 
Kabaka’s road and vice versa. (It was this sacred and ritual space that soldiers 
violated when they set up roadblocks.) The Bulange building, the imposing 
Kingdom administration building which became Republic House or military 
headquarters, had been located inside the palace until the 1950s. The very 
location where it is today, a significant geographic shift, originally connected the 
Kingdom and the Anglican cathedral. This physical connection between the 
spaces is partly why people have historically equated Anglicanism in the 
neighborhood to power.77 The roads also demonstrate how the city's geography 
supports a syncretic worldview: within a single journey to the Sunday Mass, one 
of the holiest Christian acts, Kampalans and their politicians engaged in their own 
traditional Gandan rituals.  
Furthermore, both the impact of the Uganda Agreement of 1900 and the 
victory of the Anglican groups at the turn of the century physically shaped the 
neighborhood with significant religious implications. The power of the chiefs who 
negotiated and benefitted from the 1900 agreement manifests itself in the 
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landscape of the neighborhood.78 Walking the neighborhood of Mengo involves 
imbibing this religious and political history. For example, several sections of the 
neighborhood are named after the major chiefs who were both known for their 
connection to the Buganda kingdom and especially to the Anglican church. Many 
residents of these areas are either descendants of one of those past chiefs or 
have a historical patron-client relationship with one. The quarters with famous 
names include the Kisingiri Zone (after Zacharia Kisingiri, who was a regent of 
the infant Kabaka Daudi Cwa), and the Ham Mukasa Zone, after the historian 
who wrote about Buganda’s history and who was also a major chief.79 The 
prominence of these historic Anglican chiefs in the neighborhood is symbolic of 
the rise of Anglicanism at the turn of the century. While Catholic chiefs were 
equally influential, the most famous Catholic chief and equally a regent – one of 
three – to the young king, Stanislus Mugwanya, distanced himself from Mengo.80 
Unlike, Apolo Kagwa, Ham Mukasa, or Zakariya Kisingiri, Mugwanya did not own 
significant amounts of urban property, and does not have a zone or buildings in 
Mengo named after him.81  
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In addition to the fact that this neighborhood expressed the intimate 
connection between kingdom politics and important religious men, Mengo was 
also home to various clan heads and shrines. Clans in Buganda are one of the 
building blocks of society. Everyone belongs to a clan and members of the same 
clan think of each other as kin. In rural Buganda, clan heads served the role of 
custodians of clan land. They also maintained shrines and ensured the health of 
clan members. Healing shrines were mound-shaped structures strategically 
placed in a plot of rural farmland, or in the city, in the back yard of an urban 
home. While conducting research for this project, I was escorted by members of 
different clans through the Mengo neighborhood so that I could see the former 
location of their clan shrines. Ritual clan space in Mengo overlaps with both 
kingdom and church space. Even individual homes are marked inside by ritual 
space.  For example while Jaja Bena, the healer, does not possess a back yard 
for her shrine, she constructs one in her living room using bark cloth.  
Urban dwellers remained connected to their home origins through these 
clans. Clan shrines were also occasional gathering points for healing rites. Jane 
Nalugwa remembers that in the 1950s, she was constantly sick and none of the 
hospitals could not give her family a diagnosis, nor could they treat her ailments. 
Then Jane's parents took her to the clan shrine in Mengo where it was 
discovered that her paternal grandmother was the one making her sick. Night 
after night the family took her to the shrine where a healer conducted appropriate 




Clans also provided a structure of gendered adherences and prohibitions. 
It was through clans that society cultivated proper womanhood and manhood. 
For example, teenage girls were expected to spend weeks and sometimes 
months with a paternal aunt (senga), learning how to be a proper woman. The 
sengas not only taught young girls how to be good wives, but also the 
prohibitions for women to follow. During the senga rituals girls learned about the 
kinds of foods that women were prohibited from eating, such as chicken and 
eggs. It was important for young women to abide by these prohibitions, lest they 
shamed their senga. Thus, the figure of senga in traditional Buganda society is 
conceptualized as a disciplinarian. Through her, women also learned that it was 
a dishonor for one’s marriage to fail. Women whose marriages failed became 
Nnakyeyombekedde (a woman who lives in her own home). It was a status to be 
avoided by all means. Thus, the time with a senga was conceptualized as a 
period of hardship, though mandatory, for young girls. Young men, on the other 
hand, tended to learn about how to be men from clan heads or chiefs. All 
teenage boys learned the significance of acquiring land and followers as a mark 
of manhood. The reader will remember that some teenage boys were also sent 
by their clan leaders to the royal court to work as pages.  
The deportation of the king in May 1966 affected Mengo as a center for 
healing organized around traditional Kiganda religion and culture. Clan heads 
were the first to flee the neighborhood. Initially these men came to the defense of 




the period following the May 1966 crisis, it was important to show loyalty and 
allegiance to the king by staying away from Mengo. Ultimately, however, many 
left the city permanently as a result of the end of kingdom politics. With their 
departure, the end of the kingdom also meant a disruption in potential sources of 
health and wellbeing for Mengo residents. However, Kampalans continued to rely 
on religious traditions (both the inherited belief systems and the Christian 
sources and rituals). Although governments soldiers often attacked these 
religious traditions, people found ways to rely on them as protection against 




TRADITIONAL MEANS OF RITUAL PROTECTION 
Kampalans interpreted the expulsion of the Kabaka and subsequent 
military presence in sacred spaces as a ritual crisis. The crisis was summed up in 
Kabaka Muteesa II’s title to his memoire, The Desecration of My Kingdom 
(1967). In the memoire, the Kabaka also published letters that had been sent to 
him presumably by Mengo residents who were calling for his immediate return to 
avert this crisis. In the Kabaka's absence urban residents treated with caution the 
spaces that were now in the hands of the army. However, as much as military 
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presence disrupted Gandan ritual practices, Kampalans’ responses included 
inherited means of ritual protection. 
The Kabaka was the spiritual head of the Baganda. He was the agent 
through which religion came to Kampala and the kingdom's institutions continued 
to endorse traditional beliefs alongside foreign religions. In interviews about the 
time period of his exile, Kampalans used several metaphors to describe how 
central the king was to their lives. He was a father to everyone. After all his title 
was Ssabasajja, or the father of all men. At the same time the king was a 
husband to all, women and men. Using a metaphor about the body, many 
interviewees claimed that the king was the head without which the lower body 
could not accomplish much. Or as Ssalongo Jingo phrased it: “Without the king, 
people were like ghosts walking without their mind.”83 
When the army took over the kingdom, members of the army occupied 
spaces of ritual importance.  Their actions and presence led to widespread 
anxiety about the implications for communities in Mengo. Kampalans explained 
that the spiritual potency of these spaces often affected the soldiers themselves. 
For example, they attributed the violence that soldiers inflicted on civilians inside 
the Lubiri to the spirits that possessed soldiers once on the grounds. In fact 
informants who had refused to accompany soldiers into the barracks feared that 
once soldiers got inside they became possessed by a spirit [musambwa] of 
                                                        




violence. They also heard rumors that soldiers could not help their actions and 
became violent once they entered in the Lubiri.84  
Jaja Bena, whose story opened this chapter, was one of the healers who 
offered Mengo residents expertise in traditional approaches to ritual protection. In 
addition to the daily trips she made to Mengo to protect homesteads, she also 
offered protective medicine to individuals. Jaja Bena recalled that her neighbors 
consulted with her before they embarked on a journey. She would advise them 
on what time to leave, routes to take, and what to do before embarking on such a 
trip. In our interview she compared the current highway crisis to militarization and 
observed that people in the earlier years engaged in ritual protection before 
traveling. Uganda is now facing a national highway accident epidemic. There are 
daily reports of road accidents on Uganda’s highway nationwide.85 Jaja Bena 
ultimately blamed today's travelers, who travel with impurities, as opposed to the 
roads themselves. 
Jaja Bena and other healers helped Kampalans compensate for the 
constraints that militarization put on public sites of ritual practice. In particular, the 
Baganda perform a series of rituals, called Okuzina Abalongo [dancing of twin], 
following the arrival of twins. The rituals were required in order to celebrate the 
unusual birth, and the entire community was involved. These dances gave 
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participants license for flamboyance, for exaggerated expression, and even for 
people to violate social norms. For example, mothers-in-law could dance with 
their sons-in-law, wives and their mothers ate with their sons-in-law.  
Militarization significantly hampered the ability for Mengo residents to hold 
rituals for twin births. Events in public spaces, even inside homesteads, were 
exposed to and risked visits from soldiers. At worst, people feared arrests. At the 
same time, people feared the ramifications of abandoning these and other rituals. 
Healers such as Jaja Bena helped legitimize alternate celebrations that fell short 
of the previously required practices. Because of urban insecurity, families could 
not bring relatives, who were required to be at these celebrations, from the 
countryside. It was up to Jaja Bena to designate urban community members who 
could stand in for important but missing relatives .  She and other healers even 
offered their own, protected, homesteads for such events.  
The military presence and military governments also exacerbated 
epidemics to which Kampalans ordinarily responded with traditional healing 
approaches. In the mid-1970s a measles epidemic ravaged Mengo and 
surrounding neighborhoods. An examination of the patient registers for the 
private Catholic Hospital at Rubaga demonstrates an uptick in measles-related 
deaths during these years.86 Informants also described a state of crisis as a 
result of the measles outbreak. 
                                                        




Idi Amin’s military government and urban militarization contributed to the 
growing measles epidemic. By 1975 when the numbers of measles deaths began 
to rise, Uganda was facing crises on multiple fronts. Because of the economic 
downturn, people feared that hospitals were using expired vaccination vials. 
Rumors that the government could not import new medicine into the country led 
mothers to stop taking their infants to vaccination centers. The fact that the 
government often used soldiers to force families to take young children to 
vaccination centers only reinforced people’s suspicions. The military presence 
even led families to frequently huddle inside buildings for long hours, which made 
it easier for the virus to spread.87  
In addition, constraints on local trade stopped the flow of a fish variety that 
people around Lake Victoria had long fed children during measles outbreaks. 
Enkejje, a Silver Cyprinid fish variety, grows in abundance in Lake Victoria, and 
communities in the region credit it for being effective at treating measles. 
Regardless of the veracity of this belief, people could not get access to the 
enkejje fish. Moreover, an on-going conflict between Tanzania and Ugandan was 
centered on areas of the lake from where the enkejje fish came, making it more 
difficult to fish in those waters.88  
Reading hospital registers and other records documenting the measles 
outbreaks of 1975 and 1976, the picture that emerges is one of helplessness. 
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Stories from women who were mothers at the time similarly confirm how 
traumatic the measles epidemic was for parents. Kampalans resisted the urge 
and pressure to take sick children to the hospital, because it seemed like every 
child that was taken to hospital suffering from measles did not return home alive. 
Rose Namusisi who lived on one of the roads leading from the Rubaga Hospital 
to the Natete Zone remembered the many times a day she saw a woman leaving 
the hospital wailing uncontrollably after her child died. Rose recalled, “I swore 
never to take my baby to Rubaga [Hospital].”89 
The measles outbreaks and the government failure to control the disease 
led Mengo residents to rely heavily on traditional approaches to disease 
treatment and prevention. Rose, for example, invited a healer (musawo) who 
came to her home and fed her children a preventive mixture of medicines (she 
suspects the healer brought a mixture which included the enkejje fish). This 
healer in Rose’s neighborhood also announced that someone in the 
neighborhood had measles, by calling it Mulangira (the prince). “She went 
around announcing that ‘mulangira yatuse [the prince has arrived]’ and people 
then avoided the home where someone was sick.” When healers called a deadly 
disease Mulangira, a respectable title only held by only a few people, they 
diminished the trauma of the quarantine that young children with measles faced. 
In a region where ritual possession was part and parcel of the society’s 
worldview, diagnosing the spirit as the prince was an important first step in the 
                                                        




treatment process. Thus, these healers who identified and attempted to heal 
these illnesses were essential in protecting communities and allowing individuals 
to survive these crises.  
 
CHRISTIAN SOURCES OF PROTECTION  
Kampalans also relied on Christian sources of protection to address the 
crises that militarization brought to their neighborhoods. Beginning with the Battle 
for Mengo, Kampalands drew on Christianity to cope with uncertainty. The battle 
lasted a few hours (one night to be precise) but it was intensely destructive. By 
the end of the battle there were hundreds of deaths, mostly of the king’s 
followers, residents of the palace, and guards. Amidst the chaos that followed the 
lull in fighting, the king escaped the palace. Together with his close confidantes, 
Mutesa jumped over the southern part of the wall surrounding the palace. This 
escape route gave him a direct link to the Catholic Hill of Rubaga. Mutesa 
received help from the Catholic bishop at the Cathedral where he hid until a party 
of loyalists could drive him to the border with Rwanda, from where he made a 
connection to London.90 
The fact that the Kabaka fled to the Catholic Cathedral created 
considerable fascination for Mengo residents. Both the sacred/ritual roads of 
Kabakanjagalla (Kabaka loves me) and Butikiro Roads much more easily 
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connected the centers of kingdom power (the Kabaka and the katikiro or prime 
minister) to the Anglican hill of Namirembe (also called Mengo). On top of this 
fact, Catholics were viewed suspiciously by Anglican followers.  Protestants often 
depicted Catholics as less loyal to the king and even as traitors to the kingdom 
than their Protestant counterparts on the opposite hill. The fact that the king 
could seek refuge in the Catholic cathedral contradicted the long running so-
called ‘Cold War’ between Anglicans and Protestants in Mengo.91 Although 
Faupel suggests that this cold war lasted through the 1980s, the events of May 
1966 led the two groups to re-examine their relationship to each other.  
This re-evaluation often began with the contemplation of why and how the 
king managed to seek refuge in the Catholic cathedral. Some interviewees 
certainly emphasized the Kabaka’s political connections. For example, these 
interviewees pointed out that the king had allies in the neighborhood adjacent to 
the cathedral, and that these allies helped the king escape Kampala. It may be 
that the relatives and followers of the few Rubaga men who helped the king 
escape Mengo overemphasized their roles in his escape to secure stature in the 
neighborhood. For the vast majority of neighborhood residents, however, the fact 
that the king sought refuge in a Catholic cathedral was testament to the church's 
standing as a place of refuge more than anything else.  
With the king hidden in the church, and with his eventual flight from the 
country through the southern border, the central government faced an 
                                                        





embarrassment of huge proportions. The simple task of apprehending the king 
had turned into a fiasco: a skirmish that left, according to some estimates, 
hundreds of people dead.92 In the days that followed the battle for Mengo, the 
soldiers policed the neighborhood with a vengeance. They arrested the Kabaka’s 
supposed look-alikes, including his own brother, whom they mistook at first for 
the Kabaka, as well as kingdom loyalists.  
These campaigns spilled into residential homes as soldiers sought to 
cleanse the neighborhood of any remnant of the kingdom's symbolism. Mengo 
residents described how they scrambled to hide the kingdom-related posters 
hanging in their living rooms. Many put such posters and kingdom related icons 
away in suitcases and under beds. Fearing searches, many literally buried these 
kingdom-related icons in their backyards.93  
What Kampalans did not need to hide in 1966, however, were religious 
icons. As soldiers and special forces scoured the neighborhood for signs of 
kingdom loyalty, people left religious icons hanging on display in their living 
rooms.  When Yona Katerega moved to Mengo in the early 1960s, he and his 
wife decorated the living room of their then modern home with images of the 
Kabaka, religious figures, and religious-inspired calendars. It was partly because 
they were devout Catholics, and they also liked the likeness of the king 
(especially in his military regalia). After May 1966, however, the king’s image and 
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other kingdom-related iconography disappeared from the walls of living rooms 
across Mengo. For Kampalans, putting their religiosity front and center, 
especially their adherence to Western religions, served to protect them from the 
soldiers, because initially Western religious institutions were seen more as useful 
allies than the Buganda Kingdom and its traditionalists.94 Indeed, Christianity, 
especially during the Obote era and first part of the Amin regime, was not a 
threatening religion either to the military or the central government. While the 
Buganda Kingdom promoted the uniqueness of Ganda culture and the kingdom's 
position vis-à-vis the rest of the country, Christian groups claimed a sense of 
universalism. Thus, having Christian icons such as the likeness of Jesus, the 
Virgin Mother, or the pope, identified households as religious and non-
threatening to a casual observer.  
In the beginning of militarization this was an effective strategy. According 
to many Kampalans, soldiers were fearful or respectful of religious 
iconographies. According to Yona Ntambi, “Soldiers stopped searching your 
house as soon as they discovered that you were a member of Mothers Union [a 
women’s group in the Anglican Church].”95 Yona lived in Mengo in the late 1960s, 
and his home was visited several times because it was suspected that he was 
hosting kingdom political activists. During these visits, soldiers would go through 
his belongings. He told me that he began to hide documents which he thought 
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could get him into trouble in boxes. He would then put religious materials, such 
as church magazines or calendars on the top. According to Yona and other 
Kampalans, Obote’s soldiers feared and respected (both denoted by okutia) 
materials related to religion. They explained this respect for the Christianity of 
Mengo to Obote’s own religion. Obote was an Anglican who attended mass at 
Namirembe Cathedral and was widely known to be religious.96 In many ways, 
this association of the national leader with the Anglican Church helped to 
normalize Christian religious art and iconography. 
Some Kampalans certainly took the cue from the national leader’s public 
displays of Anglicanism, but many did not have to. Most urban residents strongly 
believed in the power of these religious icons to protect them from danger. 
Juliette Nansubuga was a young girl living with her parents during the 1966 
crisis. She has since married, divorced and returned back to her childhood home. 
I interviewed her in the same living room where she observed her mother use 
religious symbols to protect her family in the late 1960s. Like other families in the 
neighborhood, Juliette’s family brought down their posters celebrating the 
Buganda Kingdom, but left Christian pictures on the wall. Juliette knew her 
mother to be a very religious person, who went to church every Sunday and was 
active in various church associations. Among the decorations on the family’s 
living room walls were calendars, and the likenesses of the Virgin Mary, Jesus, 
and the pope. The family brought down posters depicting late nineteenth and 
                                                        





early twentieth century Ugandan figures who played a significant role in the 
establishment of the Catholic Church in the neighborhood (notably Stanilus 
Mugwanya) for fear that soldiers would confuse them with members of the 
Buganda government.  
Juliette recalled how Christian posters played an outsized role in her 
mother’s life during the late 1960s crisis. This to Juliette was testament to her 
mother’s religiosity: “My mother was the most religious person I have ever met.”97 
She continued, “Every time [she] entered the house she turned right there 
(pointing to the wall on the right), faced the poster with Jesus Christ and prayed 
the Catholic way [gesturing the sign of the cross].” Juliette described her mother 
as someone whose life revolved around religious activities.  
Unsurprisingly when the crisis of 1966 hit the city, Juliette's mother turned 
to her faith. Juliette described her mother’s response in these terms: 
When one of our neighbors came to our home and advised us to leave 
Kampala for a while, my mother said no. When soldiers came to our home 
searching for Buganda Kingdom loyalists she would hold us, the little 
children, and stand in front of the Virgin Mary and Jesus and begin to 
pray. She would act as if she were in a trance. The soldiers would look at 
her and eventually leave. When we went to bed in the night, my mother 
would put religious scriptures and posters under our pillows.98 
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Juliette’s mother was not alone in relying on religion and the display of religious 
symbols to remain in her urban home during dangerous times. Like Juliette’s 
mother, many interviewees claimed that putting a Christian picture underneath 
the headrest of their children’s bed or strategically hanging a religious symbol 
such as a rosary in children’s rooms protected them from soldiers.   
Kampalans also used their religiosity to maintain plots of land. This was 
especially the case for those who lived on church plots. Both the Anglican and 
Catholic churches are landlord to thousands of city residents, and both 
institutions have historically wielded power over how people became Kampalans. 
Changes in the land tenure laws also affected the churches’ willingness to 
adhere to flexible land tenure agreements that they had traditionally had with the 
urban residents of their lands. For example, in 1975 Idi Amin announced that he 
was abrogating all of the land tenure laws and that all unused spaces in the city 
would revert to the state. He immediately seized the Catholic land in Rubaga and 
began constructing a water reservoir there. Both the churches and urban 
residents panicked. “If he can take the church’s land, which is powerful, then why 
not yours,” said Vincent Kataba who lived near the church and owned multiple 
plots in Kampala. Many of Vincent’s plots were not being used, so he quickly sold 
two plots that he could not immediately begin using.99  
The legal developments had a direct effect on people who had settled 
directly on church land. For example, Mary Nalugwa’s family lived next to a plot 
                                                        





that belonged to a man by the name of Ndege who was from Mbale. Urban 
residents such as Ndege would leave for long holidays to their rural homeland, 
leaving their plots, both used and unused, with the expectation that the landlord, 
in this case the church, would protect their plots. Yet, Amin’s decree brought 
about anxiety, even at the church estate offices. This must explain why those 
offices began reducing individual plots. This is what began to happen to Ndege’s 
plot. According Mary, whenever Ndege would leave for the long holidays he 
would find that the church had re-measured his plot, reducing it by several 
meters. After a while Ndege decided to sell what was left of his plot, and left 
Namirembe.100  
Some Kampalans who resided on church land took such a predicament as 
a reminder that they needed to be more religious or rather to make sure that their 
religiosity was on record. By going to church every Sunday and by “making 
friends" with the staff of the estates offices, they would be able to keep their plots 
intact. Indeed, Mary’s family began to ensure that they maintained a connection 
with the church during this period. When I asked Mary how her family managed 
to stay in the city through all of the insecurity, she pointed to the family’s ability to 
keep the plot: “Edini yaffe [our religion]. Had we not been religious, going to 
church every Sunday, we would have been like Mzee Ndeje, because our house 
then was not even well constructed.”101 
                                                        






The church grounds even provided refuge as hiding places. However, it 
was a complicated business to make use of either religious space for this 
purpose.  None of the two religious institutions had built spaces that could be 
used by the public indiscriminately. Prior to 1966 by custom the Catholic 
residents went to Rubaga while Protestant residents went to Namirembe. 
However, Catholic or Protestant, Mengo residents might live on either of the two 
hills. Between 1966 and 1986, Catholics who lived near Namirembe gradually 
began to frequent the Anglican church grounds and vice versa.  
Militarization led people to cultivate close relationships with both church 
institutions and religious communities. Indeed, from as early as May 1966, during 
the Battle for Mengo, people who had deeper connections with the church 
benefited from such relationships. Joseph Kalibala lived on the slopes of 
Namirembe hill when the battle broke out. As gun fire raged and rumors began 
swirling that the king had died in the fight, everybody began running away from 
Kampala. Joseph, for his part, ran toward the Anglican Church. Joseph’s brother-
in-law was an askari (guard) at the church, who let him in. The next day after the 
calm returned to Mengo Joseph walked back to his home, but his immediate 
neighborhood, and Mengo in general, was a ghost town. The reasonable thing to 
do would have been to leave the city. This is certainly what his brother-in-law 




staying. Every night Joseph remembered feeling "a deep sense of fear,” and then 
he would walk up the hill and hide in the cathedral.102  
This was in May 1966, and Kampalans then had not imagined the church 
compounds and religious spaces as public refuges. In fact, it did not occur to the 
many people who ran away from Kampala during the Battle for Mengo to run 
toward the enormous cathedrals and their compounds up the hill. However, over 
the course of the twenty-year period of militarization, the church spaces on 
Namirembe and Rubaga hills became common refuge zones. This was certainly 
the case in the late 1970s and early 1980s when new soldiers regularly arrived in 
Mengo. When people became scared or threatened they went to the churches 
and spent nights or parts of the day there. 
Both churches approached the role of acting as a constant refuge to 
Mengo residents differently. For example, the Anglican Church according to 
residents had few restrictions on who could come and hide in the church. It had 
an an “open policy” approach. This is perhaps because the Anglican Church 
already had a large hall, the Synod Hall that was readily available for use as a 
refuge by numbers of people. The Catholic Church on the other hand had to free 
up space or repurpose rooms to receive people.  
Overall the Catholic priests at Rubaga were less generous with their 
spaces and in their responses to the militarization. This is not to say that people 
did not hide on the compounds of the Catholic church. Indeed, interviewees 
                                                        





attested to the fact that the Catholic church provided them with refuge. However, 
they followed up on this testimony with complications that went hand in hand with 
running to Catholic spaces. For example, people noted that the rooms for hiding 
in the church changed frequently. It could be the hospital, a conference room, or 
a certain basement (referred to as the “go-down”). In all cases people were 
constantly monitored. Catholic priests accused men and women of being 
intoxicated, and of engaging in immoral activities (sex) in these holy spaces. At 
some points, the Catholic church allowed only women and children, and not men 
onto the grounds. One of the women who used the Catholic cathedral as a 
refuge welcomed this restriction, saying “when you bring men into situations, 
things change. They always bring their fujo [disorder]). Some would pretend to be 
drunk when they were not.”103 Therefore, the acceptance of the men into the 
Catholic spaces was not a given, because priests often questioned their 
religiosity.   
This tight regulation of the spaces at the Rubaga Cathedral explains the 
few cases where some men used illicit means to hide at the cathedral and why 
others simply did not try. Steven Wagaba devised several strategies to ensure 
that he stayed in his own homestead. He dug a ditch in his driveway that he left 
wide open in the night. Vehicles approaching his home would get stuck in this 
ditch. This ditch often acted like an alarm for him, because either vehicles got 
stuck in it to give him enough time to run away, or it was a soldier or thief that fell 
                                                        




into it. Steven also often fired his old rifle, acquired as part of his service in World 
War II, in the air to scare people away. When soldiers heard gunfire, they often 
thought that there was a soldier residing in the house or they feared that gunfire 
alerted military leaders that there might be trouble in a Kampala neighborhood. 
So most of the times when soldiers heard Steven’s gunfire, they ran away.  
However, during times of extreme lawlessness, Steven would run and 
hide in the Catholic church. When I asked him if he was not worried that he, as a 
man, would not be allowed to enter the compound late in the night, he told me 
that waiting to enter late in the night precisely gave him leverage. He was an 
active member of the church and so they knew him as a religious person. He 
also knew the compound well, and could sneak in through holes in the fence.104  
Both the Anglican and Catholic leaders who were guardians of these 
enormous spaces and institutions were targets of the military. Indeed, by the mid-
1970s and well into the 1980s, all opinion and civic leaders of the city, including 
priests and church leaders, easily became targets of the government and 
military. Thus, the church’s reticence to admit neighborhood people at will was 
informed by fears that the military would blame them for hosting alleged political 
dissidents. Moreover, the soldiers and the government perceived churches as 
foreign installations. Every time the government was threatened, it went after 
embassies, consulates, churches, and other institutions that hosted foreigners. 
For example, internal correspondence between the White Fathers at Rubaga and 
                                                        





the congregation’s headquarters in Rome show how church leaders functioned 
as intermediaries, assessing the situation for incoming priests and missionaries 
and changing methods of hiding the local population. Cables sent to the White 
Fathers leadership in Rome described a changing and uncertain situation in 
Kampala. On March 1977, Vic Misseaen, a representative at Rubaga, sent one 
such cable to Rome and detailed a worrying development regarding the 
relationship between the Amin regime and foreign institutions: “About a week ago 
Amin ordered his private troops (special group of armed men, especially from his 
own tribe) to supervise the British and American missionaries.” As a result of this 
development, the Superiors of Missionary Societies met Mr. D. Malcolm, Chargé 
d’Affaires in the United Kingdom Foreign Office, to assess the situation in 
Uganda. Mr. Malcolm advised the missionary representatives that “There will be 
a sticky time ahead in the weeks to come in Uganda. You should consider 
carefully whether you draw your men out of Uganda or leave them there.”105 The 
advice from Rome was that the fathers at Rubaga needed to be “prudent” and 
“not to take too great risks.”  
Yet even when churches, under threat, put up restrictions on who could 
hide in their spaces, Kampalans continued to rely on the religious institutions. 
Indeed, it is arguable that the population’s reliance on church services increased 
as a result of militarization. People who became sick or injured also rushed to 
one of the two church-owned private hospitals in the neighborhood because the 
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government-owned Mulato hospital was now too far to risk the travel. Samson 
Semambo, who during these years was treated for a bullet wound in his leg that 
left him with a significant limp recalled “I had never used the hospital in Rubaga, 
even though I lived next to it. I always thought it was a private hospital, and 
always preferred to go to Mulago every time I was sick. And when this soldier 
shot me, I found myself laying in that hospital for more than a month.”106  
Even with priests and groundskeepers fearful and protective of the church 
grounds, ordinary citizens found ways to not only to find refuge from physical 
harm there but also to hide valuable items from the greedy hands of the soldiers. 
When I interviewed Corny Nalubega, she told her life story as one of faith, 
religiosity, and accountability. When the soldiers began dispossessing people of 
their property from the late 1970s until 1986, she turned to the church to hide 
important and sentimental items. Among them were her father's clothes; he was 
her role model and had passed away in the 1960s. She kept his jackets, pants, 
shirts, and cultural attire in her home. Sometimes she hung the clothes in her 
living room, she told me, to give the impression to people who stopped by her 
apartment that she was married. It was also part of keeping her father pleased 
with her, which meant that he could not return to harm her and her children.  
As Uganda’s economy deteriorated new soldiers who were transferred to 
the urban barracks tended to be hungry for clothes.  Even though Corny's 
father's clothes were not new, they would have been desired by soldiers, who 
                                                        





had already dispossessed many families in her neighborhood.107 The reader will 
remember that before the Tanzanian bakombozi returned to their homeland they 
indiscriminately seized people’s belongings. They dispossessed the public of 
items, ranging from watches, shirts, belts, sometimes stopping them in public and 
asking them to take off whatever they desired.108   According to Annet Nsereko, 
“Those Tanzanian soldiers especially loved watches.”109  They looted not only 
belongings, but people's urban identities. 
This well-known looting of men's items led Corny to panic. Her father’s 
clothes which she had kept for more than a decade were now in danger of being 
taken by a soldier. She decided that the situation in Kampala was too unstable to 
continue keeping her father’s clothes in her home. Idi Amin had been in power for 
almost a decade and she expected the new (even worse) situation to last as 
long. She recalled, “We were thinking that if Idi Amin who did not have any 
education had been in power for nine years why not these new people who came 
to power with University degrees.”110 She then decided to take her father’s 
clothes, together with some of her other valuable possessions, to the church 
compound up the hill. The task would not be easy, however. Since the 1970s 
church leaders had become strict in dealing with the public, afraid that the 
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government would accuse the church of political meddling. The Catholic Church, 
in particular, had been cautious and stringent in making sure that its work could 
not be mistaken for political activity.111  
Despite the due caution that the Catholic Church needed to take and 
indeed took, the congregation's faithful like Corny needed services she felt only 
the church could provide. She explained, "I felt that the Catholic Church as my 
only church had the responsibility to hide my things." Corny is still very active in 
the church today, belonging to many affiliated organizations, including the very 
influential women’s guild. She was raised Catholic and had always been involved 
in church activities. Corny also read the Catholic press and volunteered for 
charities endorsed by Rubaga. She knew that if she took a load of valuable items 
to a priest she needed to convince him of her service to the church, but most 
important of her religiosity and commitment to the Catholic Church. She devised 
a plan. The plan centered on how she would demonstrate he deep involvement 
in the church. In particular she used the fact that she was an avid reader of the 
Catholic press. Reading through internal correspondences of the church 
leadership, one appreciates why people like Corny believed that reading the 
Catholic press and pamphlets was part of their religiosity.  
One of these pamphlets was the Musizi magazine. Correspondence 
between church leaders detail the history of the magazine from its establishment 
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to church attempts to increase its circulation. The magazine was part of Catholic 
Action an organization founded by one of the papal encyclicals and it was 
intended to translate church teachings into action. In one of the letters from 
Rome to Ugandan priests, the writer urged the clergy to increase the circulation 
of Musizi as a way of demonstrating their outreach.112 Buying the magazine 
would show people’s commitment to the Church’s teachings and the goals of 
Catholic Action. 
It is, therefore, not surprising that Corny felt that the numerous magazine 
copies she had stored for close to two decades would demonstrate to the church 
her religiosity. She packed her father’s clothes and a few other valuables in a 
trunk suitcase, then put most of the Musizi magazines on top of her valuables. 
She carried the trunk on her head, when she felt it was safe, and headed to a 
priest’s door. Corny recounted, “I simply said, I want to keep things here. They 
are not safe in my house. He looked at me with disbelief, but he knew me very 
well and did not know how to respond.” The priest then asked her what was 
inside. “I just opened and when he saw piles of Musizi, he helped me to carry it 
inside one of the priests’ apartments, and it was kept there until after 1986.”113 
Catholic Action was not a political movement, but it encouraged the view 
that Christians should actively turn religious lessons into concrete actions. The 
organization exhorted lay Christians to provably “organize among themselves in 
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one and the same association and place themselves entirely and without 
restriction in dependence upon the diocesan authority in order to help in the 
realization of any important point of its apostolic mission.”114 Catholic Action also 
called on members of the association to become “militants” in their adherence to 
Catholicism. For Catholic priests in Uganda encouraging the readership and the 
contribution of opinion letters to the Catholic press was one way of demonstrating 
this engagement. In short the organization argued "there should be a Catholic 
newspaper in every Catholic Home.”115 Ugandan Catholics were advised to read 
these newspapers and pass them on to others, or return them for ‘re-distribution’.  
Corny represented one of these ideal lay Christians. Yet, she did not 
follow the advice to share or re-distribute her Catholic magazines. Rather, she 
felt that she was demonstrating her Catholicism by storing the magazines that 
she personally had read. She had gone to school where she studied home 
economics and then came to Kampala, at the advice of her father. She read 
Musizi and meticulously underlined passages she found interesting. For 
example, in 1971, Corny underlined a few passages that seemed to capture the 
mood of Kampalans at the time. One was a report that Idi Amin’s government 
had rescinded the government allowances for Milton Obote’s wife. When I asked 
Corny why she underlined this particular story, she said that “we wanted Obote 
and his family to suffer like he had made us, Baganda, suffer." The other 
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passages that Corny underlined in Musizi described the fallout between the 
Kabaka and the UPC party. One story de-emphasized the military attack on the 
Lubiri and only emphasized that the UPC had misguided the Kabaka and the 
Baganda in the alliance between the UPC and the Kabaka’s party (Kabaka 
Yekka). During this first years of Idi Amin, perceptions of soldiers rapidly 
changed, and Kampalans focused the blame for the end of the monarchy on 
Obote’s political party instead. It was because of Corny’s religiosity and her 
religious affiliation that she had access to the Musizi magazine; yet, her 
highlights illustrate how these religious magazines allowed people to remain 
politically engaged when political opinions were dangerous to express.  
 
DRAWING INSPIRATION FROM THE UGANDAN MARTYRS 
Kampalans also used Christian stories to cope with the loss of lives at the 
hands of soldiers and the government. In particular, Kampalans embraced the 
history of the Uganda Martyrs, historical figures who had died because of their 
religious beliefs (they had insisted on an idea). During the post-colonial period, 
the Uganda Martyrs took on new significance, as each year in May and June 
people made pilgrimages to Kampala to celebrate the Uganda Martyrs and 
partake in the annual celebrations.  
In late 2014 I visited with Adroni Nalugwa in Mengo as part of my inquiry 
into how people celebrated the Uganda Martyrs day during the era of 




into one of the rooms of her house and brought back a dress she acquired in 
May 1977 (see Figure 1.1 on p. 242). The dress was fashioned from 
commemorative cloth featuring images of Namirembe Cathedral and marking the 
occasion of that year's commemoration.  While most, if not everybody, who was 
either part of the organizing committee of the Martyrs day or those who bought 
such memorabilia, wore their clothes to pieces by now and have long forgotten 
the 1977 celebration, Adroni kept hers safely in a suitcase where it still lives to 
this day.  
From the 1960s through the 1970s, these celebrations had increasingly 
become popular in Kampala and were fast spreading to other parts of Uganda. 
The Catholic Church, more than the Anglican Church, promoted the Uganda 
Martyrs well before the 1960s.116 However, they did not become household 
names or nationally celebrated figures, until the 1960s. In 1924, Pope Benedict 
XV beatified the Uganda Martyrs, and Pope Paul VI canonized them in 1964. The 
pope followed this canonization with a visit to Uganda in 1969, where he led 
mass at one of the nineteenth century execution sites at Namugongo.117 The 
pope's visit contributed to the fame that developed around the figures of the 
Uganda Martyrs, and since his visit, thousands of Ugandans make a pilgrimage 
each year in early June to Namugongo to celebrate the memory and history of 
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the martyrs. By 1977, the martyrs’ story was firmly rooted in Kampalans’ 
religiosity.  
The 1977 national celebration was, however, particularly poignant for 
many Mengoites. I asked Adroni what was the significance specifically of the 
1977 Martyrs Day. According to her, the significance of this particular annual 
celebration, from early June 1977, stemmed from an event that took place earlier 
that year. In February the archbishop of Uganda, Archbishop Janan Luwum, had 
been assassinated at what was known to be the hands of the national leader, Idi 
Amin Dada, himself.118 
Adroni has other Uganda Martyrs Day paraphernalia from recent years 
hanging around her house. Due to the instability, she lost much of the 
memorabilia from the 1970s and 1980s. She ensured, however, that she did not 
lose her dress from 1977, because recalling the Martyrs Day celebration from 
that year reminded her of the assassination of the Archbishop of the Anglican 
Church of Uganda, Janani Luwum. Even before anyone else had declared the 
archbishop a martyr, Adroni decided that his death was an example of 
martyrdom.  She recounted, “at the time we were talking about these martyrs 
who died long time ago, and I said to myself ‘he is the biggest martyr of that 
year.’ Some of use knew he was a martyr, but we knew it was dangerous to say 
it in public.”119 For Adroni and other devout Anglican Christians, this was the best 
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way to remember the late archbishop, because they had to throw away anything 
related to him, including his likeness that had hung in people’s living rooms. 
Since the archbishop had become an enemy of the state, people had to distance 
themselves from him, lest they become targets as well.  
Retelling the Uganda Martyrs story and remembering its 
commemorations, especially from 1977, allows Kampalans to remember the 
neighborhood’s history. Indeed, the meanings of the Uganda martyrs in Kampala 
have undergone multiple transformations that illustrate the neighborhood's 
historical shifts. Both the church and the Kampala public have in fact struggled to 
give the matryrs an appropriate local meaning. Even if we were to think of them 
as Bajeemi (in the rebellious sense), the term meant different things in different 
contexts. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (and even until the 
expulsion of the king), such a term might have invoked negative feelings. At the 
time the Christian readers sinned (another way of understanding Okujeema) 
against the Kabaka, and he had to execute them to preserve his authority.  
This view was powerful and its remnants still echo today, as Kampalans 
described the “Uganda Martyrs” as rebels. Moreover, during the early colonial 
period, the martyrs were ambiguous figures. For example, John Mary Waliggo 
writes about how Stanislaus Mugwanya, the premier Catholic chief cautioned the 
White Fathers not to advertise the accounts and ordeals of the martyrs until they 
had been beatified. He noted that certain people could take offense at such 




Mugwanya feared that Mwanga’s son, who was installed as an infant king after 
his father was deposed and whose reign lasted through 1939, might not look too 
kindly to portrayals of his father as a brutal killer.120 This is all to show that during 
the twentieth century reigns of the Kabaka Daudi Chwa and Kabaka Muteesa II 
the meanings of the martyrs has shifted. Kampalans then sometimes used 
Bajeemi to refer to the martyrs derogatorily to suggest that they did the 
unthinkable -- rebelled against the Kabaka -- and therefore deserved death. 
However, they also referred to the Uganda martyrs as Bajeemi to imply that they 
were strong individuals who stood for what they believed in. Certainly, this is one 
aspect of what my interviewees meant when they said that they found inspiration 
in Uganda martyrs as Bajeemi.  
Scholars of Church history in Uganda tend to ignore popular meanings 
and interpretations of the martyrs. As Kassmir has rightly observed, the Catholic 
Church, for reasons specific to its own history in Uganda, has poured 
tremendous energy in transforming the few Baganda victims into the “Uganda 
Martyrs”. However, local interpretations and experiences of militarization also 
played an important part in popularizing the memory of the nineteenth century 
victims of the Buganda Kingdom.  
Moreover, Ganda ideas about death and the afterlife, and death at the 
hands of the king mediated people’s memories of the Uganda martyrs. C. W. 
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Hattersley, one of the early missionaries to Buganda, noted such devotion to the 
king. Writing in 1908, he observed that the people had “extreme devotion to him,” 
noting that they claimed to be his ‘meat’ (nyama ya Kabaka).  He observed:  
"Speaking of themselves they always claim to be ‘nyama ya Kabaka,’ that 
is, ‘The meat of the king’; in other words, they believe that the king has, or 
ought to have, absolute power over them for life or for death. They 
remember the horrors of the martyrdoms, but I believe that they would all 
die for their king if it were for his advantage."121 
 
Indeed traditionally one of the powers of the Kabaka was the power to carry out 
the kiwendo ritual sacrifices. At these events the lubale spirit authorized the 
sacrifice. It is very likely that the people who died in kiwendo sacrifices were 
indeed political actors that the king sought to eliminate, just like the late 
nineteenth century martyrs. In the early twentieth century when religion shaped 
the memories of the Ganda martyrs, there were no more kiwendo ritual 
sacrifices. However, the stories of Mwanga’s executions of religious figures were 
being constructed and reconstructed at the very same time that Ganda 
historians, such as Apolo Kagwa and Ham Mukasa were constructing a historical 
narrative that cast Buganda as a modern society compared to others in the 
region.122  
Other Kampalans have reframed the complexities of the circumstances 
surrounding the death of the Uganda Martyrs, to recount their history in terms of 
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choice: “The martyrs chose religion over kingship.”123 Matiya Semambo, who is a 
staunch Catholic in Mengo, described the choice that the martyrs had: “Given 
that we are required to kneel only before the Virgin Mary, I can understand why 
the martyrs refused to kneel before the king, which we as Baganda are required 
to do. They also got the punishment they deserved.”124 During the annual 
celebrations, which last more than a month nationwide, people are reminded of 
the price that the martyrs paid. Several interviewees recounted the ordeal and 
determination of the martyrs. They emphasized that the martyrs had the option to 
renounce their faith, abandon religious practice, or give in to whatever the king 
demanded of them. However, they insisted and refused to give in, knowing full 
well the potential repercussions of that stance.  
These shifting interpretations have contributed to the problems of 
conceptualizing the category of the “Uganda Martyrs”. Officially, the church calls 
them ‘bajulizi’ (witnesses), while in individual homes continue to call them 
Bajeemi or rebels or those who insist. Ruth Kamya, who has resided in the 
Mengo neighborhood since the early 1950s, remembers that this is how she was 
taught growing up:  
My parents taught us that [the martyrs] were killed because of their refusal 
to obey the king. It is a virtue that we teach our children. I use it to teach 
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them: ‘if you are after something, you have to insist upon it, no matter 
what’.125 
 
These claims from Kampala residents fit the criteria for martyrdom classification 
established by the Catholic Church. According to the Catholic Church’s criteria in 
order to classify a death as martyrdom instead of execution, two conditions have 
to be met. First, that the person was targeted because of their religious faith. 
Two, that the person was given the opportunity to renounce their faith to save 
their lives and refused.126  
The church's criteria, therefore, to some extent aligned with how people 
thought of Okujeema. Ronald Kassimir has written about the popularization of the 
Uganda Martyrs in the twentieth century in terms of the creation of the Catholic 
Church itself. He observes that Ugandan martyrdom has been an interpretive 
enterprise, with especially the Catholic Church playing a central role in privileging 
the “religious origins of their persecution and the religious motivations of their 
actions … in order to build the case for martyrdom and sainthood”127 In reality, 
Kassimir argues, “there was no systematic persecution on purely religious 
grounds as is often implied.”128 The history of the Uganda martyrs has been 
constructed by and privileges Catholic elite memories, the argument goes.129  
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Local actors, however, have played an important role in promoting the 
memory of the Uganda Martyrs.  During the first half of the twentieth century the 
story of the Uganda Martyrs was little known beyond Kampala, except maybe to 
those who were staunch Christians. In fundraising letters during the 1950s and 
1960s, the director of theatre for the Catholic Church, Cosma Warugaba, 
emphasized that a new play he was proposing for all dioceses would spread the 
story of the Uganda Martyrs beyond Kampala.130 It should not come as a surprise 
that the Uganda Martyrs industry in Uganda grew during the era of militarization, 
beginning with Pope Paul VI’s visit in 1968. People found new meaning in these 
stories. 
The story of the martyrs allowed Kampalans to explain and understand 
their decision to remain in the city despite militarization. In a way, they saw their 
own suffering because of the military presence in the same vein as the martyrs’ 
own suffering. In other ways, they used the memory of martyrdom to cultivate 
pride and respect in an urban identity. In Kampalans’ minds, the nineteenth 
century martyrs had the option to obey the king and avoid the fate of execution. 
Likewise, Kampalans had the option to flee the city but stayed. Indeed, the story 
of the martyrs even gave Kampalans ways to honor the dead and develop pride 
in the memory of the dead relatives. Certainly, Adroni’s story about the 
archbishop is one example of how Kampalans conflated the stories of the 
martyrs and the people executed by the military governments. 
                                                        




When people recounted the story of the relatives who were killed at the 
hands of the military, they emphasized similar tropes as those in the Uganda 
Martyrs’ narratives.  I met Sara Chope in Mengo in August 2014. She lives near 
Bulange on a family plot that sits near Rubaga, the Catholic Center. Her father 
was a cook for the king and that is how she inherited land in such a prime 
location. Sara's father passed away shortly after independence, and she remains 
the heir to the land. I introduced myself to Sara by telling her that I wanted to 
know what people did on a day-to-day basis to be safe from the military stationed 
in their neighborhood. As soon as Sara heard about the topic in which I was 
interested she informed me that there was one story she wanted to share with 
me.  
The story had to do with the death of her uncle, and it had been on her 
mind lately so she wanted to get it off her chest. In the 1970s her uncle had been 
a resident of Kampala. Sometime in late 1976 (Sara does not remember the 
exact date), as the city was becoming extremely unsafe, he came to stay with her 
family. She was living with other women, and Kampalans had learned that men 
were more likely to be safe living with (especially older) women than by 
themselves. Indeed, women in most of these homes gave orders and instructions 
about what to do and what not to. 
The women in Sara’s household took such responsibility seriously and 
demanded that the men listen to and follow their instructions. When I talked to 




We constantly warned men, and ensured that if there was a curfew they 
needed to observe it. If we needed something at home that would be 
gotten outside, it would be us the women to go and get it. It was too 
dangerous for the men.131  
 
However, Sara's uncle was a ‘stubborn’ person. He often did not take the women 
seriously. This particular evening was no different, although the outcome was 
tragic. It was during curfew hours in the evening when the women discovered 
that they needed a condiment for the evening meal. Two of the women began 
preparing to go to a neighbor who was a trader in a local market and likely to be 
selling such a condiment. Without warning the uncle sprinted out of the house. 
They realized that he had gone to the neighbor to get what the women needed. 
This neighbor lived about a quarter mile from Sara’s home at the most. As the 
occupants of the home were agonizing, they heard a gunshot not far from their 
home. They were to learn of his death from another neighbor who heard how the 
man’s life had come to an end. The neighbor recounted the exchange between 
Sara’s uncle and the soldiers: 
Soldier: You! Who are you?  
Uncle: I live in this neighborhood.  
Soldier: Where? 
Uncle: Over there, and I’m going to buy salt from our neighbor 
Soldier: Who? 
Uncle: [gave a wrong name] 
Soldier: Why are you walking in the streets during curfew? 
                                                        




Uncle: Because the women at home needed salt and they wanted me to 
get it for them. 
Soldier: Are you not afraid of something bad that can happen to you when 
you walk outside when you have been told to stay inside. 
Uncle: No. I am not afraid.  
Soldier: You are not afraid of bad people? 
Uncle: No, I don’t fear anyone. 
Soldier: You don’t fear even us? 
Uncle: No. 
Soldier: Who do you fear? 
Uncle: Only God. 
Soldier: What about a bullet? 
Uncle: I don’t fear bullets. I fear only God.132  
 
After this point the neighbor heard a gun being corked, followed by a loud bang. 
The soldiers left the man’s body where it fell and walked on. That very night, the 
women in surrounding homes came out and picked up his body and took it to 
Sara’s home.  
Under normal circumstances, the uncle's body would have been 
transported for burial in his rural home. This was especially true for Ganda 
people, because propriety calls for people to be buried on clan land. However, 
the situation in the country made it difficult to transport Sara’s uncle for a proper 
burial. That night Sara and her relatives decided that they would bury him right 
there on their urban plot. Sara walked me around the plot and showed me where 
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they buried her uncle in late 1976, right beside their house. Next to the spot 
where the uncle rests, two more people were buried. She explained, “We thought 
it looked sad having him buried there by himself, so we buried two more relatives 
next to him.”133 These were young children who died later from other causes. 
Other urban residents who buried their loved ones in the city exhumed the bodies 
and took them to ancestral lands for proper burials after militarization. However, 
Sara’s family felt comfortable burying the dead uncle in the city. He had lived a 
life of a martyr -- a defiant life -- and he deserved to be buried like a martyr.  
The stories and memory of the Uganda Martyrs allowed Kampalans to 
fortify themselves against urban insecurity uncertainties. By burying dead 
relatives in the city, Kampalans participated in a ritual that was not clearly 
santioned. Indeed it was taboo. in Buganda and in other cultures in the region, to 
bury especially respectable adults away from their ancestral lands was 
disrespectful. According to the region’s cosmology, dead people are vengeful 
and return to punish relatives who wronged them. Thus people are compelled to 
ensure that elders who pass away are buried appropriately, lest they return to 
afflict pain on the living. Sara’s family buried the two young children next to her 
uncle’s as a way of further appeasing her uncle’s ghost.  
In spite of this cultural potency in burial practices, many people buried 
dead elders and relatives in Kampala. It was simply too dangerous to travel 
between Kampala and any rural area. Fearful and unwilling to deal with the 
                                                        




ordeal people had to go through to reach rural homes, many laid relatives in 
temporary graves. When peace returned, several exhumed the bodies and took 
them ‘home’ for proper and dignified burials. Sara’s family was not alone in 
deciding that her backyard was good enough as a resting place for the respected 
uncle.  
 
During my time in Mengo conducting fieldwork, I was treated to several 
personal publications by Kampalans. They insisted that if I was a historian who 
wanted to know the history of the kingdom (what happened in the past or 
ebyafayo) I should read their personal ‘book which details’ their family’s history. 
Andrew Kisabagire gave me his. So did Joseph Kalibala. In all of these books, 
the places of burial of the ancestors are emphasized. “I am so and so son of so 
and so who lies with honor at our ancestral land in so and so district.” Therefore, 
as Sara noted referring to her uncle, it was “sad and difficult to bury someone 
important in clan matters away from clan land.”134 It was indeed a traumatic 
experience, but drawing on the history of the Ugandan Martyrs as Bajeemi 
ancestors allowed Kampalans to cope with this change. 
 
Conclusion 
Urban militarization between 1966 and 1986 caused very deep insecurity 
in Kampala. The Buganda kingdom had maintained several spaces and buildings 
                                                        




that became available as sleeping quarters for soldiers and military work spaces. 
The neighborhood was at the same time home to various population groups that 
the military targeted over the time as political opponents, including Ganda 
kingdom activists, civil society groups such as religious leaders, and the young 
men that soldiers suspected to be rebels. The deep insecurity caused by 
militarization called forth many religious responses. The syncretism of Ganda 
practice was one important source of Kampalans’ resilience (okujeemera 
mukibuga), even though Militarization limited Gandan syncretic practices, 
because urban residents were obliged to limit their travel to clan lands, and 
soldiers expelled the clan leaders in the city. The fact that Kampalans 
enthusiastically embraced the Uganda Martyrs beginning in the 1960s as figures 
to be venerated was not a coincidence. For Kampalans in the late twentieth 
century, the Uganda Martyrs were role models of earlier cosmopolitan Baganda 
who were never buried in ancestral lands and yet continued to be important 
ancestors. The next chapter continues this thread of evaluating the changing 
nature of traditional ideas by looking at land. It looks at how Kampala during the 
first half of the twentieth century emerged as a place that allowed women to own 






 MALE TRANSIENTS AND WOMEN LAND OWNERS IN KAMPALA,  
CA. 1930S-1966 
 
 Edward Ssalongo was born in 1943 in a rural village in Mukono, about 35 
miles east of Kampala. He, his wife, Edesa, and their five children now live on 
seven acres of land there, but he had always hoped for an urban plot in 
Kampala. Edward inherited his rural land from his father when he was in his 20s 
in the early 1960s. He grew up in a rural, yet, cosmopolitan household. His father 
was the wealthiest person in the area and owned more than 50 acres of land. His 
father worked in Kampala, as a tailor, but the family also earned income from 
sales of coffee and food crops grown on their farm, as well as dairy products. 
However, there was always a feeling in their household and in the village that the 
family’s wealth came from his father’s activities in the city. 
It always felt ironic, therefore, to Edward that his father preached against 
the ekibuga (the city) when he counseled his children around the dinner table. 
Edward and his brothers and sisters looked forward to weekends when his father 
would return from working in the city. This was partly because he brought them 
gifts of candy and clothes, but also because he told them stories about 
Buganda’s history and advised them about how to be proper adults. One of the 
messages the father strenuously imparted in his children, especially the boys, 
was that the city was not for successful people. Edward recalled, “It was as if he 




like bread, cooking oil, sweets, and then he would be advising us to not want it in 
the future.”135  
When Edward inherited the seven acres of land on the northern edge of 
his father’s Mukono land, he was confident there was more coming. After all, he 
was his father’s favorite son and that status positioned him to be the main heir, 
which meant that he would also oversee the urban property. Furthermore, as a 
favorite son, Edward felt like he would follow in his father’s tradition: he would 
take over his father’s tailoring business in the city and would also be commuting 
back and forth between the city and the village home. 
None of this came to pass. Looking back now, in his 60s, Edward wonders 
how his father could have squandered not only the family’s wealth, but also the 
opportunity to grow it in the city. For his part, Edward has tried his hand at many 
professions. Although he had a promising childhood, he did not do well in school 
and dropped out after two years in secondary school. When he inherited the land 
from his father he quickly married and began a family. Following in his father’s 
path, he tried to live between the city and his village home. He was disappointed 
to discover that his father did not own a home, let alone the many houses 
Edward had imagined, in the city. Rather, his father had always rented a small 
room from a female owner between Bakuli and Namirembe. He did his tailoring 
work in his living room or sometimes in a shed outside the woman's house. What 
                                                        




his son, Edward, now misses is the fact that his was following a common gender 
pattern for being a man in Kampala. 
The militarization of Kampala in 1966 was highly gendered, promoting a 
highly militarized masculinity in the city. It also coincided with groups of young 
men from Uganda’s hinterland seeking urban residence. This leads to the 
question: what cultural ideas underpinned how people claimed the city as home 
before militarization? This chapter explores urbanization during the first half of 
the twentieth century and how people became Kampalans. It especially 
examines the gendered aspects of urbanization in Uganda. While today Edward 
claims that his father was exceptional in his anti-urban sentiments and that his 
father had simply missed an opportunity to build urban wealth for his family, this 
chapter argues that Edward’s father voiced a widespread opinion about urban life 
that was rooted in a local Ganda worldview. This local discourse cast ideal 
manhood as rural.  Men's engagement with the city was meant to be transient. 
This emphasis on men as temporary migrants of the city opened up opportunities 
for women to become landowners throughout the first half of the twentieth 
century.  
The reader will remember from chapter one that precolonial Baganda 
conceptualized the traditional capital (ekibuga) as a space where young men of 
diverse skills came to competitively serve the king, with a hope of standing out 




colonial rule, life in the city revolved around kingdom life.136 Even after the 
establishment of a semi-autonomous Buganda Kingdom with the Bulange 
(Mengo) hill as the newly permanent space for the capital (a result of the Uganda 
Agreement of 1900) earlier understandings of the city as an impermanent space 
would continue to influence Kampalans, even if now the city attracted a more 
diverse population at a faster rate than during the precolonial period.  
  
 MEN AS TRANSIENTS IN KAMPALA 
In East Africa, as elsewhere on the continent, men are typically the first-
comers and as such claim privileges over the land and settlements. This status 
and standard gives older men rights and opportunities unavailable to women and 
younger men.  Recall that the term Bataka (people of the soil) refers to 
individuals with status as landowners, and they command respect in a 
neighborhood. Additionally, Kampalans and especially the people who belong to 
Buganda society understand their urban context in relation to the encompassing 
kingdom. The Ugandan world for the city, ekibuga, indeed derives from a 
reflective verb meaning to move up and down at the instruction of authority. 
Traditionally, Buganda’s capital (the city or ekibuga) was also understood in 
relation to male life-course transitions, especially from male adolescence to 
manhood when men were called to serve in the capital. 
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The precolonial capital – the ekibuga – set the stage for a twentieth 
century urban center of Kampala that would promote the notion that the 
appropriate urban man was a transient one. Visitors to Buganda’s capital during 
the mid to late nineteenth century described an agglomeration of space whose 
population was no less than 10,000.137 The pinnacle of the capital’s structure was 
the Kabaka who controlled the kingdom’s resources. A large number of the 
passing residents of the ekibuga were young men seeking favor from the Kabaka 
and with that an allocation of land and possibly chiefly power in the kingdom. 
Moreover, all clans sent other young men – pages – to serve the king for a period 
of time, after which they were rewarded with land to establish themselves as 
men. The historian Holly Hanson has noted how this relationship to the king and 
the capital bound people (especially men) to the Kabaka through the idiom of 
love. Indeed, Issa Musoke, whose great grandfather was a page at the royal 
court described the benefits of the Kabaka’s love for a young clan member to me, 
“if the king loved you, he could decide to give you an entire hill. He loved my 
jaja.”138 A journey to the ekibuga was, therefore, traditionally meant to allow men 
access to resources beyond the city itself.  
Furthermore, the approach by which the colonial government, as well as 
the Christian missionaries, sought to achieve their goals seemingly replicated the 
Kabaka’s model of rewarding the male urban residents by offering them positions 
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and land in other territories. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, many of the young pages who had come to the royal court to serve the 
Kabaka implemented colonial rule and spread Christianity across the Ugandan 
protectorate. As such as there is tendency to label these men as ‘collaborators’, 
‘sub-imperialists’, or ‘modernizers’ for their activities on behalf of colonial and 
missionary interests. What mattered to these men, was the transition from the 
city to establishing themselves as men outside the capital. 
Moreover, the Uganda Agreement of 1900 ensured that a generation of 
wealthy men would be Kampala’s transient residents. Many of the 3,000 chiefs 
who acquired tracts of land as a result of the agreement had also been residents 
of the ekibuga as pages. They included the major figures of twentieth century 
Buganda history such as Ham Mukasa, Zachariya Kisingiri, and Apollo Kagwa. 
The fact that these chiefs negotiated with the colonial government to acquire 
tracts of land entailed a major social transformation: the fortunes of the chiefs 
who acquired land were no longer only attached to a particular king.139 When 
these chiefs made the occasional visit from their rural areas of jurisdiction to the 
kingdom, they did not have to stay inside the lubiri. Rather, they would stay in 
their houses more distant from where they carried out the day’s work for the 
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kingdom.140 Ganda men remained loyal but now had more than one avenue for 
gaining land. 
During the first decades of the twentieth century, Kabaka Daudi Chwa, 
now coming of age, asserted his traditional role of the king by settling urban 
groups of men. For example, he resettled the Ganda men who had worked in the 
Uganda protectorate either as part of the colonial administration or as missionary 
evangelists. This was because several societies in the protectorate came to 
resent the members of the Ganda elite as collaborators and sub-imperialists.141 
As a result, there was an exodus of these Ganda colonial functionaries and 
evangelists around 1920s back to the ekibuga.  Daudi Chwa sought to reaffirm 
his authority and influence by renewing the kingdom's role in land distribution.   
David Sebunya was one of the early Ganda young men who learned how 
to read and write from European missionaries at the royal court.142 He was also 
one of the Ganda evangelists who taught Christianity in other districts. According 
to family history, in 1900 he was based in Southern Uganda as a catechist. Then 
in the middle of that decade he was transferred to West Nile, a district in the 
northwestern part of the protectorate, to head a bigger parish. Elder Sebunya 
was dissatisfied with his work for the Church, and decided to return to Mengo, 
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and spent almost a year at the palace serving the king. As the family recounts, 
Sebunya went to Kabaka Daudi Chwa around 1923 and told him that he had 
observed extreme poverty and poor soils in distant lands. He had a revelation, he 
told the king, that Buganda could feed these distant districts. Now, he asked that 
the king allocate him land where he could practice his new calling. The king 
allocated elder Sebunya four square miles of private land in a district not far from 
Kampala.143 During the first half of the 20th century, Mr. Sebunya indeed used the 
land to cultivate crops, which he sold in Kampala's markets. However, by the 
1950s he had sold most of the plots to new immigrants and divided the remaining 
ones among his sons as their inheritance. Mr. Sebunya’s story illustrates how the 
first generation of Ganda elites during the colonial period continued to rely on 
traditional understandings of spending a period of time in the ekibuga to access 
resources, in spite of the changed political reality.  
Yet, the colonial context made it nearly impossible for the king to fully 
regulate the city as a space for transient men. The traditional city rapidly 
expanded during the first half of the twentieth century, partly because new 
African immigrants to the city (from across the protectorate and beyond) tended 
to reside in the kingdom-administered area. This rapid expansion of Mengo 
challenged traditional approaches to the city, and the colonial context further 
limited the Kabaka’s options to dispense the traditional benefits to would-be 
transient men. 
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The crises that characterized the nation in general and Kampala in 
particular from the 1940s through the 1960s were, to a large extent, because of 
the ongoing weakening of the Kabaka’s ability to cater to the men who came to 
the city expecting help settling in rural areas. For example, one of the well-known 
and most active anti-colonial movements in Uganda was Buganda’s Bataka 
Union (BU). The movement began during the interwar years, and was 
spearheaded by firebrand and vocal young men. Scholars of Uganda have often 
characterized BU as a rural movement that reacted to the colonial government’s 
renewed attempts at meddling with African agriculture during the interwar 
period.144 Indeed by cloaking themselves in the identity of “Bataka”, the anti-
colonial activists cast themselves as traditionalists who sought to protect the 
autonomy that Buganda had negotiated at the Uganda Agreement of 1900. 
Yet, BU activists targeted the Ganda traditionalists more strenuously, 
especially the older chiefs who had acquired land at the turn of the century.145 
These activists demanded the elimination of Ganda chiefs, whom they claimed 
were corrupt.146 In 1945, the Bataka Union and other organizations staged a 
general strike that paralyzed the colonial administration, and culminated in the 
assassination of Buganda’s prime minister, Martin Luther Nsibirwa, in September 
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1945. After the prime minister’s assassination, the colonial government banned 
the Bataka Union and exiled several of its leaders.  
Although they referred to themselves as Bataka, they did not reflect the 
traditional Kiganda style category of Bataka. In the traditional sense, the Bataka 
are also ‘the king’s men’ [bami ba Kabaka]. Since in theory all of the land 
belonged to the king, the clan heads who are also the guardians of the land are 
the Bataka.147 They longed for and sought to emulate ideal customary relations 
of Bataka while attacking the same institutions. Several scholars have noted how 
the Bataka activists attacked Ganda and British systems of manners and 
etiquette.148 Semakula Mulumba, one of the leaders, noted that Ugandans were 
“trained to prostrate, to go on all fours, and worship the Kabala.”149 In a reversal 
of tradition, Mulumba offered an idealized system: “Let us run to our 
grandfathers, the Bataka, and there riot in pleasure.”150 The key grievance of 
these young men was actually that the Kabaka could not perform his traditional 
duty of establishing generations of Bataka – respectable landowners.  
These and other confrontations between Ganda social groups and the 
protectorate government had left the Kabaka weakened. As historian Nakanyike 
Musisi has demonstrated, often the weakness of the Kabaka institution translated 
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into a decreased patriarchal control in the domestic sphere.151 However, the 
weakening of the Kabaka also had significant implication for the city in another 
way. The king could no longer distribute land to the young men who were arriving 
in the city. It is also apt to say that accelerated migration to the city exposed the 
limits of the kingdom. At the height of the crisis between the central government 
and Buganda Kingdom in 1964, the Kabaka took about 300 men from Mengo to 
the “Lost Counties”152 with a promise of power and access to land.153 By sending 
these men to the disputed territories, the Buganda king was trying to thwart the 
referendum organized by the central government to allow those counties to 
secede from Buganda. While the king certainly understood the move as a 
political maneuver, the Mengo public interpreted the action as the Kabaka 
fulfilling a traditional role: giving opportunity to men who came to serve in the city. 
Ultimately, the gambit failed and the king was exiled in the aftermath of the 
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WOMEN LAND OWNERS IN KAMPALA 
Mary Namudu came to Kampala in 1936 as a young child, and she has 
lived in the city since. When I interviewed her in 2014 she told me that she was 
over 80 years old.154 She lives in a house constructed in the early 1950s. From 
the outside, this house does not look like other houses in the neighborhood from 
the same era. It visibly looks new, with a recent roof, new tiles that rise halfway 
on its walls, and recent-looking paint work on the remainder of the wall. Stepping 
inside, however, this shiny look from the outside gives way to an older look and 
feel. The entrance is lined with bark cloth (to give a guest like myself a feeling of 
entering a healer’s shrine), and the walls inside were lined with imagery from 
mid-twentieth century and independence era. For example, above the couch 
where Mary sat hangs an old picture of the young Kabaka Edward Mutesa II.  
During our conversation, I asked Mary to remember other elderly people 
(Ba-taka ba wano) who have over the years occupied the homes in the 
neighborhood since she arrived. She began to list the names of the original 
owners of the homes, many of whom have since passed away. As she listed 
names, I remarked that most of the names were of women, and she agreed. 
Slowly Mary listed 16 names of people she considered to be Bataka and their 
descendants. Four (25 percent) of the 16 were men. “These days” she said, 
“there are many elderly men in the city,” and in fact if one asked for Bataka now, 
they would more than likely be referred to the elderly men. On this point, Mary 
                                                        




paused and reflected for about twenty seconds, and started again “we women 
first do the work and then men enter. You know what you men are like, we 
women do the initial work, and then you enter. Don’t you see that? We are the 
ones who widen [the paths], we are the ones who remove the dirt, then you 
enter.”155 In societies with a land tenure system based on first-comer status, 
initial clearing is paramount for an individual to be accorded the status of Bataka. 
Ms. Namudu suggested that women had performed the necessary work in the 
city to be acknowledged as ‘first-comers’ and full residents of Mengo. Ekiria 
Kolya another elderly woman similarly emphasized to me that “we women are the 
pioneers of this place. That is what Bataka means.”156 
Recently, historian John Lonsdale urged scholars of Africa to explore the 
different classes of women who lived in twentieth century African cities. He noted 
that historians as well as colonial urban administrators problematically tended to 
know more about prostitutes than housewives.157 Feminist scholars have also 
pointed to a wide gender reconfiguration across Africa during the twentieth 
century, specifically pointing to classes of women who challenged socially 
accepted gender norms. Specifically contributors to the collection “Wicked” 
Women and the Reconfiguration of Gender in Africa examined new behavior and 
transgressions by women that led to social stigma and, but also ironically, new 
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paths to respectability.158 These and other scholars have documented how 
during the twentieth century there were new opportunities for personal and 
economic independence for African women.  
In Uganda, as elsewhere, the simple act of women's migration to the city, 
let alone establishing long-term residence, created the justification for men to 
accuse the migrating women of wickedness. Paula Jean Davis has described 
how Ugandans in particular often used sexuality to attach stigma to urban 
women.159 Across the board, the label of ‘loose women’ or ‘promiscuous women’ 
has often been synonymous with ‘town women.’  It is a trend that was picked up 
by early scholars of Kampala with the effect of erasing the history of women as 
Bataka.. 
Over the past two decades historians have begun to document the varied 
roles of urban women across the continent.160 Yet, the idea that men dominated 
twentieth century towns and cities and that women tended to be temporary city 
dwellers is widespread in the literature about twentieth century African cities.161 
This pattern of scholarly inquiry further reinforced the association of urban 
women and prostitution.  Indeed writing about Mengo in the 1950s and 1960s 
ethnographers Aidan Southall and Peter Gutkind observed that men came to the 
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city first and women followed. These authors believed that Mengo, as in other 
African urban centers, had “always been full of men, and the first women to town 
were inevitably the prostitutes.”162 Quite to the contrary the narrative offered by 
Ms. Namudu that women were the true founders (Bataka) of Kampala strongly 
suggests a diversity in the types of women who migrated to Kampala during the 
colonial period and testifies to their commitment to the city. 
Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, men with permanent jobs 
in Kampala often had an urban wife while a first or primary wife would stay in the 
rural home. Southall and Gutkind in their ethnography published in 1953 
described marriages in the Mengo neighborhood that neither followed customary 
traditions nor colonial rules.163 These unions resulted from the independence of 
Kampala’s women. However, this independence was often interpreted 
negatively.  Nakanyike Musisi has argued that the emergence of the category of 
the “bad woman” in the 1940s was also a culmination of a long historical process 
in which missionaries, colonial officials, Ganda elites, and anthropologists all took 
part. In short, “bad women” transgressed the different controls and normative 
standards promoted by the church, state, and Ganda culture.164 However, 
decades before the 1940s the emergence of land-owning and independent 
women had already created culturally-undesirable urban women. Such women 
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were called Nnakyeyombekede and were understood to be ‘bad’ women. Indeed, 
throughout the century, the very Ganda men who moved between town and 
country and relied on urban women often welcomed colonial controls on women 
in the city.165  
Yet, in spite of these constraints, women saw a significant advantage in 
living in the city setting, especially in contrast to rural life. Living in the city 
reduced the burdens that unmarried, or women whose marriages had failed, 
faced in rural areas. At the same time, the migrants who came to Kampala during 
the first half of the twentieth century arrived with a reservoir of cultural beliefs 
drawing from a predominantly rural worldview. Autochthony rights were 
cornerstone among these beliefs. In rural settings women held ambiguous and 
weak positions, only able to own land through marriage, and therefore they never 
qualified to claim the Bataka status. In fact, women in rural Buganda represented 
the opposite of the Bataka status. In Luganda, the lingua-franca of Kampala, the 
word for wife is the same as visitor. The noun omukyala (a wife) is derived from 
the verb oku-kyala, or to visit.166 As Mary Namudu stressed, for one to claim the 
Bataka status, “you can’t be here today and there tomorrow.”167  
The cultural understanding of the gendered benefits and constraints of the 
city during the first half of the twentieth century made it possible for a diverse 
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group of women to own land and gain economic independence. Some of women 
who migrated to Kampala during the first half of the twentieth century were 
invited to occupy the homes of chiefs who owned houses near the palace, but 
whose primary residences remained in the hinterland. These chiefs were 
transient men par excellence. Thus, for women, one route to attaining the Bataka 
status was through residence in these chiefs’ homes and plots in Mengo. The 
chiefs' plots and urban land ownership represented two developments that span 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. On the one hand, Ganda chiefs became 
powerful toward the end of the nineteenth century, and on the other when the 
king came of age during the first decades of the twentieth century, he distributed 
land as a means of consolidating his power. Traditionally, chiefs would stay 
inside the lubiri while performing their duties, and would then return to their rural 
districts. By apportioning plots near the palace, the king ensured that they had an 
urban home as well as their allegiance. 
At the turn of the twentieth century the king of Buganda Kingdom began to 
distribute land near the palace and other royal spaces in Mengo to the chiefs who 
prior to this would come from the hinterland and camp inside the palace for 
weeks and months while they performed official loyal duty. These chiefs received 
the land under the terms of the Uganda Agreement of 1900, which meant they 
fully owned the plots.168 Under the agreement many influential chiefs acquired 
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huge tracts of land which was measured in miles and which they held in 
perpetuity. Over time this type of land tenure came to be called Mailo, but the 
land that chiefs acquired in Mengo in earlier years was much smaller, enough for 
one or, at most, a few urban homes.  
Many residents of Mengo today claim that by giving land to these men 
who were also landed in the rural areas, the king also improved their comfort and 
service to him. Yet these men did not necessarily value the city, because it did 
not guarantee them the patriarchal power and wealth in people that the rural 
setting offered.169 In a highly patriarchal society where only male children 
inherited land, these men could not even advise their rural sons to occupy these 
urban homes. Therefore, many of these chiefs were faced with a paradox: how 
could they best use these urban homes? 
Women used these homes as a means to establish themselves in Mengo. 
For example, Mary Namudu came to Kampala in the late 1930s at the age of 
about five. She followed her aunts to the city. Mary’s grandfather, Kamya, was an 
important chief near Mukono, a rural district. He was one of the chiefs who 
acquired land near the palace on which he constructed a sizable house. He also 
owned several miles of land in Mukono, where he lived with a sizable family. 
Once or twice a year, the elder Kamya came to Mengo for royal functions, and 
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stayed in the urban house he had built. Then he began sending some of his 
daughters to live in the house. One by one every daughter whose marriage had 
failed was sent to the Kampala home. By the time Mary came to Kampala in the 
late 1930s there were five aunts living in Kamya’s urban house. Their father still 
came for his chiefly functions in the palace, and in the evening he would retire to 
the house. However, the home essentially belonged to the women.  
Indeed, over time neighbors began to associate the home with the oldest 
daughter. As Mary described this development, she emphasized the significance 
of her aunt’s claim on the plot: “Everybody would point to the house and say: 
“awo ewagundi [that is so and so’s place].” The fact that the aunt was the one 
maintaining the plot, and not traveling back and forth, made it hers. Her father 
was in fact the guest: “Neighbors stopped by and asked ‘Jaja anakyala di [when 
is Jaja visiting]’?”170 
Thus, many of the daughters of chiefs whose marriages failed ended up 
owning urban homes. One imagines that a daughter returning home from a failed 
marriage was a kind of dishonor to an important chief, and the father might have 
sent her to the city as ‘an out of sight out of mind’ kind of solution. Nonetheless 
these women indeed saw their father’s action of sending them to the city home 
as a way of giving them an inheritance. In Buganda, daughters had few avenues 
                                                        




of inheriting property, as fathers reserved family land for sons.171 Failed 
marriages created an even more precarious situation for the women. Yet the 
story of Mary’s aunts demonstrates how women quickly turned these urban 
spaces into resources that were unimaginable in rural areas. While fathers 
reserved rural land for the sons, daughters who came to the city believed and 
acted as if these urban plots were their inheritance. For example, they brought 
their children, nieces and nephews to live with them in the city and constituted 
families.  
Mengo was also home to many royal princesses, a status that meant in 
post-colonial Kampala there were several well-to-do female-headed households. 
Princesses (the abambejja), those women born into the royal family in Buganda 
held a distinct status. They were socially treated like men and exempted from the 
cultural norms that kept other women subservient to men. They were even 
addressed as men, with the Seebo designation (Ganda version of “Sir”). 
Princesses, unlike other Baganda women, inherited land. As such they were 
exempted from the customary paths of marriage, whereby the woman moved into 
the husband’s compound after certain rituals, such as the exchange of bride 
wealth, had been finalized. Rather princesses invited their male romantic 
partners into their own homes, and rumors often held that they were sexually 
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promiscuous.172 In domestic relationships, princesses even acted as men, 
providing for the man and his family, and jealously guarding the man from other 
women.  
Several scholars have examined the social and political significance of the 
category of the princesses in Buganda Kingdom.173 However, the traditions 
surrounding princesses, like other royal traditions, ended in 1966 with the 
abolition of monarchies in Uganda. Nannyonga-Tamusuza observes that after 
the collapse of the Buganda Kingdom princesses no longer weilded the same 
social power, arguing “they completely lost their control.”174  Yet, just because the 
kingdom was abolished in 1966, it did not mean that the power these women 
exerted in their communities quickly evaporated. Indeed, for the purpose of 
studying militarized Kampala, princesses are more important than scholars have 
previously acknowledged. For example, because princesses never had to travel 
far away for marriage, many settled in Mengo. Indeed, in the 1950s and 1960s, 
Southall and Gutkind observed that there were large numbers of royal women 
who did not follow the traditional paths to marriage, prescribed by the church or 
the state, who headed households in Mengo.175 Many of these women served as 
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role models for other independent women who headed their own households in 
the city. In fact, some female informants told me that when people challenged 
their status as single women running a household, they would jokingly claim to 
be princesses.176  
The precolonial tradition of wife-gifting to the king also increased the number of 
women migrating from other territories in the protectorate to Kampala. When the 
Uganda Agreement of 1900 was signed the Kabaka was an infant governing 
through three regents. When he came of age, however, comparatively speaking 
his kingdom was more powerful than any other kingdom or society in the 
protectorate.177 Many regional kingdoms in essence treated the Ganda king as a 
patron. For this reason, in the 1920s several kings in the other kingdoms of the 
protectorate sent young women as ‘wives’ to Buganda’s Kabaka. In fact, the 
kingdom of Toro sent a number of princesses (a dozen according to some 
accounts) to Buganda’s king, as did the Bunyoro kingdom. The homes of these 
‘wives’ were located in different neighborhoods of the city, and the legacy of 
these ritual wives remains strong in the city. During my time in Kampala I toured 
sections of neighborhoods whose very identity stem from this history. Many 
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residents even trace their rights to land in the city to these 'wives' of the 
Kabaka.178  
 
Women also acquired land through networks of mutual solidarity. For 
example, Eseza Mpagi recalled that as a girl she learned about infertility from her 
aunt (senga). When she spent time at her senga’s compound, the senga had the 
foresight to warn her about its potential complications for young women.  She 
recounted, “I don’t know why she felt she needed to warn me, but she told me 
that women who can’t have children are treated like witches, and from that point I 
began worrying about the possibility of not having children.” When Eseza arrived 
in Kampala as a young woman, she sought out women in her neighborhood who 
lived by themselves. At this time, she was a teenage girl working in Mengo 
market. By the time she discovered that she could not have children, she had 
found another woman to look out for her well-being.  Of this woman Eseza said, 
“This was my real senga, because she told me what I needed to hear and gave 
me this plot of land.”179  For women like Eseza the city provided also the 
psychological and emotional resources, in form of solidarity from other women, 
they needed to claim the status that in rural areas belonged to the men. 
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The history of prostitution in Kampala and in Uganda also shows the role 
of women’s investments in the urban infrastructure dating as far back as the 
1930s. Luise White in her seminal book about prostitution in Nairobi noted the 
considerable number of women from Uganda who moved back and forth 
between Nairobi and Kampala.180 White, as well as Southall and Gutkind, noted 
how many of these women returned to Kampala and introduced a new form of 
prostitution, which was based in individual women’s homes.181 While these 
women initially saw these homes as business opportunities, years later 
neighborhood people pointed to their homes as being owned by Bataka of the 
area. 
In the 1950s and 1960s, new stereotypes about urban men, especially 
young men, contributed to how women became the preferred heirs to urban land. 
The presence of large numbers of unruly and unemployed young men, no longer 
swayed by the monarchy or Baganda ideology about how to behave in the city, 
led to the emergence of new cultural definitions of urban youth. The presence of 
unemployed and hopeless youth in post-colonial Kampala led to a variety of 
negative labels for male youth (impulsive, untrustworthy, uncultured, easily 
swayed, and so on). Another contributing factor to this historical process was the 
fact that during the latter part of the colonial period Kampalan men faced a 
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problem of indebtedness.182 Thus, during the turbulence that followed 
independence in 1962, women were positioned to embody the positive traits of 
the Mengo neighborhood. These included the conservative, church-going and 
Ganda ideals that emerged from the colonial relationship, religious preaching, 
and ongoing transformations in Ganda culture.  
This emergence and dominance of the perceived ‘bad youth’ in the city 
created opportunities for women to access land and urban plots. During the 
1950s through the 1960s, many women established themselves in Mengo often 
by performing rural values and norms about being a proper client to acquire 
urban land and plots and to maintain them. In essence, these women used 
multiple registers to respond to a changing context, in which several land laws 
and land tenure conceptualizations were at work.183 On the one hand, they 
understood the opportunities for them to own land in their own right in the city. 
On the other they were also aware of the ideology that placed young men ahead 
of women in inheritance matters.  
During the 1960s several forces affected the land markets in Kampala. In 
the 1960s older men who retained plots in the city sought to either divest from 
them completely or to sell extra plots. When landowners in Mengo sold extra 
plots, they did so to potential neighbors. These mostly traditionalist men were 
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concerned with rapid changes in the city (certainly, older women held the same 
concerns). When these owners disposed of extra plots, through sales or land 
gifts, they sought heirs (buyers) who fit the criteria of ‘good neighborliness’. 
Women easily fit this criterion since they could present themselves as 
possessing rural values and behavior.  
One woman whose story best illustrates this route of becoming a pioneer 
resident of Mengo is Eva Lwanga. She first came to the Kampala area in the 
1950s when she got married to a Kampala teacher. After several years of 
marriage during which she did not conceive she kept wondering what was wrong. 
She suspected a fertility problem, although she initially did not know the source 
of the problem. One day she found out that her husband had fathered two 
children outside their marriage. When she confronted him, he told her that when, 
after two years, she had not conceived he knew she was not fertile and began 
looking for other ways to have children. Although Eva was disappointed, she 
decided to stay with her husband despite the disappointment. However, now that 
his secret was made public their relationship changed significantly. Moreover, the 
husband had a drinking problem which Eva had tolerated. The problem became 
worse after he became responsible for two homes. Whenever he was sober he 
would spend the night with the mother of his two children, and on nights when he 
drank he would come to Eva. She recalled, “We would fight over little things and 
then the next day he would be gone. We never had a chance to work out 




decided I had had enough.”184 Eva left her marriage and moved to Mengo where 
at first she rented a room with a friend.  
Shortly thereafter Eva found a land owner who happened to be selling a 
plot. She credits the circumstances of her divorce and the fact that she was a 
strong Christian for convincing the owner to sell the plot to her. Indeed the male 
seller reduced the price of the plot because he wanted her to be the one to buy it. 
On looking back, Eva thinks she knows why the owner wanted to sell the plot to 
her.  She explained:  “I think he felt pity for me; he felt really sorry about how my 
marriage had ended. He thought I would make a good neighbor, because I had 
shown that I was patient; I was also humble and a good Christian.”185 Indeed, the 
plot seller insisted that Eva’s marriage had failed because young urban men had 
lost their rural values. Such claims by older residents of Mengo were a 
manifestation of their frustration with members of the younger generation whom 
they saw as impatient and unwilling to accept gerontocratic power structures.186 
In addition, Eva’s story demonstrates that in the city a failed marriage ceased to 




The fact that Kampala was until recently a space characterized by women 
landowners and male transients continues to affect the city’s social dynamics 
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today. Women continue to protect their positions as landowners in the city. This 
fact is evidenced by Johan Pottier who studed food security in Kampala. He 
recently argued that resilient families (defined by Pottier as having access to a 
continuous supply of food) in the city often had an elderly woman in the figure of 
grandmother providing essential services to members of the family.187 Her 
perhaps failed to notice that those elderly women were the household heads. 
During my interviews women also expressed pride in their contributions to 
Kampala as a space, especially in their status as the real founders of the city. 
They also conveyed a continuing commitment to the city as opposed to retiring in 
a rural home. Mary Mabira told me that she enjoys visiting her rural home in 
Masaka and when she visits, she often meets old male friends who used to live 
in the city but have since retired home. However, she prefers life in her modest 
home in Mengo. “Here everyone calls me Senga or Jaja, titles of clear respect” 
she mused and continued “I don’t like the names people call unmarried women 
back home. Back home even younger people will call you ‘the widow’ or worse 
names.”188  
Yet, the colonial government and Ganda male elites targeted these early 
women settlers in attempts to curtail their independence. Throughout the colonial 
period women evaded colonial controls, and asserted their rights as first-comers. 
Just like the women who claimed Bataka status in the city, the men who sought 
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to establish urban residence broke from tradition. Such men faced social 
pressure to establish farms in rural homes. Thus, the men who were unable or (in 
rare cases unwilling) to move back and forth between the city and country, were 
derided as not fully masculine. This history of men as transients and women as 
landowners in Kampala is one marked by insecure claims to land and status in 














 The militarization of Kampala provided license to more men to stay in the 
city and to establish permanent urban residence. After all, when the government 
expelled the Kabaka and abolished the monarchy, it also weakened the 
institutions that had promoted men’s transience in the city. Thus, throughout the 
period of militarization waves of men, both soldiers and civilians, arrived in 
Kampala and sought to acquire urban land.  
The militarization era would come to represent new insecurities for these 
civilian men and for women in the city. The story of Debora Nakato and Matayo 
Mugenyi illustrates this transition and how militarized insecurities were gendered. 
Debora migrated to Kampala from Koki in the 1940s as a young woman. She 
passed away in 1996 in Kampala, and her heir, Matayo Mugenyi recounted her 
story to me in 2014.189 When Debora first arrived in Kampala, she worked 
several jobs, and lived in cheap residences. Eventually she saved up money that 
she used to purchase a plot of land in the Mengo neighborhood. When Uganda’s 
post-independence government began to militarize Debora’s neighborhood in 
1966, she was 50 years old. She had not had a successful marriage and had no 
biological children. She had, however, created an urban kin network. In 
particular, she hosted Matayo, a young man at the time, who had come to town 
                                                        





to seek work as a manual laborer. During school holidays Debora’s nephews and 
nieces also stayed with her for extended periods of time. 
Debora worked in Kampala’s central business district as a stylist in a 
salon, which was owned by an Indian businesswoman. She commuted to work 
from the Mengo neighborhood, sometimes taking a public bus, or walking the 
three miles distance. Debora made the same trip at night. Sometimes her boss 
felt sympathy for her and gave her a ride home at night. Her home in Mengo 
stood on a big plot of land she purchased from a chief shortly before 
independence. Her first house was a two-door rectangular structure, which 
occupied less than half of the plot. Matayo lived on one side, and she lived on the 
other. Although Matayo was merely a tenant in her home, over time she grew 
fond of him. It was partly because of his good character that she began to 
consider him to be a relative. In spite of the fact that Matayo was a youth in his 
twenties, he acted like a mature person. He, for example, was very respectful of 
Debora, and often performed chores around the home that were not required of 
him.  
When the soldiers became neighbors in Mengo women like Debora 
increasingly found themselves in a tenuous situation. She was childless, single, 
and owned land. These were all statuses that in one way or another did not 
conform to the expectations of the soldiers and the new civilian men. Even more 
worrisome at the time, her plot seemed vacant with only a small house standing 




the neighborhood, they often wanted to know who owned such and such a plot or 
home, which caused Debora to grow anxious about her land. 
Female land owners such as Debora feared that soldiers could dispossess 
them of their land. Worse still, single women in militarized Kampala lived with the 
threat of sexual abuse. Because of these new insecurities, Matayo, her tenant, 
slowly began to figure into the ownership of Debora’s vast compound. At first, 
she introduced him to guests and passers-by, especially soldiers, as her son. 
Matayo also gave Debora some of his own clothes to display in her room to 
make it look like a man lived there. When I asked Matayo why Debora needed 
men’s clothing displayed in her home, he responded, uncomfortably, that “you 
know what soldiers are like, they will respect any woman if she has a man.” Then 
one day around 1975, Debora portioned off a plot for Matayo. He recalled: “She 
just came to me one day and said, ‘you are almost like my son; this is your 
inheritance from me.’ And that is how I got this plot.”190 Even as he retold the 
story about four decades later, Matayo expressed his surprise about how he 
came to inherit a plot of land from his landlady.  
The relationship between Debora and Matayo provides a window into how 
insecurities in Kampala were gendered. Urban militarization introduced new 
forms of insecurities and at times exacerbated existing ones. In many ways, the 
exchange between Matayo and Debora relied on cultural understandings of 
                                                        





reciprocal obligations between landholders and land seekers.191 Yet, Matayo and 
Debora were more than renter and landlady to one another. They were both 
vulnerable (though in different ways) and became kin through mutual support in a 
time of crisis. More specifically, their relationship illustrates how women protected 
themselves, their loved and property as urban insecurities increased.  
Kampalans experienced the militarization of the city in highly gendered 
ways. I adopt the definition of gender elaborated by Lisa Lindsay and Stephan 
Miescher as “a cluster of norms, values, and behavioral patterns explicitly and 
implicitly expressing expectations of how men and women should act and 
represent themselves to others.” They further explain, “Ideologies of [masculinity 
and femininity] are culturally and historically constructed, their meanings 
continually contested and always in the process of being negotiated in the 
context of existing power relations.”192 Specifically, the soldiers who resided in 
Mengo represented and defended particular kinds of masculinities that changed 
throughout a twenty-year period. Yet, their presence also produced new 
gendered identities for ordinary men and women.  
As we have seen in chapter two, women were the real settlers of Mengo. 
Women used a rural vernacular and norms to establish themselves as true 
settlers (and Bataka) of the neighborhood, just like men did in rural settings. 
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Being Bataka of Kampala (or pioneers as Kampala’s women often called 
themselves) informed how women responded to the militarization of their 
neighborhood. Women, for example, took gendered steps to secure their urban 
plots and to ensure that they did not lose their land to soldiers or other men.  
This chapter explores the gendered implications of the militarization of the 
Mengo neighbourhood of Kampala.  It analyses how the hyper-militarization 
under post-colonial regimes, particularly those of Milton Obote and Idi Amin, went 
hand in hand with a significant re-ordering of gender norms.  In particular, the 
military presence in Mengo emasculated civilian men, who were attacked and 
abused by soldiers, and led women to assume the roles of ‘protectors’ who 
safeguarded men, children, and property. Women volunteered for the most 
dangerous tasks in the household and, more broadly, at the community levels. 
They also faced constant dangers, including rape, violence and other forms of 
abuses. I examine this reconfiguration of gender roles and its reverberations in 
contemporary Mengo.  Interviews with the women and men from Kampala 
describe the various ways women protected people and spaces, and at the same 
time, the testimonies stress men’s vulnerability. Uncovering the women’s role as 
protectors, therefore, challenges popular conceptions of women, including Ganda 
women, as weak and vulnerable and in need of men’s protection in militarized 
situations. 
Women indeed played the paradoxical role of protecting and shielding 




stated matter-of-factly that only women could handle the task of protecting 
property and loved ones than men. In fact, Matayo's memory of protecting 
Debora indirectly by sharing his clothing was in many ways unique.  Women 
more often remember missing men or protecting men.  Militarization created the 
context for civilian men's vulnerability and is an important factor in explaining the 
emergence of women as protectors.  However, another way of explaining how 
women became protectors of urban households, and even of men is that they 
were protecting the urban Bataka status that they had worked so hard to claim. 
 
MASCULINITY AND THE MILITARIZATION OF KAMPALA 
The military presence in Mengo first and foremost pitted two groups of 
men against each other: the urban civilian men and the soldiers. During this 
twenty-year struggle, the army attacked and reshaped urban masculinity. In turn, 
women rose as heads of households, neighborhood guards, and indeed as 
community protectors. By and large, women's assessments of the relative 
vulnerability of the neighborhoods’ male residents underpinned women’s 
responses to militarization. It was a stunning reversal of gender norms that at the 
household and community levels women in Mengo became stringent public 
defenders of the home and protectors of men.  
The reader will remember that Luo-speaking northern soldiers dominated 
Uganda’s post-colonial military. These men came to Kampala with the view that 




of strident political opposition to the central government made them easy targets 
for the soldiers. The men with the guns also envied the long-held association of 
civilian men in Kampala with all that was modern. However, as soldiers they 
worked for the government and had a stake in promoting a new Ugandan nation.   
Civilian men were particularly vulnerability of the men at the household 
level. When the army made incursions into the civilian population and into 
people’s homesteads, they often came to loot, enforce the draconian laws, spy 
on the population, or cause other forms of mischief. The presence of civilian men 
turned these encounters into highly dangerous episodes. Kampalans knew that 
an encounter with the army in their homes would likely end in violence when, for 
example, the husband was present as opposed to when the army found just a 
woman at home. Many of my interviewees felt that “men have their ways that 
challenged the soldiers.”193 By this they meant that they had concluded that 
urban men innately challenged soldiers’ masculinity. The soldiers, who often 
walked in groups of three to five when going on urban missions, also feared that 
the men they would encounter had military training and could attack them.194  
Urban men were also vulnerable because soldiers took every opportunity 
to abuse their honor. The concept from which I derive the phrase ‘abuse of one’s 
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honor’ was a recurrent theme in my interviews with both women and men in 
Mengo. Interviewees used the word kujooga to describe what the soldiers did to 
them. For example, an interviewee would say: Abo abasajja batujooga, meaning 
“Those men abused our honor.” Civilian men in the city had a taken-for-granted 
respectability.  They were often middle class, had married and were fathers.  
They were also urban, cosmopolitan, and otherwise associated with high 
status.195 Once the soldiers entered Mengo, they set about showing the 
community that urban men could not take that respectability for granted any 
more. Thus, when people told me that the soldiers abused urban men’s honor 
(kujooga) they meant that they denied urban men’s claim -- or right -- to 
respectability.196 
Soldiers humiliated and abused men’s honor as a way of attacking urban 
men as men. In a telling example, soldiers at roadblocks often stripped men of 
their ties and jackets, asking them “Onafikiri wewe ni raisi Obote? [Do you think 
you are President Obote?]” implying that certain displays of urban masculinity 
belonged to the head of state only. Idi Amin himself enjoyed humiliating other 
men. Henry Kyemba, a former minister in Amin’s government fled the country 
and published a memoir about his experience of working for the dictator. In one 
of the images accompanying Kyemba’s accounts is of a group of men kneeling 
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before President Amin suggesting Amin's attitude toward other men.197 President 
Amin also humiliated African leaders with whom he disagreed, often by attacking 
their manhood. For example, after a fall out with the Zambian president, Kenneth 
Kaunda, Amin insulted him by calling the Zambian head of state a woman “who 
cannot satisfy her man.”198 Idi Amin saw himself in opposition to the Western 
man and to African leaders. The soldiers saw themselves in opposition to the 
urban man: the perceived household head, potential rebel, and member of the 
political opposition. On another level, the soldiers' actions echoed the actions of 
political actors on a higher level, only their targets were ordinary urban men. 
When the Amin regime was toppled in 1979, a news item in a local monthly 
magazine celebrated the departure of his soldiers emphasizing the humiliation 
they inflicted on the urban men: “Good riddance to the soldiers who have been 
abusing our honor.”199 
Stories and rumors about the humiliation that the soldiers inflicted on men 
were rampant. The fear of being humiliated and disrespected made some men 
flee their homes. One brutal way of attacking men’s honor and “making men 
suffer” was to show them that they could not protect ‘their women’.200 In Mengo, 
people narrated stories of how soldiers humiliated men by raping their wives. In 
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one such story, the husband was ordered to sit with his young children and watch 
the soldiers as they raped his wife. That night he hanged himself. The shame, 
according to many accounts, overwhelmed the man.201 Implicit in the retelling of 
this story was the question, ‘how could he face his family the next day?’ In this 
circulating account little was generally said about the women victims. The 
vulnerability of the men, on the other hand, is highlighted and underlined. Daniel 
Mpima explained, “We were hearing that the soldiers will rape your wife in your 
presence just to make you suffer, to abuse your honor. We would therefore hide 
from the soldiers, to make sure that they do not humiliate us.”202 Even though 
women were physically harmed in real incidents of rape, the stories and rumors 
that those incidents set in motion helped create a popular view that the male 
residents of Mengo were more vulnerable than everyone else.203 These stories 
indeed provided justification for the men to excuse themselves from their homes 
when soldiers visited.   
Over time, men’s presence and household power considerably shrank. 
When soldiers ‘visited’ homes, it was better for everyone that the men not to be 
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present. During the day women and younger children stood outside watching 
every direction and if soldiers appeared they would run and inform the men in 
their household to run. David Sebugwawo recalled how women homestead 
watchers would tell their husbands, sons, fathers, brothers or brothers-in-law with 
urgency “there they are! The men have come” and then added incredulously, “it 
was as if they were the men and we were not.”204  
As a result of this male vulnerability, the elevation of women’s roles as 
protectors  became socially justifiable. Men slid into the background and women 
took control of the urban household. Besides running, men also avoided 
responding to a knock on the door. Whenever someone knocked, at night or 
during the day, the wife would be the one heading to open the door, to see who 
was out there. The men would stand on alert, ready to run. John Kizito told me 
that whenever they heard someone at the door, his wife would give him the time 
to dress; then, as if to reveal a long-held secret, he added: “I had my spot [in the 
house] that was kept secret. Maybe my wife knew about it, but nobody else.”205 
John would stand in this spot and listen as his wife greeted the stranger at the 
door. If it sounded serious, for example, if the soldiers were looking for men or 
they wanted to search the house for contraband or rebels, John would slip out of 
the house through the back door. Over and over again men left their wives, 
mothers, sisters and sisters-in-law to negotiate with the military.  
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My male interviewees overwhelmingly acknowledged the superiority of 
women in protecting the home and the entire family, including themselves, from 
the military. Zakariya Mukiibi was a teacher at the Catholic high school in the 
Rubaga neighborhood throughout this period. He still lives in the rectangular 
shaped house that he built in the early 1960s. The house’s main door faces other 
old houses in the neighborhood. Today when he sits by his door he has the 
vantage point of identifying anyone approaching his part of the neighborhood 
through a long winding passageway between the concrete walls of other 
buildings. During the era of militarization, he said, “my wife sat here,” Zakariya 
pointed to the cemented verandah, and “I would be sitting back there,” he 
demonstrated pointing behind a curtain that separates the living room and the 
rooms beyond.206 His wife would warn him whenever she saw the soldiers 
approaching, and Zakariya would exit through a back door.  
Zakariya also described to me that he thought women were better with 
soldiers than men. In telling me this fact he lowered his body, on all fours with his 
knees fully on the ground to demonstrate how women would genuflect to the 
soldiers. It was something men should not do, he explained: “If you as a man 
were stopped and changed the posture of your body, for example trying to beg, 
they would hit you with the butt of the gun, and say, ‘wacha matatizo wewe [don’t 
you dare make trouble]’.” Men also viewed this necessity to genuflect or behave 
                                                        





weak in the presence of soldiers as emasculating.207 Women in Mengo, on the 
other hand, were culturally required to lower their bodies while greeting men or 
older women. Ordinarily, this position was and remains a marker of women’s 
weak social status, but in militarized Kampala it sometimes became an asset 
they used to protect themselves and loved ones.  
Indeed men in militarized Kampala were in a quandary.  In Mengo and on 
Kampala's streets, they had to look and act a certain way in order to survive 
everyday encounters with the soldiers. Respectable and confident self-
representations that people had long associated with urban masculinity made 
men military targets. In interviews, men described the kind of the man who did 
not threaten the soldiers. They were inarticulate, timid, and visibly rural. Men 
described how they made themselves look dirty in order not to attract attention to 
themselves. “I always put dirt on my shoes on purpose, and kept my kiwi [shoe 
polish] and a brush at work,” Benon Semambo remembered how he and other 
urban men disguised themselves to project a downtrodden look on Kampala 
streets.208 However, such alterations were either difficult to pull off or too 
humiliating to put on at home. 
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WOMEN AS PROTECTORS OF URBAN HOMES AND FAMILY MEMBERS IN MILITARIZED 
KAMPALA 
The context above partly helps explain how women became protectors in 
the militarized neighborhood of Mengo. By ‘women as protectors’, I mean to 
suggest the ways in which urban women re-configured their social roles to 
ensure the safety of others as well as of their urban homes. For two decades, 
urban homes were vulnerable to random raids, as well as looting. Members of 
these households were equally susceptible to attacks and abuses, including and 
especially the men. Women - the mothers, sisters and aunts - identified the new 
responsibility of protecting property and people, including the men, as theirs.209 
The emergence of the female protector category as a response to the 
hyper-militarization of the city marked a significant gendered reversal. 
Traditionally, women were supposed to play subservient roles in homesteads, 
while men took on protective postures. Men, for example, sat in the living room to 
greet visitors, while women sat behind a curtain hidden from potentially 
unwelcome strangers. In traditional houses, which tended to be smaller and with 
one door, the man also slept near the door while the wife lay near the wall. These 
were habits informed by gender and the expectation that men protected women. 
These roles reversed as a result of militarization with significant social and 
psychological impacts. Therefore, the new protector role for women was a 
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complex status about which both women and men developed a variety of 
feelings.  
In militarized Kampala, it became the duty of women to ensure the safety 
of the homestead and the people who lived inside these homes. During 
heightened crises, such as when new soldiers arrived followed by looting and 
uncertainty, the men did not often spend nights inside the house, opting to hide 
outside or in one of the churches. Even when men spent the night at home, they 
never tried to protect it, a duty that they left to women. It was the women who 
would sleep right next to the door to ensure that if the military suddenly broke in 
they would encounter a woman first as opposed to any male member of the 
household. For example, Debora Kimuli always cleared the way to a secret hole 
leading to the attic as part of her preparation for going to bed in the evening. 
Then if the soldiers knocked on the door she would walk slowly shaking every 
man in the household, including her sons to wake them up. Debora would guide 
them, her husband first to the attic hole, and then she would return to the door 
and stay quiet. She remembered that most of the time the soldiers walked away 
after knocking without a response. One night they insisted, and kept knocking 
and shouting out the Swahili order to open. At night Mengo residents did not 
open for soldiers as a rule. They kept quiet inside, giving the impression that no 
one was at home. “We tightened our skin,” residents of Mengo remembered, 




overcome the fear.210 When people refused to open in the night, the soldiers 
would often leave and go to terrorize the next household.  
However, every once in a while soldiers broke into houses sometimes with 
fateful outcomes. In the case of one visit to Debora’s home, when the soldiers 
threatened that they would use force to open the door, she felt she had no option 
but to open. Four soldiers walked in and began kicking the children who were 
sleeping in the living room. They asked for her husband and she told them that 
he was away visiting relatives. She followed them around the house as they 
turned things over. Debora pleaded with them to leave her children alone. In 
Kiganda style, she knelt and begged them. She told me: “You know these 
northern men, they felt pity for you if you knelt and showed them that you were 
harmless.”211 After about forty minutes inside Debora’s house, the four soldiers 
left without harming her children, and only took a few household items. They did 
not notice that there were two men, her husband and her son, up in the attic. 
At the household and community level women also volunteered for the 
most dangerous tasks. In situations of outright warfare, when needed, women 
were the ones who ventured into the Kampala streets. For example, in early 
1979 Elizabeth Nalwanga and her friend volunteered to undertake a journey to 
retrieve their children from school, as the war to overthrow Idi Amin approached 
Kampala. Elizabeth and her husband Sam were one of the few families in the 
                                                        






Mengo quarter of Kampala who were sending their children to a private primary 
school in Kampala, despite the constant rumors that the rebels were about to 
overrun the city. One day after the children had left for school, Mengo residents 
began to hear heavy explosions. The battle to overthrow Idi Amin was finally on 
the outskirts of Kampala. The fighting was getting louder as it approached. 
Elizabeth and her family began to panic, because her children of 7 and 9 were at 
the private school. She ran to the neighbors whose family similarly had sent one 
of their children to the same school. They all gathered at her home’s living room. 
They did not have much time. The fighting was getting closer and closer. 
Elizabeth vividly recalled: “Everybody was hiding. The streets were empty. The 
sound of saba saba [artillery gun] was shaking us.”212 They began deliberating 
and the question at hand was “who among us would go to get the children?” In 
the group there were two women and five men, including the two husbands and 
other male relatives.  She recounted what followed:   
Within a short time we decided that we the mothers would have to do it. It 
would be too risky for the men to go by themselves. We did not trust that 
they would keep going if they ran into soldiers. They might run to 
someone’s house and hide there. What about our children? How would we 
know what happened to them? We considered that one man could come 
with us but then we all thought it was a bad idea. It had to be us 
women.213  
                                                        






After this deliberation the women sprang into action and within minutes 
they were on their way to get their children from the school, which was about 
three miles away. Elizabeth and her friend arrived at the school only to find it 
nearly deserted. Only one teacher and two staff members were on the grounds. 
Even they were hurrying to leave the premises. The children were long gone. At 
the time she despaired: “It was useless to ask the teachers where our children 
had run to, because we knew they would tell us they did not know.”214 Luckily, 
one of the teachers had seen Elizabeth’s children with one of their friends. “That 
is all we had to go on. So we began running toward the home of the children’s 
friend near Makindye.”215 By the time they arrived at the friend’s home the family 
had run away with the children. Elizabeth went on following the trail of her 
children and eventually found them after two days. By the time she and her friend 
returned, their neighborhood of Mengo as well as much of Kampala had fallen to 
the invading army.  
Elizabeth does not regret that she volunteered for the task that placed her 
on the dangerous streets of wartime Kampala looking for her children, leaving 
behind her husband and the other male relatives. In fact she was glad that she 
and her female neighbor went. “No man would have brought them back. 
[Kampala] men were too frightened because the soldiers would shoot at any man 
they saw in the streets, so men wouldn’t have gone the extra step that we did.”216 







Besides when she found the children the younger son was ill and she 
immediately nursed him in ways the men would have not. “I had taken extra 
clothes, more wrap-around cloths [bitenge], which I used to cover him, and even 
more which we used as blankets in the night.”217 These women’s story of their 
journey to rescue their children captures not only their grit but also the impetus 
behind such fortitude. Men were vulnerable (‘the army would shoot at any man at 
sight’), ineffective at protecting the women (‘we considered going with one of the 
men but decided it was not a good idea’), and ill-equipped to care for sick 
children. 
Elizabeth Nalwanga and her friend were not unique in wartime Kampala. 
Many of my interviewees noted that they also felt compelled to protect. For 
example, in the middle of May 1966, Suzana Lukwago, a resident of the Mengo 
neighborhood, was visiting her parents in Masaka, about 130 kilometers south of 
Kampala, when she heard that fighting had erupted between the government 
army and the Buganda Kingdom. Chaos reigned in Kampala, she was told. 
Suzana had small children that she had left behind; they were only 5, 7, and 9 
years old. She cut short the trip and immediately headed towards the fighting, 
and as she traveled north she met a sea of people running from the city. “The 
reasonable thing to do at the time would have been to remain in Masaka and wait 
until the turmoil in Kampala subsided,” and that is what her relatives in Masaka 
advised her to do. She refused and headed to Kampala instead; the people she 





met on her way as they ran from the city persuaded her to turn around, informing 
her that her neighborhood was particularly unsafe. She refused and kept heading 
toward Kampala because “the heart is always where the children are,” she told 
me.218 Although the children were with their father, she felt that she needed to 
run to the city to ensure their safety. 
Women also often stayed behind in urban homes when they sent family 
members to the village or to other safer locations. One such example was Sylvia 
Kakande’s case who, whenever the military presence became more threatening, 
volunteered to guard the urban home while her husband and other family 
members left the city. Sylvia and her husband had lived in the Mengo 
neighborhood of Kampala for the 23 years of their marriage. As the Christmas 
holiday season was beginning in the fall of 1982, she prepared luggage for her 
four children, her brother who lived with her family, and her husband. She sent 
the six to her husband’s rural home, a trip that was meant to give an impression 
of an ordinary family visiting the parents and relatives in the village during the 
holiday. Yet Sylvia did not join the rest of the family because she wanted to stay 
behind and guard their home in an increasingly militarized and dangerous city.219 
In the early months of 1982 members of the military had picked up Sylvia’s 
brother and her son from the streets of Mengo and jailed them both on suspicion 
of being rebel collaborators. Her brother was 19 years old and her son was 22. 
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The two young men spent four months in one of several military holding cells in 
Kampala until, luckily, one of the army officers released them. Compounding the 
dangers of the city, during the year soldiers stationed in Mengo made frequent 
visits to urban homes. On one of these visits to Sylvia’s home they had roughed 
up Mr. Kakande so badly that he needed to go to the hospital to have his wounds 
treated. Finally, during the same year an army officer had mysteriously occupied 
a neighbor’s home.  Eerily rumors had already spread that the army would take 
over unattended homes. As Christmas approached Ms. Kakande as well as other 
residents feared that the frequency of soldiers’ visits and the deadliness of 
military arrests would increase. At the same time, Sylvia was concerned that if 
they all left the city, soldiers could occupy their home and they would be able to 
do nothing about it. This is why she decided to send everyone away and to stay 
in the family’s urban home for this Christmas season by herself. Since the late 
1960s, as soldiers threatened Kampalans on a daily basis, Sylvia and other 
women had been central in protecting their homes. 
Indeed many interviewees testified to how soldiers wanted to feel 
respected, and how only women could easily pretend to show such respect. This 
was particularly the case when soldiers entered the homestead. For example, in 
the 1980s individual soldiers routinely went on looting excursions. According to 
Hajjat Nnalongo: “When they came to your home you showed them that you 
respected them as men. You prepared a seat for them that you would normally 




them to take without forcing you to give it up.”220 More than one woman claimed 
that this type of hospitality demonstrated to the soldiers that one was showing 
them respect.  
During this period, women were mostly the ones who ensured that the 
soldiers did not entirely dispossess the family of its belongings. In the 1980s the 
welfare of the army became an issue of public debate. The government had 
failed to adequately compensate its military.221 When the urban public 
complained to government officials about the looting, these officials condoned 
rather than condemned the behavior. In one meeting that a high-level 
government official held in Nakulabye, urban residents reported the 
dispossession that they suffered at the hands of the military, including being 
stripped of their clothes. Yakobo Sebugwawo recalled from the meeting: “The 
minister told us, ‘these are your children; if you have three shirts and they ask for 
one, just give it to them; share what you have with them because they are your 
children’.”222   
The urban public understood that statements such as this were loaded 
with sarcasm. It only meant that the government was not willing to intervene or to 
control its army. Urban residents came to a new realization about the military: 
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“once the military recruited these young men, the army handed the gun to each 
one of them and said, ‘this is your father and your mother’.”223 The message was 
clear: soldiers were to depend on the gun, not on their parents or a government 
salary. Indeed the guns that the soldiers carried were what made urban residents 
hand over whatever they demanded. 
Since the government had turned a blind eye to the situation of urban 
residents, it was up to the women to protect the family’s property. Women often 
had to be clever to keep a hold of their property.  For example, when a woman 
saw soldiers approaching her family’s homestead she would quickly soak the 
clothes, and pretend to be washing them. “Wet clothes were useless to them, so 
they would go to the next homestead,” remember Ruth Nakimera. They also 
devised multiple to protect men. Single women offered their homes as hiding 
places for the men of the neighborhood. Indeed soldiers considered older women 
to be less suspicious and they were likely to pass by these women’s homes 
without checking them. Thus, such women who were known to live by 
themselves often hid men. Neighborhood women organized and fed the men 
who hid as a group in one house.  
Whether it was during outright warfare or everyday threats from living in a 
hyper-militarized neighborhood, women were the logical choice when somebody 
had to put her or his life on the line. Whenever soldiers approached, men and 
children would run to hide. During the worst of the times (warfare or serious 
                                                        





operations), everyone in the family ran to one of the churches in Mengo. 
However, when necessary women often stayed behind to face the soldiers. In the 
1980s Ruth Nakato could not run to hide in the church up the hill like everyone 
else. She had the home to guard. Besides her family had taken in a son of a 
relative from her home village at a time when the army began raiding urban 
homes supposedly looking for rebels. New faces in the neighborhood were often 
accused of being rebels in the midst of the population, and therefore attracted 
unnecessary attention to families. Neighborhood people reported such strangers.  
Thus, Ruth kept the new teenage son at home, devising an ingenious way 
of hiding him whenever the military were checking household spaces for rebels. 
She took a big box she had previously used to store clothes and moved it to the 
kitchen. She would ask the new teenage son to get into this box and then she 
would cover the top of the box with charcoal. Ruth would ensure that doors of the 
family house and the kitchen were wide open, as if to say “Come look; I am not 
hiding anything.”224 Then she would pretend to be working out in the open. She 
remembered:  “The soldiers would pass me without even saying a word. They 
would turn things over searching in couches, boxes, suitcases. They really took 
their time in the big house. Then they would head to the kitchen. They never 
spent much time examining the kitchen. Haha, what’s in the kitchen? Women 
cook in the kitchen. No rebels there.”225 Ruth’s story illustrates how women 
                                                        






understood which spaces inside the house and in the homestead that soldiers 
perceived as legitimate threats and those that were not.226 In many cases the 
soldier's gendered stereotypes aided the women in devising effective strategies 
to protect their homes and other people. 
Children in militarized Kampala presented a unique challenge to women 
protectors. In the militarized city innocence ended at a very young age. Parents 
feared that young girls could be kidnapped, raped, and/or forced into early 
marriages. On the other hand, young boys could be arrested as rebel suspects, 
and often ‘disappeared’ for good. Mothers tried their best to ensure that none of 
these scenarios happened to their children. They picked family clothing based on 
the criteria of disguising children: they dressed pubescent girls as young boys 
and dressed teenage girls to look like older and married women. As Mary Kezia 
described the extraordinary anxiety mothers felt about their children, she turned 
and looked in the direction where a now older daughter Rita Namusisi was 
sitting, and said, “This one was the most difficult child to disguise. I remember 
when the soldiers became really bad; she was just beginning to go through 
puberty, and we kept hearing the bad things that were happening to [girls] of that 
age.” Then Mary closed her eyes for a moment, opened them again and 
continued:  
Rita was the most difficult to dress. No matter how you disguised her she 
looked like a girl. She had a beautiful face with a skin that clearly looked 
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like a beautiful girl, and spoke like a young woman. I made her put on a 
[cap], boy pants and baggy T-shirts and sternly warned her never to say 
one word to strangers, because if she ever spoke she sounded older than 
she actually was.227 
This example demonstrates that the vulnerability of daughters drew 
women into the protector roles as much as any other vulnerability to which 
women responded. It also demonstrates the generational aspects of living in 
militarized Kampala. Young women had to be made to look less beautiful, a 
departure from what it meant to be urban and young.  
Women’s sense of protecting members of their homes extended to 
performing their daily chores. Even when everyone was hiding, families had to 
eat. It was the women who exposed themselves to the patrolling soldiers as they 
cooked for the family outside. Len Nabukera remembers that in her family three 
women ordinarily handled the task of cooking. However, during heightened 
curfews she told the other two, who were younger, to hide inside with the men 
and children. “I sacrificed myself for everyone, because I felt it was my 
responsibility to make sure that they were all safe. Food had to be prepared. If 
the soldiers saw me and decided to shoot me, so be it.”228 On such days, despite 
her outdoor kitchen being near the road, Len moved about cooking the day’s 
meal knowing that she was putting her life at risk. Nonetheless, she volunteered, 
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or in her own words “offered herself up” in order to take care of and protect her 
family.  
Women did not always necessarily enthusiastically embrace protective 
roles as a natural female duty in the city. Many interviewees remarked on the 
men’s absence, differentiating between the men’s actions. Sofia Babirye 
described how her husband used to climb and hide in the jack fruit tree in their 
yard. When he hid in the branches of this tree he promised her and his family 
that he was watching. If the soldiers came and were going to kill them he would 
come down and die with them. Luckily, such a scenario never happened even 
though the soldiers visited several times. During those visits they harassed and 
threatened Sofia and took whatever they wanted from the house. Yet, Sofia 
appreciated that her husband showed a commitment to the family. “He was 
courageous, because all other men would hide far from their homesteads,” she 
said.229  
The story of Sofia and her husband is contrasted with the cases where the 
men just disappeared. Most of the men fled their homes upon slightest warning 
that the soldiers were headed in the direction of their section of the 
neighborhood. Many female interviewees complained that men abandoned their 
traditional roles of acting as heads of households. “My husband ran without 
telling anyone in the house. No one knew where he hid. He just disappeared.”230 
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Other women dejectedly described the burden of protecting everybody in the 
household without the husband’s help. For example, the children became the 
woman’s burden alone.  
If I was lucky he would warn me: ‘watch your children’ and then like that 
he would disappear. Most of the time he just left without saying anything. 
He is leaving you with three young children who do not understand what is 
going on. You have to hide valuables, and to make your house as 
inconspicuous as possible. You have to do this in less than two minutes, 
because most of the time when we received the warning the soldiers were 
very near. It was a very difficult time.231  
Thus, the degree to which husbands and other men in households helped out or 
made themselves available, regardless of the degrees of their vulnerability, was 
an important part of the conceptualization of the protector duties that the women 
performed.  
Single women also offered their homes as hiding places for the men of the 
neighborhood. Indeed soldiers considered older women to be less suspicious 
and they were likely to pass by these women’s homes without bothering them. 
Zakariya Mukiibi remembers one such old resident of his neighborhood was a 
very old lady whom everyone knew as the ‘princess’, or Mumbejja. “She had a 
way of hiding men that was unique. Whenever she saw soldiers approaching her 
home, she would hide us in her kitchen; then she would sit in front of her door 
                                                        





and begin to knit.”232 Being alone was clearly also a vulnerability but women used 
this position to protect men by turning their homes into safe havens. 
Women faced daily dangers from soldiers’ unpredictable acts of violence. 
Leonilla Nalubega lived near the palace barracks. One evening a soldier came to 
rob property from her. He ordered Leonilla to carry the luggage full of her own 
property, a frequent demand. “They would make you carry the luggage full of 
your own stuff to the barracks, all the way to their rooms.”233 Leonilla carried the 
luggage full of her own stuff toward the barracks. After walking a short distance 
from her home she stopped all of a sudden. She simply told the soldier that she 
could not go further. Leonilla knew that bad things happened to many women 
who went to the barracks in such circumstances. She decided to refuse to take 
the luggage all the way. “I told him that I needed to return home and look after 
my home. He had already taken most of my stuff; so I tried to convince him that I 
needed to protect my house from thieves.”234 The soldier insisted and when 
Nalubega would not budge, he threatened her by cocking his gun, showing her 
that he was prepared to shoot her. “I told him that no matter what he does, I am 
not going beyond this point. Then I heard a loud sound. I looked at my hand and I 
was bleeding.”235 The soldier had shot off the top of her middle finger. The scar 
and the missing part of the finger is a reminder of the risk Leonilla took to protect 
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her family and her possessions. Many more women possess both visible and 
invisible scars from playing this protector role.  
 
RAPE AND ITS SOCIAL CONTEXT IN MILITARIZED MENGO 
Kampala women walked a fine line when they interacted with the military. 
Physical harm, such as being shot, as well as rape and other forms of sexual 
abuses, were real fears for women on a daily basis. As much as women played 
an elevated role in militarized Kampala, the fear of being sexually abused guided 
how they protected themselves, their daughters and female relatives. Scholars of 
warfare have explored the ways in which rape has been used as a weapon of 
war.236 As Helen Moffett has suggested, rape also enables ‘a narrative of social 
control’.237 In Mengo, rape indeed took these forms, but they were not the only 
ways the urban public understood rape. The local Mengo context surrounding 
sexuality and romantic relationships, particularly marriage, impacted how people 
understood and talked about rape. Often the language around marriage and 
urban sex work or prostitution mediated how people perceived rape.  
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Rape was widely used as a pretext of punishment and retaliation against 
women throughout the era of militarization. For example, Alicia Decker has 
detailed how national policies that targeted women’s morality often resulted in 
rape as punishment for those women who allegedly transgressed the moral 
line.238 In Mengo, morality campaigns, including anti-miniskirt and anti-
prostitution campaigns, took effect shortly after the soldiers moved into the 
neighbourhood. Soldiers were responsible for enforcing such campaigns and had 
license to rape transgressors.239 Thus when Idi Amin’s government debated 
whether to expel single women from the city as a policy to curb prostitution, 
soldiers began looking for single women before the policy was even enacted. In 
fact, it was ultimately abandoned.240 In response, these single women modified 
their homes and fashions to avoid being abused. For example, they carefully laid 
out men’s clothes in their homes. Several interviewees told me that when a 
soldier came to their home, they wanted him to see men’s clothes.241 Grace 
Nakawanga, who lived in Mengo at the time, said: ‘I went and purchased some 
men’s clothing, which I hung by the door. If the [soldiers] came to check they 
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would discover that I am married and leave without bothering me’.242 Christine 
Nakatende added that she brought out the clothes of her late father which she 
had stored in a suitcase. She displayed these clothes near the door.243 Yet 
another woman brought her brother to live with her to give the semblance of 
being married. These campaigns assumed a patriarchal family with men at the 
head of the household, ignoring a type of urban family where the woman was an 
important owner of the home. If a woman refused to modify the appearance of 
her home, she potentially faced rape as ‘a punishment’. Judith Nandawula 
reflected, ‘If you pretended to be stubborn and said who are they [to want me to 
change my ways], then a soldier could come and rape you and you have nothing 
to say. It was important [for us] to make a statement to them that we are not 
available’.244 Somehow the soldiers saw unmarried women and girls as being 
‘available’.  
However, the fact that the military possessed immense powers in Mengo 
made it easier for some soldiers to rape women. Rape victims could not go to the 
police or any other authority, since the neighbourhood was under military 
occupation. Moreover, it was common for soldiers to force women prisoners to 
have sex with them in exchange for their release. Interviewees told me that 
women were often arrested for flimsy reasons. While in custody the arresting 
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soldier would rape them and then release them. In the late 1970s Joyce 
Mugenyi, a trader in the Mengo market, was arrested for allegedly selling rotten 
goods to someone. She knew this was false, since the soldier who picked her up 
did not give her any further information about the charge. She was taken to the 
lubiri (palace) barracks and put into a cell with other female prisoners. Although 
she did not know the soldier who picked her up, she discovered that one of the 
two guards was a familiar soldier, Rony, who frequented her market stand and 
was friendly to her. He informed her that the arresting soldier was not a good 
man. Some soldiers brought women into these cells and then later in the night 
picked these women up and raped them. Joyce survived this fate because of 
Rony. She spent two nights in the cell in lubiri barracks, and for both days, Rony 
hid her during the night. When the arresting soldier came for her Rony and the 
other guard told him an officer had picked her up.245 On the third day the 
arresting soldier gave up and released Joyce. Other female interviewees testified 
that women who rejected advances from soldiers were often arrested on trumped 
up charges.246  
In general, women were seen as property and rape was often an 
expression of this understanding. In war, soldiers often included women as part 
of the wartime spoils.247 Indeed, when soldiers were transferred to Kampala, they 
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saw access to an urban lifestyle and consumer goods as well as access to 
women as part of the benefits of their job.248 Indeed soldiers treated Mengo 
women in particular and Mengo residents in general in the same way that 
nineteenth century militaries treated defeated societies. Interviewees 
remembered that when soldiers were transferred to Kampala in the early 1970s, 
their lorry trucks often offloaded them in the red light district in Kisenyi within the 
Mengo neighbourhood. Soldiers would then walk straight into the rooms that the 
prostitutes used to entertain their clients. ‘They never paid and always wanted us 
to be part of their celebration’, remembered Jennifer Nantera.249 Other 
interviewees noted that when Idi Amin wanted to reward a group of soldiers, he 
brought them to Kisenyi and told them to help themselves to the prostitutes. 
Finding this abuse untenable, Jennifer and other women left the Kisenyi 
neighborhood or the profession altogether during these years.  
Women decided not to report incidents of rape, even to friends, for several 
reasons. They feared that reporting these rapes would bring shame to 
themselves and to their families, while there was nothing anybody could do to the 
soldier or soldiers in question. In militarized Mengo the nearest police station was 
the Old Kampala Police Station was about three to four miles away. Many Mengo 
residents noted that this police station responded to their cases only if it did not 
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involve soldiers. Rita Sanyu confirmed, ‘If you told them that I am reporting a 
case involving a soldier, they told you we cannot help you. Go talk to the military. 
They are above us’.250 Thus, there was no police station where women could 
report rape cases. In fact, many feared that reporting such incidents might lead to 
retaliatory rapes. Married women hesitated to report rape cases because they 
feared that husbands would not agree that it was rape, and if the husband 
interpreted the rape as consensual sex, he could end the marriage.  A Mengo 
resident described such situation that occurred between a neighbour’s wife and 
an army soldier: 
A high ranking officer came to the home of our neighbour and point-blank 
told him that he was in love with his wife. ‘You and me love the same 
woman’. Can you imagine someone telling you that they love your wife, in 
your own home? The officer then drove away leaving everyone in 
shock…A few days later when the husband was at work and the woman 
was at home, the soldier came back and took the wife away. He brought 
her back another day later. The husband was enraged. He accused his 
wife of cooking up a plan to sleep with two men. She denied it and was 
just ashamed. The husband did not know what to do. He took his wife to 
her home village (divorced her) and also fled Kampala, fearing the army 
officer.251  
The man who narrated this and similar stories intended to demonstrate how 
soldiers disrespected and abused the honour of urban men. Rape could pervert 
the meanings of marriage.  Even more crucially these stories demonstrate the 
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dilemmas that rape victims faced and how it had significant social ramifications 
for the victims.   
These incidents of rape also raised ethical and moral questions about 
marriages between Mengo women and the soldiers. Some people readily 
admitted that a daughter or relative was abducted and forced into a marriage. For 
example, Sifa Sentamu’s neighbours knew that her daughter was married to a 
soldier, but what they did not know was that she was initially kidnapped. On the 
surface, Sifa’s daughter looked happy in her marriage with the soldier with whom 
she had three children while he was stationed in Mengo. Sifa recalled how some 
people were even jealous of their family because they had access to consumer 
goods that were largely unavailable during the economic crisis under Idi Amin’s 
government:  
Our neighbours were envious of us. Every week our [son]-in-law would 
send bars of soap, packets of sugar, rice, and so on. A car would park by 
our door and his escorts would offload [commodities] as our neighbours 
looked on. We tried to share but you cannot satisfy everyone’s need. 
People were gossiping about us. As a mother I could not even talk to my 
friends about how my daughter came to marry this soldier. I told my 
daughter to be strong.252 
However, there were many Kampala women who married soldiers willingly. In 
conversations with former military wives and their families, people expressed a 
sense of how military men often made better husbands than urban civilian men. 
                                                        





“When a northern soldier loved you, he really respected you, and took good care 
of you.”253 This is a statement by Winfred Namugwanya, a Ganda woman who 
was married to a soldier from the north for ten years. She was expressing a 
sentiment that I heard repeatedly: northern men treated their wives better than 
Ganda men. Interviewees also pointed out how military husbands were good 
providers to both the wife and family and often gave the wife more independence 
than other men did.254 Yet, the family and social complications surrounding rape 








The unambiguous conclusion from this era of hypermilitarization and 
gendered transformations is that women were at the center of the history of 
Kampala in the latter half of the twentieth century. In households, women not 
only performed their traditional duties, but also took on roles that were ordinarily 
men’s. Kampala women remember the era of militarization as a time when they 
were the only ones who ensured the safety of loved ones and urban homes. 
Margaret Sepuuya expressed this sentiment when she said “I did everything I 
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could to make sure that my people were safe.”255 It is a statement that expresses 
the fact that women wanted to maintain ownership of urban homes, despite the 
real risks of militarization. It is worth repeating that as protectors, women put 
themselves at a great risk. This might explain why the category of protector is 
layered with a whole range of feelings: responsibility, self-sacrifice, commitment, 
betrayal, and disappointment to name a few. 
 
  
                                                        





CHAPTER 4: INSISTING ON PLEASURE AND A LIVING:  
ALCOHOL AND LEISURE IN A MILITARIZED URBAN NEIGHBORHOOD 
 
 
When Sandra Magoba described the private bar that she opened and that 
her neighbors turned to during the era of militarization, she sounded like she was 
describing an ordinary home where she simply hosted friends and guests.  It was 
a scene familiar across Mengo. On a typical evening, neighborhood men sat 
together in Sandra’s living room.  Her patrons often sat on wooden chairs in a 
circle but also sometimes on modern couches after she bought them with her 
bar's profits. Groups of men drank alcohol and many times shared amongst 
themselves, using whatever cups or mugs were on hand to split the contents of 
the bottle they had bought from Sandra. She usually sat apart from the groups 
she hosted. As Sandra watched and talked to her guests, she also monitored the 
front door and the path leading to her home. Sandra ensured that no stranger 
surprised the party.  
During the era of militarization Kampalans popularly called the home bar 
scene, like the one described above, Omwenge gw’omubitanda or ‘alcohol of the 
bedrooms.’ It meant many things to different city residents. For some Kamplans 
this type of alcohol consumption and leisure was a menace to society. It turned 
middle-class homes and a middle-class neighborhood into one filled with spaces 
of drunkenness. They were home-based bars where prostitution supposedly took 
place, and Mengo residents of this mindset argued that the women who sold the 




bars allowed the much-needed but illegal circulation of goods, especially alcohol, 
on the black market or magendo as Ugandans called it. Yet still others remember 
these spaces as a springboard to economic independence. The many women, 
and some men, who operated beer of the bedroom joints (and even their 
neighbors) saw the importance of these businesses for allowing them the chance 
to earn a decent living under militarization. Whatever the interpretation, 
Kampalans who lived under militarization all testify that beer of the bedroom was 
sold inside middle-class homes and compounds.  
In this chapter I examine the multiple meanings of these leisure spaces 
and the alcohol, which Kampalans remember as “Omwenge gw’omubitanda” or 
“beer w’omubitanda.” I argue that private bars offered a refuge and a space for 
urban sociability.  Beer of the bedroom helped people to endure military rule, 
despite the dangers for female sellers and male drinkers. Indeed, both the sellers 
and drinkers of beer w'omubitanda used the language of Okujeema to describe 
the bar scene and the alcohol that was central to it. Women sellers insisted upon 
having a right to a livelihood, and consumers insisted upon a right to pleasure 
and sociability even in such insecure times.  
‘Beer w’omubitanda’ and the private bars where it was served replicated 
long-standing cultural understandings about how people demonstrated hospitality 
by hosting beer parties. Traditionally, hosting such parties increased a person’s 
social standing and respectability in the community. In rural Buganda, household 




hosts to expand their social networks and to grease their community 
relationships.  
Thus, the fact that women owned the homes that became private bars in 
Kampala represented a significant departure from tradition. Despite women's 
significant labor contribution to the process of the production of beer in rural 
Buganda, traditional beer (mwenge bigere or tonto) belonged to the men. 
Nonetheless, it was the women’s labor that turned banana juice into alcohol. Yet 
men owned the bananas that were ripened, squeezed, and stomping by young 
men. It was women who then roasted and ground (on a grindstone) sorghum or 
millet to produce a flour that was used to enhance fermentation. This mixture of 
banana juice and flour was buried underground, usually under the canopy of a 
banana grove, either in a canoe-shaped wood container or a large clay pot. The 
contents were covered well to keep air from escaping. Men visited this site over 
the next three to four days to taste the mixture and confirmed when it was ready 
for consumption. As the alcohol moved from the wild into the domestic sphere, it 
became the men’s property. The homeowner, or owner of the bananas, always a 
man, hosted the drinking parties.256 
In Kampala the emergence of private bars owned by women allowed the 
female owners to assert ownership over domesticated alcohol. It also meant that 
women claimed the social benefits long accrued by men who hosted drinking 
parties.  Women served a wide range of alcoholic drinks in their urban home 
                                                        





bars, including the traditional fermented banana alcohol, industrially brewed 
lagers, and local gins (waragi). As suppliers of alcohol, women acted as 
intermediaries between their customers and the outside world, as Kampalans 
fled many public spaces now militarized. One interpretation of the emergence of 
beer of the bedroom spaces that has become predominant in post-militarized 
Kampala emphasizes concealment. Indeed, the shift from public bars to middle-
class homes for the consumption of alcohol and its trade involved a fair amount 
of concealment that operated on a multitude of levels.  
 
 
THE AVAILABILITY OF MIDDLE-CLASS HOMES FOR PRIVATE BARS IN POST-COLONIAL 
KAMPALA 
During the first half of the twentieth century, the neighborhood of Mengo 
emerged and grew as home to middle-class and religious urban residents. This 
history shaped public perceptions of drinking and the related discourses on 
morality in the city. Yet, by the early 1960s, there were already two famous 
private bars serving the Mengo neighborhood. These bars, named after the men 
who founded them, Kamulu and Mubiru, became sensational for the nightlife they 
brought to the neighborhood during the independence era. People came from far 
away to drink and dance all night. Sara Namudu remembered the reputations of 
both Kamulu and Mubiru during those years: “As we went to work in the morning 
there would be people leaving the club/bars.”257 
                                                        




Indeed, both nightclubs represented a late colonial social development 
and a slight departure from the neighborhood’s church-going and conservative 
character. By the late 1950s and early 1960s, moral and church leaders in the 
neighborhood were sounding the alarm for what they saw as a morally 
degenerating neighborhood. For example, in 1957 the Catholic archbishop of 
Rubaga (Mengo) published a pastoral letter indicting excessive drinking in the 
city.258 He called on chiefs and other community leaders to curb the growing 
threat of dancehalls, such as the Kamulu and Mubiru clubs in Mengo.259  
In spite of these bars that were located in their neighborhood, Mengo 
residents tended to travel to bars in other neighborhoods. Swayed by the 
Catholic and Anglican faiths and wishing to keep their reputation, people tended 
to drink in other neighborhoods, such as Kisenyi or Nakulabye.260 Older residents 
of Mengo remember how they spent their everyday lives in the Mengo 
neighborhood as non-drinkers. Moses Senoga recalled that “People who drank 
beer would hide that they drink by drinking in faraway neighborhoods. There was 
Suzzana nightclub in Nakulabye that many men and women went to, but also lots 
of drinking happened in Kisenyi and Katwe.”261 In fact, elderly Kampalans 
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remember that it would have been unheard of to imagine that a ‘beerhall’ would 
be located anywhere in Mengo.262 
Local lore about how Kamulu managed to establish the bar at the location 
behind the kingdom’s parliament building (Bulange) and within a short distance 
from the Namirembe Cathedral (the imposing Anglican Church) attest to the 
contentious nature of drinking spaces in the neighborhood. Mengo residents 
recounted how prior to the establishment of Kamulu’s club, tenants and 
landholders had vehemently refused to allow clubs and bars in the neighborhood. 
“You have to understand, this is and has always been a diplomats’ 
neighborhood,” Sylvia Ssesanga observed.263 According to the popular history of 
the neighborhood the owner of Kamulu club tricked the landowner into selling 
him the land where he erected the club’s building. Older residents told me that 
Kamulu lied to the landlord saying that he was planning to bring a bakery to the 
neighborhood. In reality Mr. Kamulu had always wanted to build a major bar or 
club in the neighborhood, seeing it as a potentially lucrative business opportunity. 
Whatever the true history of the land sale, by the late 1950s, a public drinking 
space and club had finally come near Mengo residents. By the time the 
neighborhood became militarized in 1966, these two bars had become important 
institutions in the neighborhood as a meeting places for new and old immigrants 
to the city. 
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Prior to independence, it was inconceivable that these spaces where 
Kampalans drank beer of the bedroom could emerge in the neighborhood. 
Popular accounts from the time as well as recollections from elder Kampalans 
demonstrate how the Ugandan urbanites held this neighborhood in high regard 
and were proud of its place both in Kampala and in the nation at large. Every 
public building constructed in the neighborhood was celebrated as evidence that 
the African quarter of Kampala was as good and inspirational as the section 
where non-Africans (principally colonial officials, other Europeans and Asians) 
lived. These views belied the colonial government’s neglect of the neighborhoods 
where Africans stayed.264 In fact, Mengo residents viewed the neighborhoods 
where Europeans and Asians lived -- planned and furnished with adequate urban 
services - with deep envy. After Uganda attained independence in 1962, these 
neighborhoods became available to the middle-class Kampalans who previously 
saw Mengo as their only place in the city.  
The opening of other urban middle to upper class neighborhoods after 
independence to former Mengo residents helps explain the popular narrative that 
emerged in those years that the Mengo neighborhood was on a downward slide.  
Many viewed Mengo as changing from a prized Kampalan home for Africans to a 
second or third-rate urban neighborhood. Thus, the emergence of these private 
bars and the controversies that surrounded them reflected the fact that after 
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independence and throughout the years of militarization, other neighborhoods of 
Kampala became available for the Ugandans who had previously viewed Mengo 
as a good and even preferred area for Africans. Given that the colonial 
government had favored the Ganda people, they were the most highly educated 
Ugandans who also happened to be the majority of Mengo residents. In post-
colonial Uganda they became civil servants in high numbers and moved to 
government housing or purchased luxurious homes in the formerly “European 
Kampala” neighborhoods.265  
Many plots also became vacant in Mengo after 1966 because of the attack 
on the monarchy and the expulsion of the Kabaka. While public buildings, such 
as the palace (Lubiri), Buganda’s parliamentary building (Bulange) and so on, 
reverted to government control, many civil servants in the Buganda Kingdom 
owned the best private homes in the neighborhood. The vacant homes these 
elite Kampalans left behind became available for rent at a cheap price. In other 
cases, however, relatives became house-sitters for the departing families. In 
many cases these new occupants became sellers of the alcohol popularly called 
‘beer w’omubitanda.’ 
The shift of Uganda’s official capital from Entebbe to Kampala also 
increased Kampala’s population and brought to the city civil servants who 
became customers for the ‘alcohol of the bedrooms’ premises. Shortly after 
1962, the post-colonial state slowly began to move government functions to 
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Kampala away from the lake-shore enclave of Entebbe. How this process worked 
was that the government would purchase or appropriate a building in Kampala 
and one ministry or a significant portion of it would move to the city. Archival 
records show how this was a process fraught with tensions, and it involved land 
seizures, lawsuits, and arbitrary property reclamations.266 While this 
administrative move from Entebbe to Kampala was part of the Africanization 
process, needless to say that a significant number of civil servants with 
disposable income were spending an entire day in Kampala, and many of them 
frequented the ‘beer w’omubitanda’ premises.  
These spaces also emerged at the time when the types of alcohol 
available to Kampalans were changing. Throughout the colonial period bottled 
beer had been treated with a degree of mystique by African city residents. As 
many scholars have observed, the British colonial government discouraged or 
outright outlawed Africans across the empire from drinking imported European 
alcohol, such as wines and liquors.267 Although Africans accessed imported 
alcohol, the locally made beers (from bananas, sorghum, millet, and maize) 
continued to be the staple alcoholic drink for most Kampalans. Even before 
militarization some women in Mengo made traditional alcohol and sold it in the 
Katwe or Kisenyi markets, about one to two miles away. Many men and women 
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also traveled to these other neighborhoods to drink. The militarization of Mengo, 
contrary to what one would think, increased the availability of alcohol in Mengo, 
because people could not easily go to drink in other neighborhoods. Both the 
hard gins, lagers, and the less powerful traditional alcohol proliferated in the 
neighborhood.  
At the same time, the entry of the military into the neighborhood led many 
Mengo residents to minimize leisure activities beyond their own neighborhood. 
People who had previously gone to other neighborhoods to drink became 
increasingly wary of being picked up or stopped at roadblocks. In other 
neighborhoods middle class Kampalans could drink cheap alcohol. “As soon as 
we arrived in Katwe, we became crazy drinkers of Malwa [a traditional drink 
mainly made by women from Western and Northwestern Uganda], James Kato, a 
longtime resident of Mengo told me of his and his friends’ trips to Katwe. He 
continued, “and when we came back we joined people who made fun and said 
bad things about Malwa.”268 What James was describing was that prior to 
militarization he had been able to live in multiple worlds. He was a middle-class 
man when in Mengo, but also socialized with lower class Kampalans in Katwe 
and Kisenyi. With the soldiers in the city, the private bars offered them the 
opportunity to try new drinks that they had only previously had access to by 
traveling to these other neighborhoods.  
                                                        




The relocation of the army shop into the neighborhood also increased 
access to the kinds of alcohol previously hard to get for ordinary Kampalans. 
Many residents of Mengo remembered that they began drinking bottled beer 
when the army shop came to Mengo. The physical size of the army shop 
complex explains in part its oversized significance to the supply of goods, black 
market and otherwise, to the Mengo neighborhood. After militarization, the 
government converted the Buganda Kingdom’s ministry of public works into the 
army shop. The ministry occupied a large piece of land on the slopes of Rubaga 
Hill, right below the Catholic Cathedral. It is no surprise that the land hosting 
Public Works was one of the largest, only surpassed by the palace space. 
Soldiers patronized the enormous army shop freely. The only challenge to re-
circulating such commodities was that they were often stamped with ‘UA’ for 
Ugandan Army.  
 
 
PRIVATE BAR CUSTOMERS AND THE RIGHT TO PLEASURE 
Drinking spaces were integral to how people became Kampalans. They 
allowed newcomers to the city to create urban social networks of friends and kin. 
Alcohol spaces provided pleasures that went beyond the alcoholic drinks. In an 
urban setting, bars were sources of information, entertainment, friendships, and, 
of course, alcohol. The customers of the private bars in militarized Kampala 




who went to bars for entertainment. In the 1960s, he was a regular at Mubiru’s 
bar in Mengo, and other bars in Katwe. Yet, Yona grew up in a pious Christian 
household in rural Buganda and did not drink. He began working for the Uganda 
Coffee Marketing Board in Kampala in the early 1960s. In his off hours he 
enjoyed debate and talking about current affairs. As he remembers it, he still 
found himself enjoying the bar scene in Mengo, even as a non-drinker. In the 
evenings, he would walk to the Mubiru club and join a group of drinkers.269  
Men such as Yona, non-drinkers who frequented public bars, were not 
uncommon in Mengo’s bar and club scene (and most likely in other 
neighborhoods of Kampala). Kampalans described these club scenes as partly 
an arena to impress others with the ability to purchase enough alcohol to satisfy 
everyone (“I paid one night and someone else paid another night”270) or being 
able to entertain the crowd with rhetorical wit. Yona fit into the second category, 
and interviewees testified that there were men who came to clubs just to hold 
court. “I remember that in Kamulu’s bar there were many young men who were 
always ready to listen to my stories,” remembered a now elderly Joseph Kalibala. 
Urban migrants, drinkers or not, who had been trained in missionary schools and 
other colonial era institutions found in the bar scene a logical outlet for practicing 
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and showcasing their rhetorical skills, honed through many years of membership 
in one of the several debating clubs.271 
The soldiers who came to the clubs often had a negative reaction to the 
ways in which urban men displayed their status and urban masculinity in 
Mengo’s clubs. In particular, the military men felt the civilians challenged the 
soldiers’ own masculinity in the bars. Soldiers, according to people’s memories, 
disapproved of patrons who came to the bars and did not drink. Yona recalled, “If 
you were sitting or standing in a corner and talking to your friends and not 
drinking, soldiers would force you to drink.”272 Elsewhere I have demonstrated 
how Kampalan men remember the soldiers abusing their honor and that such 
abuses ultimately denied the civilian men’s claim to respectability. When I asked 
interviewees to provide examples of how they felt that the soldiers abused their 
honor, men often cited encounters in the clubs. For example Yona also 
recounted: “When the soldiers saw that people were paying attention to you, that 
you were a person that everyone respected (ow’ekitiibwa), they would find a 
reason to embarrass you in front of everybody.”273 As soon as the soldiers 
entered the club scene, these men went underground. Fortunately for them the 
spaces where people drank ‘beer w’omubitanda’ were similarly ideal for 
conversationalists who needed the drinking audiences. In fact, the ‘alcohol of the 
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bedroom’ premises allowed urban men to recover and recuperate their 
masculinity. 
Urban men fled public drinking spaces, such as Mubiru and and Kumulu’s 
bars, not only because soldiers abused their honor, but also but because soldiers 
enforced draconian urban drinking policies. Indeed, private bars were also a 
response to new laws reflecting the changing character of the nation under 
military rule. In the 1970s, Idi Amin was both a military general and a supposedly 
practicing Muslim. He concurrently espoused the ideals of a military dictator 
(exhorting the army’s ability to govern better than civilians) and Uganda as a 
Muslim nation, even though Muslims constituted only about ten percent of the 
nation’s population.274 These shifts in Uganda’s newly promoted national 
character affected how urban men especially approached alcohol and the spaces 
that sold it.  
The laws and curfews that the government enacted against beer drinking 
reflected some anxiety and uneasiness with alcohol in the early years of Idi Amin. 
The ascendance of Islam in Uganda in general and Kampala in particular must 
help explain the public attention that alcohol received. Kampalans referred to the 
new laws regarding the hours of operation for bars to explain why they often went 
to the ‘alcohol of the bedroom’ premises to get a drink. For example, according to 
the new laws, bars would open at mid-day and close promptly at 2 P.M. John 
Mary Musoke recalled how people had enjoyed daytime bars because during the 
                                                        





day the soldiers were for the most part absent from bars or more well-behaved 
than at night.275 The reader will remember that senior army generals worked in 
Mengo. During the day, ordinary soldiers in Mengo were generally speaking 
disciplined, because of the presence of their leaders. They tended to create 
havoc, including attacking local men in public bars, in the evening.  Because of 
the controls on daytime drinking, men like John Mary became customers of the 
‘beer w’omubitanda’ bars for nighttime leisure 
Policies and attitudes in the military also led some soldiers to become 
customers of the private bars. For example, under Amin soldiers who wanted to 
rise in the ranks needed to promote the appearance of discipline in all manner of 
ways, including in their drinking behavior. This explains why a fair number of 
soldiers were also customers in the hidden  ‘beer of the bedroom’ bars and 
maintained good reputations as customers. The women entrepreneurs of these 
bars knew the soldiers they granted entry to and vouched for them. On this point 
Ruth Namusisi explained, “I knew the soldiers who would come to have a beer 
and cause no problem. They came without guns and always in civilian clothes. I 
trusted them.”276 Although the civilian customers tended to know each other, they 
were often not familiar with the soldiers who also drank in the same premises. 
Therefore, these Kampalans had to trust that the women bar owners would only 
admit people, even soldiers, they knew well. 
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At the same time military customers could unexpectedly break the trust 
that women entrepreneurs put in them. One of Sifa Namukwaya’s experiences as 
an operator of a ‘beer w’omubitanda’ home exemplifies how their relationships 
with soldiers were delicate. Around 1976, Sifa rebuffed a soldier’s sexual 
advances, and she was surprised that he did not take the rejection lightly. The 
soldier in question had been a regular customer who was friendly both to Sifa 
and other customers. He had been to Sifa’s bar, on and off, for more than two 
years. In fact, he was popular with her regular crowd. Thus, when Sifa rejected 
his advances, she did not think much of the potential repercussions. That is why 
she was surprised when he showed up with other soldiers and arrested her for 
selling ‘beer w’omubitanda’ a day later.277 The private bars often tamed soldiers 
and allowed them to interact with ordinary urban men, but the women who 
operated these businesses nevertheless ran the risk of angering even relatively 
well-known soldiers. 
Much of the reason for the on-going success of the 'beer of the bedroom' 
bars was that they were based in middle-class homes.  These houses provided 
the privacy needed for illicit drinking. The basic understanding that a home is a 
private space guided this widely held perception. In my interview with John Mary 
Musoke, I insistently asked him why people thought that homes were secure. We 
were sitting in a small yard in front of his house. He became exasperated at my 
questions and pointed to the wall surrounding his neighbor’s home, and said:  
                                                        




Do you see that gate? Go and knock on it. If they open, the first question 
will be what do you want? If you say I want to come in, s/he has the right 
to say no. Even if they allow you in, you will never know what the people 
who were inside were doing before you arrived. They might have been 
eating or drinking and when they heard you were coming they put the 
alcohol away. That is why homes were secure.278 
 
Still John Mary and other Kampalans drove the point home to me that 
militarization led Kampalans to redefine the lines between public and private 
spaces. Indeed when an unknown person requested entry at a home that was 
also a ‘beer w’omubitanda’ establishment, the owner of the home often put the 
drinks away and opened for the guest once she figured out what brought the 
stranger. The customers pretended to be guests having a conversation and 
would resume drinking after the unwelcome guest left. If the woman saw that it 
was an unknown and uniformed soldier, she would signal the men to run.  
The bars also served real public functions. Kampalans often went to the 
home bars to hear news, which they would not have learned about had they 
stayed at home. Informants testified that private bars were good sources of the 
Ugandan rumor called “Radio Katwe”, a type of rumor which conveys real news 
about events that happened.279 Joel Senfuka recalled that, “I only went to beer 
w’omubitanda’ premise to hear what was happening on Radio Katwe.”280 In 
militarized Kampala, having access to reliable information was important. 
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Families with radios either kept them hidden or tuned to the national service, 
which broadcast propaganda information. Under Idi Amin, “politics” was banned, 
and people could not easily talk about current events. The private bars, however, 
provided a safe space for people to exchange useful information.  
One of the reasons that Kampalans equated these private bars to ‘beds’ 
was because often customers stayed overnight. Indeed, interviewees used the 
word “beds” as a euphemism for drinking spaces. During an interview with Daniel 
Kamanyi, he elaborated on this role of home bars.  He said, “That was my bed 
(kitanda),” pointing to a house about two blocks from his home.281 To former 
customers like Daniel, 'beer of the bedroom' premises were drinking spaces that 
provided protection to its customers in many wars, including offering sleeping 
spaces for their customers.  It was a necessary service for drinkers who would 
have otherwise faced the dangers of violating an evening curfew.  
These men and their families trusted the women sellers to protect them. 
As chapter three discusses, women in Mengo protected men and their families 
from soldiers. Thus one reason that women were more successful at operating 
these businesses was their skill at protecting people, particularly men, from 
soldiers. Nicholas Mukasa remembers that, “as soon as we arrived at her place, 
we knew we were safe. She had her ways of waving off soldiers.”282 Indeed, the 
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women operators of the bars took on similar roles as the men's wives who also 
protected the men from the soldiers. 
The families of these customers often had mixed feelings about the beer 
of the bedroom premises. Some wives testified that their husbands developed a 
drinking problem during this period. Jane Namusisi today regrets that her 
husband went to these spaces: “He sold our land and drank the money away 
without me knowing.”283 Other family members associated men's drinking with 
increased violence at home.  Ham Kinobe, who was young at the time recalls 
that his father disciplined him and his siblings a lot, and the only reprieve they got 
was when he went to the private bar.284  
Even the people who criticized these drinking spaces appreciated them for 
serving the community. Because militarization made public bars unwelcome for 
most urban men and the streets dangerous for all night travelers, ‘beer of the 
bedrooms’ establishments provided safe spaces for customers who sought 
masculine leisure, or for others who were not able to quit drinking. Female 
interviewees described the anguish they felt when their husbands or male 
relatives went to drink in these spaces. Margaret Sepuuya recounted her worries:  
I pleaded with my husband to stop drinking, but he refused and kept going 
to beer w’omubitanda,” but he refused [‘nakijeemerako’]. Men are like this 
you talk to them and implore them to stop doing something and they 
pretend like they understand what you have said. But they keep doing it 
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anyway. My husband started going to the beer w’omubitanda. He would 
go and return the next day. I am glad that that beer existed because they 
could spend the night there.285 
During the 1970s, private bars also provided men with access to scarce 
alcohol. Newspaper accounts and commentary detail the stress that the 
economic crisis put on alcohol consumers. Moreover, once Uganda was 
engaged in the ‘Economic War’ ‘beer w’omubitanda’ truly became the black 
market beer. Across Kampala beer drinking became one of the most talked about 
and regulated activities in the city. Letters to the editor even called on authorities 
to abolish ‘beer w’omubitanda’. In a letter to the editor of the Uganda Argus, 
Stanley Mulumba, a reader, articulated how this type of beer was problematic.286 
First he observed that “BEER” was a “vital commodity,” that deserved particular 
administrative attention. To Mr. Mulumba and other state sympathizers, in order 
“to see the declared Economic War a Success,” beer and beer drinking habits 
had to be regulated. In his letter, Mulumba observed that although this was called 
‘beer w’omubitanda’ it simply meant that it was obtained through the black 
market. By labeling this beer a black market commodity, state operatives and 
moral leaders in Kampala could go after the beer w’omubitanda premises. All in 
all, the male customers of the private beer drinking spaces insisted upon 
enjoying the pleasures they derived from drinking.  
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WOMEN HOSTING BEER PARTIES IN A MODERN HOME AS A RIGHT TO A LIVELIHOOD  
Private bars represented an explicit communal act of defiance, and 
required complicit and collaboration between beer sellers and customers. The 
women who owned these homes and managed the private bars insisted upon a 
right to a livelihood, in spite of the dangers they faced. As women steeped in 
local culture, they also asserted new claims to own domesticated beer and to 
host parties of drinkers. Just like parties that men hosted in rural areas, women in 
Kampala expanded their networks and improved social relationships as hosts.  
I began my exploration into the ‘beer w’omubitanda’ by seeking out the 
entrepreneurs of such alcohol. When I asked the residents of the Rubaga section 
of Mengo about the people I should talk to about the “beer of the bedrooms” 
many replied that if I needed to talk to people about this alcohol I must begin with 
Rhoda Balya. Approaching Rhoda’s home, there are noticeable distinctions 
between her compound and the other homes in the neighborhood. Her big house 
was surrounded by a long concrete wall, and inside it contains an equally large 
yard. The land on which her home stands is close to half of a football field in size.  
It is rare for a Kampalan to own that much free land. From the size of the home, 
one would have thought the compound belonged to one of several elite members 
of the Kampala community who live in the neighborhood.  
When I arrived at Rhoda's home there were several children playing in the 
large yard in front of the house. One of the children guided me to the living room, 




Ugandan’s living room with large comfortable couches and maroon and yellow 
covers. Rhoda emerged about ten minutes after I arrived. I introduced myself and 
told her that Yakobo had referred me to her. Yakobo is one of her neighbors with 
whom I had grown acquainted. I quickly discovered that I would not be able to 
talk to her that day as the references from her neighbors were not enough for her 
to trust me. Moreover, I learned that Rhoda is not particularly close to her 
neighbors. I needed to develop my own relationship with her. That day I left 
Rhoda's home without interviewing her about selling alcohol in the 1970s and 
1980s. I would keep returning to her home and explaining what I wanted to know 
and why. Eventually she relented after about a month of my insistence.  
Rhoda has had an uneasy relationship with her neighbors. At one point 
she even considered moving away from the neighborhood. When I talked to her 
she felt as if she does not get the respect that others with similar achievements 
receive in the neighborhood. She put it this way: 
We who sold beer w’omubitanda are not treated properly. That is why 
Mukyala (Mrs.) Walugembe [another former seller of beer w’omubitanda] 
left this neighborhood and decided to rent her houses. She now lives in 
Nansana [a less prestigious neighborhood along Hoima Road]. You see? 
She would rather live in Nansana than keep hearing these rumors about 
the women who sold ‘beer w’omubitanda’ [that the women who owned 
private bars were most likely also prostitutes]. 
 
Here people gossip about us, and I know why. What they say about us is 
not true. It is all because of jealousy. They envy what we achieved. Look 




home. When people see it they begin to gossip. We people who sold beer 
w’omubitanda helped this community but after the soldiers left they quickly 
forgot how we helped them.287  
 
Yet, Rhoda took pains to explain to me that she has cultivated urban 
respectability and it has been because of her insistent defiance. She remained in 
the neighborhood in spite of the damaging rumors that her neighbors spread 
about her. After the current government demilitarized the neighborhood, 
circumstances and attitudes about private bars and drinking changed.  She 
explained that her hesitation to talk to me about selling beer inside her home 
during the era of militarization was because of the lack of respect she now 
notices from both her neighbors and outsiders. “I did not want to talk to you if you 
were one of these 'readers [scholars/students]' who come and leave without 
trying to know what really happened,” she told me. (Alcohol is a heavily studied 
topic in Kampala and is often associated with other social ills in the city: 
prostitution, disease, and domestic violence are some of the most common.288) 
Negative associations with alcohol consumption have continued to fuel a kind of 
retrospective stigmatization of ‘beer w’omubitanda’ businesses and its sellers. 
Some former operators of these premises, such as Mukyala Walugembe, who 
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amassed some wealth from the business, decided to move to the outskirts of the 
city or to other neighborhoods to flee from these ‘know-nothings’ who besmirch 
their reputations.  
Rhoda and many other former alcohol sellers determined, however, that 
the best way of defending their reputation was to remain in Mengo. During my 
interview with Rhoda she was adamant that her life in the space where she’s 
living has been about insisting (okujeemera) upon doing what she felt she 
needed to do, especially selling beer inside her home. Now, as in the past, she 
lives in opposition (Okujeema) to Mengo’s moral police. Indeed, former sellers of 
the ‘alcohol of the bedrooms’ repeatedly told me that they insisted upon selling 
alcohol, despite the dangers they faced, and the moral ambiguity of alcohol 
selling in the neighborhood.  
Kampala's women beer sellers often describe their defiance and 
endurance while drawing on historical social and economic transitions that 
happened in their lives and in the neighborhood. One obvious group of people 
who went into ‘beer w’omubitanda’ business early on were the women who had 
already worked in the Mengo clubs as waitresses, bartenders or as other staff. 
While men also did sell this kind of beer, women ran an overwhelming majority of 
the neighborhood's home-based bars. Many of these private bars were initially 
started by women fleeing their jobs in the Mengo clubs. Employees of formal 
clubs and bars became easy targets for army abusers. While the women who 




the soldiers living in the Mengo neighborhood saw them as easy sources of sex. 
Elizabeth Nakityo recalled, “The moment soldiers saw that you were working in 
bars, they took you to be loose (malaya).”289 In reality many of these women 
simply had found work in the bars, and it was not an uncommon trend for women 
to find employment in the service sector. Moreover, many were either married or 
had fiancés. Nevertheless, soldiers harassed them with repeated sexual 
advances and worse.  
Mariya Nandawula was one woman who left her job in one of the Mengo 
clubs to found a home-based bar shortly after militarization. She came to 
Kampala in the mid 1950s to undergo the senga rituals. After completing the 
rituals with her senga Mariya refused to return to the village where she had lived 
with her father and stepmother.  To Mariya’s folks back home, what she did was 
in itself Okujeema, the refusal to return to the village in order to find a suitor 
according to tradition. She clearly knew that was rebelling against tradition.290 
Mariya was like many women who came to Kampala with the expectation that 
they would return to their home villages, but after a certain period decided to stay 
in Kampala. In describing their reputations, many women like Mariya who refused 
to leave the city tended to emphasize how insistent defiance was part and parcel 
of their initial urban identity. In so and so's words: “Wa ka bagambaga nti ‘oyo ye 
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gundi eyagenda mukibuga najeemera yo’ [at home they would say that, ‘that is 
so and so who went to the city and refused to return home’]”291 
Mariya began working in Mengo in restaurants at a very young age. 
Shortly after she arrived in the city she offered to help her aunt’s neighbor in his 
restaurant near Mengo market. When she recalled working for this restaurant 
owner, having worked for him for free for about three years, she observed how 
young and inexperienced people can easily get exploited. Still, at the time it 
seemed like a good deal. She enjoyed the work and she ate as much as she 
wanted. Every once in a while the restaurant owner gave her cash, which she 
used to buy clothes or to set aside.  It was essentially a little pocket money. In 
Mariya's recollection her aunt's neighbor was feeding her and taking care of her 
much more than her family back home had.  
However, Mariya eventually realized that she could do better. She found 
another job in a different restaurant as a waitress. This job and the one that 
followed, also in a restaurant, paid her a regular salary. She began buying herself 
whatever she wanted. Mariya also began sending money to her family to help 
with her brothers’ and sisters’ education. By the 1960s, Mariya had decided that 
she enjoyed working in the restaurant business. Moreover, it was too late to train 
for something else. What Mariya needed was a better paying job. A friend alerted 
her to how people who worked in bars and clubs as bartenders or waitresses 
made more money than restaurant workers. Mariya got her first job working as a 
                                                        




bartender in Mubiru’s club in around 1964. Around the same time, she also 
acquired a small plot of land from her aunt, and began constructing a house with 
the salary she was receiving from the job and from her savings.  
When the neighborhood became militarized in 1966, Mariya had already 
established herself as a professional woman with a career in Mengo. For the 
most part, she worked behind the counter as a bartender and cashier. The salary 
was decent, and the labor not as strenuous as working in restaurants had been. 
By all accounts she was happy. Her first-born was about six years old and she 
had a fiancé with plans to get married. Mariya was one of the first women who 
left bartending in militarized Mengo, and opted to run a home-based bar instead. 
The soldiers’ behavior triggered her decision. She explained her reasoning: “A 
soldier would come to you and say, ‘tonight I want you to come to my home with 
me; I will wait for you.’ You had nothing to do because he was treating you like 
his wife.”292 At the time, Mariya was preparing to get married to the young man 
who had courted her for the past few years. Mariya’s fiancé had graduated from 
the elite Budo Secondary School, and had worked for the Buganda Kingdom 
before it was abolished in 1966.  
The women who had seen bartending as a career path were the first ones 
to begin selling beer inside homes. They were not “loose” women who turned 
their homes into bars because they wanted to make extra cash by selling sex. As 
Mariya’s testimony shows, women left the public bars mostly because they did 
                                                        




not want to be sexually harassed by drunken soldiers. Moreover, the fact that 
many Mengo men were also avoiding bars, provided a ready market for these 
bar owners-to-be. 
Women who had owned bars in other neighborhoods also opted to 
operate private bars in Mengo. In particular, the profits declined for bar owners in 
the poorer neighborhoods adjacent to Mengo. Anne Mirembe who owned a bar in 
Kisenyi, a neighborhood known for hosting newly arrived migrants and blue-collar 
workers, moved to Mengo and opened a private bar there. Anne’s Kisenyi 
customer pool had declined as soon as the military moved into the neighborhood. 
She recalled that, “when the soldiers came to the neighborhood, Mengo men 
stopped crossing Kabaka Anjagalla Road.”293 Anne immediately found a home in 
Mengo and came closer to her customers.  
Other businesswomen who commuted to these (low-income) 
neighborhoods initially persisted. Ruth Nasuna sold also beer in the Kisenyi 
neighborhood before militarization. She commuted daily from her home in 
Mengo, walking about two miles to her bar in Kisenyi. Before militarization, Ruth 
often closed the bar around midnight and walked home with a group of other 
women and an employee. With the arrival of the soldiers, the group of women 
who walked home in the middle of the night dwindled. The road home had 
become dangerous. To walk to her home near the Catholic Cathedral, Ruth had 
to bypass the palace barracks, the roundabout on Kabakanjagalla Road, which 
                                                        




most of the times had a roadblock, skirt the Republic House, and walk past the 
army shop. Ruth and other women who operated bars in Kisenyi also discovered 
that many of their reliable customers came from the same militarized part of 
Mengo, and had the same concerns walking back after drinking. “All of a sudden, 
my business was not doing well. I had lots of customers every night, but at the 
end of the day I would count and there was no money to show for all the 
customers.”294 The customers who remained in the neighborhoods outside 
central Mengo were poor, and these sellers discovered that they needed to follow 
their wealthier customers. Ruth recalled that the poorer customers “wanted to 
drink waragi [a cheap local gin]. Others wanted to drink on credit.” Suddenly it did 
not make sense to take the daily risks of navigating this new urban landscape. 
Ruth began selling beer from her home in Mengo.  
Private bars also provided a space where interaction between Mengo 
residents and soldiers became possible. Local men were quick to abandon 
neighborhood bars and clubs when the soldiers first arrived. When the army first 
came to Mengo, they entered a neighborhood that vehemently loathed the 
central government and particularly Milton Obote himself. There was a price to 
pay for a Mengo resident who was seen to fraternize with Obote soldiers. Yet, 
the soldiers were not a homogenous group. While broadly speaking they were 
mostly northerners, they were diverse in background and views. The home bars 
                                                        




allowed soldiers to fraternize with Mengo residents without the baggage that 
usually came with drinking with soldiers.  
Moreover, if there was a group of Mengoites who would understand the 
differences among the soldiers it was the women in the beer economy. While 
some soldiers caused disruptions in public bars, others sought to cultivate 
professional and normal patron-client relationships in home bars. Women 
bartenders noticed that not all soldiers were the same. “Abajansi abamu balina 
obuntu nyo [some soldiers had real humanity],” Anne recalled.295  “When one of 
their friends misbehaved, they would come to you and apologize.”296 Such 
soldiers became customers of the “beer w’omubitanda” bars. As soon as they 
took off their uniforms, these soldiers would walk to one of the homes and sit 
down with the other men and drink together.  
Furthermore, alcohol provided the means for women sellers, especially 
those new to the neighborhood, to become good neighbors and to practice 
neighborliness.297 Former beer sellers who had been new to the neighborhood 
recalled how their new neighbors would stop by to welcome them into the 
neighborhood. During these visits, the owner of a private bar would offer an 
alcoholic drink to the passerby. However, Anne Mirembe recalled how this social 
expectation to be generous to strangers nearly ruined her businesses. “People 
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kept returning as guests, not customers.”298 Others described how their 
generosity made them feel good, because now they could show to Mengo 
skeptics that they were good people (abantu b’engeso). When the healer Jaja 
Bena instructed Annet Mukibi to leave some alcohol for the ancestors, she went 
to one of the homes that sold ‘beer of the bedrooms’. “I told her [the beer seller] 
that this was for a ritual; she understood what I meant and she knew that I did not 
drink, so she just gave me some.”299  
Additionally, like many commodities, the existence of the ‘alcohol of the 
bedroom’ premises provided an easy channel for black market beer during the 
era of commodities shortage. Many of the entrepreneurs who operated these 
businesses had connections with the businesses that became official suppliers of 
beer in Kampala. However, these formal suppliers were not enough since their 
prices would have pushed the cost of beer bottles to the price of a shilling or 
more above the state mandated prices. For example, when a bottle of beer was 
supposed to be sold at 6 shillings, the ‘beer of the bedroom’ premises could 
afford to sell at only 6.50 shillings otherwise they risked losing their clientele. In 
order to ensure that their prices remained within a reasonable range, the Mengo 
entrepreneurs varied their suppliers.  
When you relied on one supplier they found out very quickly that you 
needed them. It was bad for business because they would come to you 
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one day and say ‘you know the prices have gone up for this and that 
reason, so today you are paying 7 shillings per bottle or 126 shillings for 
the case. Because of that you kept secret how much beer was available, 
when your next supply would come, and who else supplied you.300  
  
The entrepreneurs of ‘beer of the bedroom’ learned how to deal in the 
army shop goods. They also guarded against being targeted by intelligence 
stings. A soldier ready to buy in the army shop and then sell the surplus often 
delivered the beer bottles in a handbag, not a crate. The home bar owner also 
hid the beer beyond sight. The ‘UA’ (Uganda Army) label was inside the cap and 
when selling a bottle the bartender ensured that s/he kept the cap. In interviews 
these former beer sellers demonstrated how they ensured that the beer looked 
like a regular beer, not the ‘UA’ beer. It was necessary to bring the closed bottle 
to the customer and open it in front of him.301 In order to make sure that the ‘UA’ 
label remained hidden, these entrepreneurs showed me how they covered the 
cap, putting the whole hand over the opener and cap. As the cap came off, they 
quickly retreated with it or hid it in another way.  
In addition to alcohol, these women also sold black market goods, 
especially the case during the Amin regime, when everyday commodities were 
scarce. This was particularly true for the women operators who could more easily 
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acquire other goods that they used in their own homes. “The soldier who sold 
alcohol to me brought me other things, such as sugar and salt,” Ruth Namusisi 
told me.302 These relationships that facilitated access to scarce commodities 
often elicited jealousy and envy from neighbors.  
While most ‘beer w’omubitanda’ operators were women, there were few 
men who ran private bars. Since men were likely to be shop owners in Mengo to 
begin with, they were predisposed to easily have networks of suppliers of black 
market alcohol. During the economic crisis of the 1970, some of these male 
traders became operators of beer w’omubitanda premises, even those who had 
not been beer vendors or bar owners before the 1970s. My male interviewees 
who were shop owners during the era of militarization emphasized how easily 
they could added ‘beer w’omubitanda’ to their trade.  
One such male trader who became a vendor of ‘beer w’omubitanda’ was 
Johnson Mugenyi. Johnson came to Kampala in the late 1940s, and at first 
worked as a manual laborer including working for other traders. In the early 
1960s he decided that he wanted to try his hand at trading. He began by setting 
up a table near the entrance of the Mengo market. His initial investment was so 
little that he set up his table with only a few everyday life commodities, which he 
sold to passersby. Within a few weeks shop owners were giving him goods on 
credit, which he would sell and pay them back immediately. Within a year of 
entering this semi-hawking business, an acquaintance helped him secure a small 
                                                        




room which he turned into a shop. By the late 1960s and early 1970s, Johnson’s 
shop was operating at full capacity brimming with stock.303 
When I interviewed Johnson he was still in the same shop he owned since 
the 1960s. It is a typical shop owned by Africans in towns and trading centers 
across Uganda. When I walked into the shop to interview him, he did his best to 
demonstrate how he operated a ‘beer w’omubitanda’ business under the same 
roof. On entering the shop, one feels cramped with very little space. The visible 
shop space is about 1.5 meters long by 2.5 meters wide. When a customer steps 
into the shop, there’s a desk that separates him or her from the shopkeeper. 
Johnson invited me behind the desk whose drawers he uses as his register, and 
to display additional goods. This space was barely enough for the two of us. 
Right in our back rubbing against us were shelves that held his stock, clearly 
displayed.  
Upon joining Johnson, he showed me a backroom room invisible to 
customers. During the time when he operated a ‘beer w’omubitanda’ bar he used 
this back room as a bar. His customers entered through a backdoor and he had a 
helper who managed the bar. For his part he used signals to communicate to the 
helper. Johnson explained, “I would tap on the cardboard wall if I saw a soldier 
                                                        





approaching the shop, or if I felt like they were making too much noise.”304 Very 
much like the home-based bars Johnson's drinking establishment was hidden.  
These types of attached rooms in shops, which were ordinarily used as a 
sleeping space for the shop’s night watchman or as the owner’s sleeping room, 
made it easy for traders such as Johnson to enter the alcohol market. Being a 
trader of other goods also made it easy for him to acquire alcohol, even when all 
commodities were being rationed. In interviews, Johnson and other shop owners 
told me that they knew how to acquire crates of beer, even through the black 
market (magendo).305 Moreover, the soldiers who sold the army shop beer to bar 
owners found it easier to sell to people who already owned shop businesses. 
Soldiers did not have to fear being seen walking into a home carrying a handbag 
full of goods. In the case of those who sold to Johnson, they pretended to be 
making a stop on their way to work.306 
While private bars provided a good livelihood to owners of these spaces, 
Kampalans now associate the home bars with immorality. When I asked Mengo 
residents what ‘beer w’omubitanda’ was, most often the first aspect they would 
tick off was sex. For example Daniel Kalibala told me, “That is where men drank 
and had sex with the women who sold alcohol.”  He continued, “That kind of beer 
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destroyed homes.”307 Indeed, some customers of the ‘beer w’omubitanda’ spoke 
about how customers equally suspected that sex happened on the premises. 
Whether some sex work happened on these premises, it is hard to tell. However, 
it is possible that some of the premises might have mixed alcohol and sex work. 
Moreover, militarization also affected sex work in two ways. One, the fact that the 
military presence cut off free movement of the men who frequented Kisenyi 
brothels meant that these men probably turned to Mengo. Two, and relatedly, 
many sex workers in Kisenyi and other neighborhoods became continually 
threatened. Previously, I described instances where soldiers raped sex workers. 
The neighborhoods that functioned as ‘red light districts’ were no longer safe for 
many sex workers. For example, in Janet Nantera’s story I narrated earlier, she 
and other sex workers decided to leave Kisenyi because being a sex worker 
increasingly became dangerous and unprofitable..308  
One possible reason that some Mengo residents associated ‘beer 
w’omubitanda’ premises with sex might have been because of the entry of new 
women entrepreneurs into the neighborhood. Moreover, private bars implied that 
women were hosting beer drinking parties that traditionally men hosted. In this 
setting, male customers also competed for female attention, in spaces that were 
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dominated by men.309 Men also suspected each other of being the favored, or 
jealously kept tabs on each other. On this point Yona told me, “If you saw that 
somebody was drinking slowly, you knew that he is a boyfriend, or at least that 
he is waiting for you to leave. The men who clutched one bottle for hours and 
hours were often looking for something else more than the alcohol.”310 All in all, 
private bars represented one of the means by which Kampalans asserted a right 
to livelihood. For women like Rhoda Balya it also offered an opportunity to 
cultivate urban respectability, albeit in a traditionally male domain. Her account of 
the militarized years also situates the 'beer of the bedroom' scene within the 
framework of Okujeema.    
 
CONCLUSION: BEER, BEDS AND URBAN ENDURANCE IN MENGO 
Private bars (‘beer w’omubitanda’ or ‘beer of the bedrooms’) helped 
Mengo residents of Kampala to continue leading an urban life when the army 
moved into their neighborhood. Indeed, private bars became part of the urban 
landscape almost immediately after the military came into the neighborhood. As 
early as 1966, the military presence made Mengo’s bars unsafe for men, and the 
streets unsafe for beer drinkers and bar workers returning home at night. Thus, 
while other forms of egregious abuses (property dispossession, public 
executions, and indiscriminate arrests of urban men) came late in the 1970s and 
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into 1980s, Kampalans who patronized public bars faced the wrath of 
militarization beginning in 1966. These private bars were a way for the female 
owners to insist upon a livelihood and the male customers to continue to enjoy 
the pleasures of urban life. In the conservative capital of the Ganda city, the 
phenomenon of beer parties in which women were hosts disrupted the traditional 
norms whereby the men owned the domesticated alcohol and always acted as 








On one sunny February day in 2014 I was walking from Mengo to 
downtown Kampala; it is about a four-mile distance. The journey entailed going 
through heavily congested streets and narrow pathways between buildings. In 
one quarter near the border between Mengo and Kampala, I noticed an old man 
speaking loudly and walking towards a woman who was hurriedly walking away 
from him. The man was haranguing her for not dressing inappropriately; she was 
dressed in what looked to the old man like not being dressed at all. He accused 
the woman of cursing the Kabaka or king (okusera) with her wardrobe choice. As 
the woman walked away, from a safe distance, she stopped and spoke loudly in 
the old man’s direction: “Mvako musiru gwe. Nkola mu saloon, nze nzigiriza 
abantu okwambala [Leave me alone, you idiot. I work in a salon, and, therefore, I 
am the one who teaches fashion to people].” 
The moment stood out in my mind as I conducted interviews and asked 
people about living in a militarized city between 1966 and 1986. During 2014 
when I conducted this fieldwork, Uganda in general and Kampala in particular 
were going through debates reminiscent of the 1970s morality campaigns 
described in chapter three. In 2013, the National Resistance Movement (NRM), 
the ruling party, had introduced a bill banning miniskirts. On February 6, 
Uganda’s parliament passed the miniskirt ban under the Anti-pornography Act, a 




and its later successful passage were enough to spur attacks against women on 
Kampala's streets.311 It took nationally televised speeches from female politicians 
and police authorities to stop urban men from harassing and attacking the 
women they perceived to be improperly dressed.  
I soon discovered that my interviewees were making a connection 
between the ongoing debates about the miniskirt fashion of 2013 and 2014 and 
the debates about fashion after independence and throughout the militarization 
period. In fact, Kampalans described how urban life has always been about 
reconciling contradictory ideas and attitudes about dress and appearance. This 
chapter explores urban women’s responses to challenges to their appearance 
and self-representation in the militarized post-colonial Ugandan context. 
Women’s dress provides a lens for understanding changing urban values and 
attitudes. In fact, dress and appearance have always been contentious in the city 
of Kampala, and this chapter argues that women used dress to navigate the 
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ATTITUDES TOWARD DRESS IN THE CITY FROM LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY TO THE 
COLONIAL ERA 
 
Attitudes about dress in colonial Kampala emerged as a result of the on-
going interactions between people coming from different value systems. Christian 
missionaries in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries preached about 
dress as the embodiment of personal virtue. To them dress reflected morality, 
discipline, modesty, and respectability.312 Yet, the missionaries were preaching to 
an audience that similarly valued the public demonstration of such virtues, 
especially for women.313 For example, during the senga rituals young girls 
learned principles and values relating to dress and in other cases undress as part 
of the process of learning how to be a woman.  Much of what they learned was 
about taboo behavior and also taboo dress.  
Specifically girls learned in the senga rituals that dress and self-
representation could lead to ekitibwa [respectability], not only for individual 
women but also for people related to her.  They also learned about the potential 
of okuwemula [vulgarity], and okusera [curse] through dress. In other words, 
young girls grew up knowing that their self-representation mattered a great deal 
and had practical import for how they and those close to them were treated. 
Sengas also taught young girls to avoid dress that would lead to okuwemula 
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(roughly meaning vulgarity), because it shamed the elders, the senga included. 
At the same time, the senga also taught the women-to-be that they could curse 
people in positions of authority, with undress.  
Importantly, missionaries had adopted many Gandan principles drawing 
on them to denounce certain forms of dress. The missionaries argued that 
women should adopt floor-length dresses in order to avoid okuwemula [vulgarity] 
against their elders and okusera [cursing] the leaders. Yet, when missionaries 
preached Victorian ideas about modesty, discipline and morality, Ugandans 
interpreted these lessons through their own cultural and historical lens. For 
example, what might have been respectable for the Baganda seemed immodest 
for the British missionaries. The missionary ethnographer Charles Hattersley, 
expressed disapprovingly that Baganda women through their dress during the 
first decades of the twentieth century were “attracting much more notice than is 
bestowed on the Prayer-book or the preacher.”314 In effect, Baganda women 
were using dress to attract attention and ekitibwa (respect) to themselves, a 
positive use of dress. From the missionaries perspective, it instead drew rebuke 
and a call for modesty.315  
The values of modesty that missionaries, Christians, and other Ganda 
people promoted during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
sometimes overlapped and sometimes conflicted with different understandings of 
respectability. Respectable Ganda women since the late nineteenth century wore 
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cotton cloth wrap-around garments (suka) adopted largely from East African 
coastal links. The distinctive aspect of the suka was that it wrapped around the 
chest and went all the way to the feet. Men, on the other hand, wore kanzu 
robes, also from the East African coast. The male kanzu covered more body 
surface than the women's suka dress. At the outset of the twentieth century both 
styles of dress brought status and respectability to the wearer.  Joseph Kalibala 
(Figure 1.3 on page 244) migrated to Kampala in the late 1940s and worked for 
the king until 1966. He described how Kampalans continue to respect men when 
they wear the kanzu.  
When I first arrived in the city I observed how people respected you when 
you were wearing the kanzu. The same thing happened in my village. 
People saw that you were an older man wearing a kanzu and gave you 
way and everybody greeted you with respect.  
Even today the kanzu makes people respect you a lot. When I am in a 
hurry and I need to get to somewhere, I usually put on my regular cloths, 
and then I put my kanzu on top. This way if there are too many people 
waiting for the taxis, I am assured a seat. If you are waiting for a taxi with 
a group, usually one of the people waiting with you will tell others: ‘bambi 
muleke muzeyi asoke [please let the old man go first].’ Or even the driver 
will ask the person sitting in prestigious] front seat to give it up for you.316  
 
Yet, Joseph decried that contemporary Kampalan young men are not adopting 
the kanzu robe. “You go to a wedding today, and you find that most people are 
wearing suits and very few of them are wearing the kanzu.” 
                                                        




While the kanzu has not changed since its introduction to Buganda in the 
nineteenth century, women’s garments, especially those that represented 
respectability and modesty have evolved over the twentieth century. During the 
twentieth century, for example, Ganda women adopted a form of dress called 
Gomesi (see Figure 1.2 on page 243). It became so popular that Gandans 
adopted it as a national symbol.  Ugandans also refer to it as the traditional 
dress. Like the suka dress, Gomesi is floor-length, but it was distinguished by the 
addition of puffed-up shoulders.  In fact, the excess cloth of the garment covers 
most of the body. At the turn of the century the headmistress of the of the 
Gayaza women’s Boarding School commissioned the Gomesi family to tailor a 
uniform for the first girls’ boarding school in the country, with the goal of making 
this uniform a symbol of modesty.317 Importantly, as an Anglican missionary 
school, Gayaza was a model institution known for producing conservative 
women. It also led the way in making Gomesi a symbol for women's modesty. 
Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, Gomesi continued to undergo 
changes to fit different tastes and classes.318    
As Gomesi went from a high school and college level women’s uniform to 
national women's attire, it underwent significant transformations.  Older tailors 
remember the tailoring requests they received at mid-century and the role they 
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played in altering the form of Gomesi. The appearance, for example, of a new 
textile pattern or form, buttons, and belts on the urban market, for example, led 
well-to-do women to acquire the changed Gomesi. One major mid-century 
development was a demand by upper-class women for expansive fabric. 
According to current and former tailors, as more people began demanding more 
fabric, the tailoring business became a lucrative career. Many of the tailors at the 
turn of the century were men who had either inherited their sewing machine and 
trade from their parents or who had gone to a missionary vocational training 
institution. Many scholars of fashion in Africa have written about similar adoptions 
of bulky fabric for garments as a fashion statement. Simply put, more fabric and 
the projection of the body’s bigger girth corresponded with a person’s 
importance, respectability and social and economic standing.319  
Women who witnessed the wider adoption of Gomesi during the first half 
of the century remembered how mothers and sengas demanded their daughters 
begin to wear them as a show of respect to them and other elders. Margaret 
Nnalongo was born in Kasujju and, as a young girl in the 1960s, split her time 
between her immediate family and her elderly paternal aunt’s home. As a senga, 
this aunt taught Margaret the importance of wearing the Gomesi to enhance her 
respectability and that of her elders. Margaret migrated to Kampala at a young 
age in 1965, and got married in 1971. She has worn Gomesi every day, and she 
used her aunt to explain why:  
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My senga had two Gomesi dresses, and was always wearing one. She 
wore a basic Gomesi while performing daily tasks and a fancy and colorful 
one on Sundays and for other important events such as weddings. She 
would tell us the little girls who stayed with her: ‘luno lugoye lw’ekitibwa 
[this is a dress of respect]. When you become women [bakyala] you must 
always put it on.’ Sometimes you saw my senga washing her everyday 
Gomesi in the night and drying it overnight, or she would wear the fancy 
Gomesi for half of the day while the other one sun-dried.320   
 
As Margaret’s case illustrates by independence Gomesi had become the dress of 
not only womanhood, but also Ganda womanhood. 
As more Kampalan women took up professions that had previously been 
associated with Europeans, professional dress also became highly attractive and 
respectable. In particular, nursing uniforms symbolized urban achievement for 
those who wore them. Mengo hosted two major hospitals, Rubaga Hospital 
(Catholic Church) and Mengo Hospital (Anglican Church).321 Throughout the 
colonial period, and even after, the neighborhood produced the many nurses who 
served across Uganda. The residents who grew up in Mengo remember how 
both the Catholic and Protestant Cathedrals promoted the profession of nursing 
for women. Nurses walked neighborhoods in their uniforms, even when they 
were not working; they walked to work in their uniforms too. On Sundays in 
Namirembe Cathedral, nurses sat in their own section in uniform. Kampalans 
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observed with awe and envy the respect that church leaders extended to nurses. 
“As a young girl, I saw nurses in uniform and the respect they were given in 
church on Sundays, and I decided that this is what I wanted to become,” 
remembered Sara Kibuka.322 One after another, former and current nurses in the 
Mengo quarter told me that the nurses’ uniform attracted them to the 
profession.323 Thus, Kampala women understood that nurses’ uniforms helped 
them cultivate their identity as respectable urban and professional women.324  
Gomesi and nursing uniforms played contrasting roles in socializing urban 
women in Kampala. Gomesi socialized women for Ganda and urban 
womanhood. For example, urban women modified their Gomesi to make it 
identifiable as urban dress but also respectable. They did so by adding extra 
buttons, modifying the size of the belt, and selecting rare fabrics and colors.325 
On the other hand, the nurses uniforms socialized women as both a group of 
medical professionals and respectable Kampalans. Strikingly the uniform's skirt 
was much shorter than that of the Gomesi, hitting just around a woman's knees. 
Yet, to Mengo observers, the uniform allowed Ganda women to garner respect 
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from the most influential institution in Kampala, if not the country: the Anglican 
Church.  
 
ATTITUDES, VALUES AND DRESS IN POST-COLONIAL KAMPALA 
Urban women in post-colonial Kampala used the values embedded in 
dress and social representation to navigate the militarized neighborhood. Yet, 
constant political changes often led to rejections of the values people attached to 
dress. Women during the era of militarization, therefore, relied on their ability to 
make dress choices that allowed them to be urban and respectable, in spite of 
shifting opinions about what constituted respectable, even moral dress.  Their 
choices also had real consequences for their own security.  
During the post-colonial era, political representation became intertwined 
with how people sought to represent themselves as urbanites through dress. 
After 1966, the Ugandan state increasingly became increasingly authoritarian, 
and the government began to demand public displays of support from 
Kampalans. In post-colonial Uganda, political parties were represented by 
specific colors. The color red represented Obote’s ruling political party, the 
Uganda People’s Congress (UPC), while green represented the Democratic 
Party (DP), one of the dominant parties in the Buganda Kingdom. Political 
symbols soon became entangled with the dresses that had long been associated 




During my interviews with former nurses in Kampala I discovered that 
these political colors became attached to their professional outfits. It was a shift 
that many nurses resented.  For example, by coincidence, a classes of nurses at 
Mulago Hospital, a major government hospital in Kampala, featured green as one 
of its nurses’ uniform colors. After 1966 the government mandated that the green 
color be removed from Mulago’s nurses’ uniforms and red, UPC’s color, replace 
it. According to several former nurses, the state was seeking to inscribe political 
allegiance in their working lives and  on their very bodies. They all also pointed 
out that uniforms had not been used previously to make political statements and 
they had preferred it that way.  Prior to 1966 women proudly wore their 
nursing uniforms because they made them look professional and urban. The 
Democratic Party was popular in parts of Mengo, but UPC was extremely 
unpopular in the Mengo neighborhood because it was headed by Obote. He was 
a figure Mengo residents loathed for the removal of the king and militarization of 
their neighborhood. In the post-1966 era wearing a color that seemed to 
represent the UPC tarnished a person’s reputation in the neighborhood of 
Mengo.326 Thus, the shift in nurses’ uniforms at Mulago Hospital led nurses to 
devise strategies that allowed them to maintain their reputation as respectable 
neighbors. 
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Former nurses lamented not being able to wear the uniforms in their 
neighborhood after the uniforms’ politics changed. The army harassed and 
arrested people wearing the old uniforms with the green color. Yet, if Mulago 
nurses wore the uniform with the UPC color, they risked being seen as 
supporters of Obote and becoming social pariahs in their own neighborhood. 
Former nurses remember how they began to wear regular clothes and to carry 
their uniforms in separate bags to work.327 While nurses in Kampala had worn 
their uniforms on their way to and from work as a show of status, they began to 
carry them inside their bags to defy the new government demands. The military 
presence made the situation worse, because soldiers targeted nurses who did 
not comply by wearing anything that seemed to represent the opposition. By 
forcing Mulago nurses to wear uniforms that endorsed the nation’s politics (and 
risk being ostracized), the government changed the meaning and function that 
the uniforms had served. Women practiced Okujeema, resistance, whenever 
they refused to wear the uniforms in ways that the UPC mandated.  
At the same time, any uniform of the medical profession helped 
Kampalans navigate a highly militarized neighborhood. Throughout the era of 
militarization roadblocks were an everyday fact of life, and such uniforms helped 
nurses and other professionals pass points on their path with a military station. 
Interviewees, therefore, emphasized how soldiers were less likely to target them 
if they were wearing a nursing uniform. Brenda Babirye, who was a nurse in 
                                                        





Mulabo recalled the respect that nurses in the late 1960s received not only from 
the public, but even from the soldiers. She recalled, “Mengo soldiers called us 
Obote’s nurses;” it was a high honor and show of respect.328  
Nonetheless, Mulago nurses, who resided in Mengo, feared that word 
would spread that they had joined the UPC. “I feared that my neighbors would 
spread gossip that I had become UPC, even if they knew that I would never,” 
Josephine Mugwanya, a retired nurse said.329 It became an imperative for nurses 
to wear regular clothes to work until the anger against Obote and UPC subsided. 
The worry for most nurses was how this politicization of uniforms would affect 
their reputation in their neighborhoods. Thus, former nurses described how they 
often carried multiple outfits with them and switched in to the uniform only after 
they had left the neighborhood. 
Women's dress choices also responded to attitude changes that 
accompanied the many political crises that Uganda experienced between 1966 
and 1986. While Gomesi continued to be a respected dress in the city, many 
Kampalans adopted other fashions which advertised their urban-ness. Moreover, 
as the ekibuga became the capital of the nation after independence, more 
women, for whom Gomesi did not have the same meaning as Baganda, came to 
the city and adopted different fashions. Joan Birungi who came to Kampala in 
1965 remembers how she never liked to dress in the Gomesi. “When we went 
back home as girls working and living in Kampala people in our villages expected 
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us to look different, you know urban [ng’owekibuga]. Gomesi was an old person’s 
dress, and I only wear it when going to rituals such as wedding or burials.”330 
This speaks to how urban self-representation is constantly evolving, and how 
women are always making choices that contradict tradition, even in conservative 
societies like Buganda.  
Indeed, as more young women sought a new cosmopolitan look around 
the 1960s and 1970s, Gomesi became a dress for older and especially married 
women and for ritual occasions. For tailors, this development portended serious 
economic implications. The economic model that the tailoring industry had 
adopted was such that tailors charged more for more fabric. Miniskirts and 
shorter dresses upended this model. Older former tailors lamented that many 
women even bought miniskirts ready-made, taking a great deal of business away 
from the tailors. Even when women had miniskirts tailored, they haggled to pay 
as little as possible. A now elderly Patrick Sengendo who tailored for different 
fashions in the 1960s and 1970s told me, “We were making Gomesi with lots of 
fabric for twenty-five shillings; how could you charge the same amount for a small 
piece of cloth that fits like this?”331 In recounting Patrick used his body to 
demonstrate the financial unfeasibility of miniskirts. 
As more young women adopted new ways of demonstrating their urban-
ness [okulabika ng’omunakibuga] through dress, debates about social values in 
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the city erupted. Conservative elites community voiced opposition to the new 
fashions proliferating in the city. During the so-called ‘anti-miniskirt’ campaigns, 
conservative voices in Kampala framed their arguments against perceived 
offending fashions as shaming elders and the nation. In commentaries and 
letters to the editor of the Uganda Argus and other newspapers, Kampalans 
complained that women’s new fashions were shaming their elders and the 
national leaders. “To shame a woman is to shame a nation,” said the author of 
one letter.  These public commentaries echoed the warnings from sengas to 
young girls to never shame their elders by not wearing Gomesi daily. A letter 
writer identified as Peace Nyenga similarly wrote, “Any woman [and girl] who 
wears mini-dress puts the whole nation – Uganda – to shame.”332 In the same 
letter the author went on to call for government action against those who dress in 
minis.  
After Idi Amin deposed Milton Obote in 1971, state intervention in urban 
dress norms accelerated. In fact, upon coming to power Idi Amin saw the task of 
“dressing the nation” as a government function.333 In fact, Idi Amin saw the ability 
to control urban-ness as an essential aspect of bringing about political stability. 
He, therefore, sought to control and regulate fashion for his soldiers and for the 
city's urban women. One example of explicit government intervention was when 
the Amin government passed a decree banning mini-skirts in 1972. The 
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government called it “A Decree To Prohibit the Wearing of Certain Dresses 
Which Outrage Decency And Are Injurious to Public Morals And For Other 
Purposes Connected Therewith.”334  
This new focus on dress and appearance resulted from the ascendance of 
Islam in Uganda. Idi Amin was nominally Muslim, in a country where only an 
estimated ten percent of Ugandans practiced Islam. Upon coming to power, Amin 
declared Uganda an Islamic nation. Many of his cabinet appointees and high 
level cabinet officials were also Muslims. The emphasis Amin and these other 
high officials placed on modest dress came in part from their interpretation of 
morality and the Muslim faith. It was one reason that dress became an issue in 
the 1970s.335 However, Kampalans who supported these laws, such as the letter 
writer above, used local meanings, similar to those that girls learn at sengas 
about dress and undress states, to argue against wering minis and other new 
urban fashions. The proliferation of new fashion trends was a transition that 
upset several actors, including sengas, who preached and expected women to 
wear Gomesi or a variation of it. The city's tailors, joined the sengas in protest.. 
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For many women the miniskirt was as much an economic statement as it 
was a fashion statement. Tailors recalled how women would bring sample 
clothes and patterns that were definitely not miniskirts but which they argued 
were. Women would argue that the skirt they wanted made was indeed a 
miniskirt as a way of bargaining for a cheaper tailoring cost. Older women shared 
with me photographs of themselves in dresses and skirts that fell to the knees 
(sometimes just below and sometimes just above), which they gloatingly told me 
only cost the price of a mini. Young women shared with each other these and 
other strategies for paying less at the tailors.’336  Knowing how to navigate the 
fashion market was another mark of their urban-ness.  
As suggested by my interviews the definition of a miniskirt in Uganda has 
changed over time. In the 1970s, Idi Amin’s decrees banning miniskirts covered 
any dress or skirt above the knees. Soldiers often ridiculously measured 
women's skirts in centimeters, subjecting them to humiliating public inspections 
of their dress. Many women showed me the skirts and dresses which they stored 
away because these dresses looked ambiguous enough in Amin’s Uganda that 
they feared that soldiers would harass or arrest them breaching the anti-miniskirt 
laws.  
The popularity of the new fashion trends in the 1960s and 1970s fueled 
debates about immorality in Kampala. Indeed, as shown above, in reality not all 
dresses and skirts that became categorized as mini-skirts were in fact minis. 
                                                        





Many women told me that they preferred close fitting skirts and dresses whose 
hemline hit just above or below the knee. However, when Idi Amin abolished 
mini-skirts his enforcers also went after these mid-length dresses and skirts. 
Scholars of Uganda have written about how the miniskirt ban and other orders 
that sought to enforce morality caused hardship to women. For example, 
Kyomuhendo and McIntosh, citing the anti-miniskirt law as an example, have 
observed that both Idi Amin and Obote II enacted a “campaign of deliberate, 
gender based repression.”337 Equally, Alicia Decker provided a detailed 
description of the brutality with which Idi Amin’s government enforced the 
miniskirt ban, by for example, allowing the soldiers to mete out whatever 
punishment they desired.338  
Certainly these scholars are right in pointing out how the Amin 
government and the army implemented a gendered policy that harassed women 
based simply on dress. However, by examining the so-called miniskirts and mini-
dresses as women’s choices to represent themselves – as banakibuga or city 
women and as frugal in economic matters – we can then understand how they 
were adopting different dresses as an opportunity to project a particular image. 
As agents making choices about dress, women were not only defining 
themselves but also resisting military rule.  
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Moreover, women's dress also provided opportunities for women to defy 
the government, its enforcers, and elders. In response to this law, Kampala’s 
women adopted the longer dresses and skirts (maxis), which they called ‘Amin 
Mvako’ or 'Leave Me Alone, Amin.' The women who lived through the Amin years 
told me that ‘Amin Mvako’ was a demand to be left alone, a statement to Amin 
and his enforcers.339 “We have done what you demanded, now leave us alone,” 
said Nakato Kimuli, who was a market trader.340 Indeed, historian Alicia Decker 
has recently appropriately argued that by naming these long dresses Amin 
Mvako (Leave Me Alone, Amin), Uganda’s women took control of their bodies.341 
I agree with this observation, but the urban women of Kampala also felt like this 
was an attack on the clothing that defined them as Kampalans.  
Women had cultivated fashion to identify themselves as uniquely urban 
and modern. These were the dresses that women pulled out and demonstrated 
to me that they wore when they went to their villages to demonstrate that they 
were urban. In fact, when Amin’s government attacked their dress, they looked 
for other ways to look urban. For example, Esther Nakabugo equated the dress 
controversy to other efforts to rob urban women of their homes and identity. In 
the 1970s, Esther worked as a stylist in downtown Kampala, and her dress 
defined who she was as a stylist. She liked to look good, she said, and her 
customers came to her salon because of her style. While Esther walked around 
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Kampala in a long dress or skirt, she would carry a version of the same skirt to 
work but with a long slit in the back, and she would teach her clients how to 
disguise this slit. Moreover, Esther and other young women channeled their 
anger to other activities that emphasized their distinct urban identity. She also 
reminisced about the new energies that women poured into teeth-whitening 
activities. “The [army] could not take away our teeth-whiteners.”342 Thus, 
Nakabugo and her fellow female Kampalans devised other strategies of 
expressing their urban-ness that was still centered on beauty and glamor as an 
urban aesthetic. In short, when the government attacked urban women’s dress, 
they reconfigured their fashions and expressed their urban-ness in other ways. 
To be clear, wearing 'Amin Mvako' did not necessarily free women's bodies from 
public searches by the solider's empowered to police women's morality. 
However, it created another urban fashion, an option for women to add to their 
wardrobe, if you will.  
Women in militarized Kampala, indeed, survived the era because of their 
ability to change their self-representation through dress. Cissy Nakalema was 
young woman (in her 30s) during the Amin regime always traveled with extra 
pieces of cloth. She recalled how young women like her enjoyed urban pleasures 
even amidst this insecurity. She reminisced about a friend who lived on Makindye 
Hill in a large house and owned a boom box. Cissy and her friends frequently 
visited this friend and danced into the evening. When they were there they wore 
                                                        





what they liked. Their impromptu dance party sounded extremely dangerous and 
reckless. Yet, Cissy recalled that “on my way back home in the evening I would 
put on my Gomesi and walk straight home.”343 Kampalan women took 






As the story with which I began this essay demonstrates, dress continues 
to mediate broader debates about politics. In spite of the restoration of the 
kingdom in the 1990s, there remained doubts among loyalists in the city about 
the feasibility of the kingdom within the nation of Uganda. Such old men who 
harassed young women for supposedly cursing the Kabaka [okusera Kabaka] 
were in part expressing their anxieties about the position of the kingdom. 
Likewise, the arguments against particular kinds of dress continue to hold sway 
because many people believe that people who wear certain fashions can curse 
the entire society (okusera, kukunamira ensi) and that they were vulgar 
(okuwemula).344  
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As much as these fashions are targeted and debated in the public arena, 
Kampalans understand that fashions change in meaning from time to time. As I 
was conducting follow-up interviews in the Catholic neighborhood of Rubaga in 
summer 2016, neighborhood residents were talking about how during the 
election season some people had targeted another common fashion in the 
neighborhood. This specific dress belonged to the members of the Catholic 
Church’s “Women’s Guild” and is a yellow traditional Ganda Gomesi.345 This 
fashion identifies the members of the Women’s Guild association as both 
Catholics and members of the women’s council within the church. While more 
and more Catholic women have embraced the fashion lately, yellow Gomesi was 
adopted when the Women’s Guild was first established in the 1960s.  
In more recent years the NRM party also adopted yellow as its color. At 
the same time, Museveni rule and his party has become extremely unpopular 
especially among the young, unemployed urban residents. Opposition members, 
mostly young men, attacked these yellow Gomesi-wearing Women’s Guild 
women, for their supposed identification with the ruling party. These attacks were 
reminiscent of events in the 1960s when Obote demanded government workers 
in the Mengo neighborhood to wear the color ‘red’ to identify as supporters of the 
UPC. Both of these incidents highlight how dress is a symbol not only for one’s 
social values but also politics. 
                                                        





Tensions in the senga relationships have become common as women 
have asserted greater choice in their self-representation. Sengas claim to pass 
on traditions about ‘proper’ womanhood, especially about their ideas about 
appropriate self-representation. Elderly women complained about nieces who 
defied them (okujeemera). Fina Nangamba, lamented that her niece “rented an 
‘urban senga’ for her wedding.”346 This is a common practice where urban 
women wish to use a friend as the senga figure at the wedding. 
At the same time, Kampalan women continue to use traditional logic when 
they choose to undress. The practice is still widely understood as a way to curse 
people in positions of authority. Recently Stella Nyanzi, a professor at Makerere 
University’s Institute of Social Research (MISR), caused a national scandal when 
she undressed in front of the office Mahmood Mamdani, the director of the 
institute, to force him to act in a manner favorable to her. Many Ugandans 
interpreted this incident as willful cursing of Mamdani.347 It also suggests that 
Amin and the soldiers really were wary of the power of women's dress.  
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CONCLUSION: UNDERSTANDING URBAN RESILIENCE IN MILITARIZED KAMPALA 
 
The militarization of the Mengo neighborhood of Kampala between 1966 
and 1986 caused deep and varied insecurities for urban residents. Yet, 
Kampalans remained in the city despite the danger that living in this 
neighborhood entailed. They were committed to urban living. Prior to 
militarization, Kampala was a city of women.  This gender dynamic was the 
product of the fact that women were able to acquire urban land, independent of 
men and clan structures. Under military rule women further staked their claim to 
the city, emerging as protectors of homes, loved ones, and even of the men. 
From the beginning of military rule, urban residents understood that the 
military meant to push them out of the city as a punishment for their political 
opposition and allegiance to the Buganda Kingdom. The very notion of living in 
the city was an act of Okujeema (indeed okujeemera mukibuga or insisting on 
staying, or persevering and staying in the city,), and therefore Okujeema is how 
Kampalans defined resilience and endurance. Kampalans used this concept and 
its variants to describe how they resisted eviction orders, hid and protected 
property from the soldiers. Through Okujeema practices, Kampala’s residents 
also insisted on earning a livelihood and enjoying leisure time in the midst of 




Okujeema as a practice under military rule grew out of Kampalans’ desire 
to protect their urban plots and first-comer status. The immigrants who came to 
Kampala during the twentieth century brought with them rural ideas about 
accruing respectability through first-comer (Bataka) status. The women and men 
who owned plots of land when the city became militarized feared that they would 
lose rights to them if they fled the city. This is what Kampalans meant when they 
claimed, “we stayed in the [militarized] city because we are Bajeemi.” The 
residents who had created the Bataka status for themselves became Bajeemi in 
order to keep that status. Annet Mabira summed up the connection between the 
Bataka status and Okujeema (okujeemera mukibuga): “Everybody in this 
neighborhood knows I have lived here the longest and I am a mutaka. When the 
soldiers became bad I insisted on staying here [najeemera wano]. In the 1980s, I 
sent my sons to the village because I was worried for their safety. I stayed here. 
Had I decided to leave for a while, which I considered, someone like a soldier or 
anyone else would have taken this plot.”348 Kampalans like Annet endured 
militarization in order to keep their plots, because culturally one owned land if 
they were living on, and working, it.  
Through the practices of Okujeema, Kampalans describe historical 
continuities, such as the longstanding desire to attain Bataka status, in urban 
narratives that are often presented as chaotic and incoherent. Religiosity is 
another continuity in the long urban history of Kampala. Its residents drew on 
                                                        




diverse religious traditions and spiritualities to protect themselves and endure 
militarization. Throughout the twentieth century, the Mengo neighborhood hosted 
Ganda traditionalists; it was also the headquarters of the growing Anglican and 
Catholic churches. Neighborhood residents found recourse in all of these 
institutions and faiths, and their spiritual strategy varied depending on the nature 
of the perceived problem or threat. This syncretism was one of the sources of the 
neighborhood’s resilience. Another way that Kampalans relied on choice and 
flexible interpretation to cope with militarization was the ways they used dress 
sometimes to protect themselves and at other times to represent themselves as 
fashionable urbanites. When the post-colonial government sought to inscribe 
new meanings to dress and changing fashions in the city, Kampalans insisted on 
their own meanings.  
Kampala under military rule fit in many ways into what scholars of Africa 
have characterized as the “crisis cities” or even the “wounded cities”.349 Indeed, 
many historical observers of militarized Kampala noted that the urban soldiers 
created a city full of ‘ghosts,’ or that they were part of a ‘state of blood’.350 Intent 
on recounting the horrors of urban militarization, these writers ignored stories of 
the Bajeemi. In 1987 the NRM government under Yoweri Museveni continued 
this pattern of recounting the horrors of the militarization era when it set up the 
Commission of Inquiry into Violations of Human Rights. The commission held 
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public hearings and, eight years later, published a multivolume verbatim report of 
the testimonies from the commission’s hearings. While these accounts are useful 
for understanding what happened, they tend to lead to top-down narratives of 
post-colonial military regimes.   
A more popular history upends this narrative trend. Indeed, fast population 
growth has been one of the significant features of African cities over the twentieth 
century, even in the so-called crisis cities. In militarized Kampala its population 
grew from an estimated 250,000 in 1960 to almost one million in 1990. Despite 
the well-documented violence and insecurity, it continued to attract migrants. My 
historical inquiry suggests why and how urban residents persisted under such 
conditions.  
Rather than ask Kampalans what the soldiers did to them, I asked them 
why they did not flee the city, and what they did to protect themselves from the 
abuses of soldiers. The answers to these questions allow us to understand how 
everyday people, through their own voices, shaped the city.351 Post-colonial 
Kampala was not shaped by the soldiers, although admittedly the impact of the 
army is significant. By chronicling what allowed Kampalans to endure through 
these insecure and dangerous years (what they call Okujeema or okujeemera 
mukibuga), I have helped describe what made Kampalans resilient. 
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Figure 1.1: Adroni Nalugwa stored this 1977 Uganda Martyrs dress memorabilia 
to remember Archbishop Janani Luwum, who was taken from his home and 









Figure 1.2: Gomesi/Busuti: The traditional dress in Buganda; here, women of the 
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